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SUMMARY
This thesis studies various measures of noncompactness and some 
geometrical coefficients in metric or Banach spaces. These geometrical numbers 
are useful in the study of measures of noncompactness, some of which are
interesting quantities in fixed point theory.
In Chapter 1, we give some definitions and known results for convenience
and later use. Some of these results have been obtained very recently.
In Chapter 2, we study a very useful geometrical coefficient in fixed
point theory the Lifschitz characteristic, which is also useful in the
study of measures of noncompactness. We will compare this number with other 
interesting geometrical numbers, and estimate its values in certain spaces. 
Also some fixed point theorems which employ this quantity are given. This 
chapter contains the work of [WebZ-1] and part of the work of [WebZ-2].
In Chapter 3, the notion of normal structure and several normal structure
coefficients in Banach space are studied. The notion of normal structure has 
proved to be a very useful one and various types of normal structure 
coefficients, such as N(X), WCSQC) and D(X), have been well studied in recent 
years. We w ill give several equivalent definitions of normal structure. Via 
these new characterizations of normal structure, some other normal structure 
coefficients are defined. We connect these geometrical numbers with N(X), 
WCS(X) and D(X), and use them to relate various measures of noncompactness. 
This chapter contains part of the work of [21-23.
In Chapter 4, we give various connections between the set measure of
noncompactness a(Q), the ball measure of noncompactness f}(Q) and the 
separation measure of noncompactness S(Q). In general, a(Q) fi(Q) 2«(£?) and
S(Q) 5,'oi(D) ^ ^  2S(Q) are the best possible inequalities. These measures are 
closely related to geometrical properties of the underlying space. We can 
improve on fi(Q)s2d(Q) and S(Q)^ /?(£)) by employing some geometrical
coefficients which we also study in this Chapter. The improved inequalities 
are best possible in certain spaces such as Hilbert, and spaces. As 
consequences, relations between various measures of noncompactness for 
operators, a(f), fi(f) and S(f), are given. Part of this chapter has been 
published in [WefeZ-2] and part is to be published in [Z -l].
In Chapter 5, we study a(T) and fi(T) when T is a linear operator. We 
relate fi(T) and by using a geometrical number. This includes that
fi(T )=P(r ¥) in certain spaces such as Hilbert and (1 < p < oo) spaces. Also we 
study the ascent and descent of I - T  and the eigenvalues of T by using a(T) 
and 0(7). Part of this chapter presents part of the work of [Z-2].
The main results are Theorems 2.1.2, 2.2.4, 2.3.3, 3.1.4, 3.1.8, 3.2.5,
3,3.4, 4.1.3, 4.2.1, 4.2,7, 4.2.10, 4.3.2, 4.4.7, 4.4,8, 5.1.2, 5.3.1, 5 .3 .3 .
INTRODUCTION
The class of k-set contractive operators has proved to be a useful one in 
the study of nonlinear operators; see, for example, [Be], [EdE], [L i]. This 
class is defined via the notion of the set measure of noncompsctness of a set. 
Let &  be a bounded set in a metric space M, the set measure of noncompactness 
of Q is
o f(fi)= in f{d >0  : Q can be covered by a finite number of sets of diameter £ d } .
A continuous operator /  is said to be a k-set contraction if  aCJ^Q)) as kot(Q) for 
all bounded sets Q. Contractions, compact mappings and sums of these furnish
examples of k-set contractions. For a k-set contraction / ,  let
a (/)= in f(£2:0 : /  is a k-set contraction).
If, instead of using sets to cover Q, balls of diameter d are used, one
defines the ball measure of noncompactness denoted by Also the k-bsll
contractions and /?(/) for a k-ball contraction /  may be defined. The two
measures share similar properties, and a(Q)^fi(kQ)^2a(Q) are the best possible
relations between them in general, as examples show.
These measures are closely related to geometrical properties of the
underlying space and it is possible to improve on the inequality in
certain spaces. Indeed, Danes [Dan-1], [Dan-2] showed that a smaller constant
suffices in Hilbert space and in uniformly convex Banach spaces. We have 
obtained sharp inequalities by employing geometrical coefficients which have 
previously been used in the study of fixed points of various mappings, see
[WebZ-2], [25-1]. We proved /? (£ })2oc(Q)/k(M) in a metric space M, where k (M) is 
the Lifschitz characteristic of M; and also that ft(Q) ^  2a(Q)IWCS(X) in a
reflexive Banach space X , where WCS(X) is the weakly convergent sequence 
coefficient of X. Both k(M) and WCS(X) are quantities of much interest in 
fixed point theory [L if], [K rZ], [By-2], their values are in [1 ,2 ], and in
certain spaces K(M) > 1 or/and JFCS(X)> 1. We will give the precise definitions of 
them later.
In this thesis, we study the Lifschitz characteristic k(M) and the weakly 
convergent sequence coefficient WCSQQ and some numbers related to them. As 
well as studying the set and ball measures of noncompactness, we also study 
the so-called separation measure of noncompactness d(O) of a bounded set O in 
a metric space (M, p), which is defined by
<5(0)-sup {d  2:0 : there is a sequence such that P(*n, ^  m ^ n }.
We prove <5(0) is equal to s u p {a (0 '): O ' EO and O y a-minimal) if  Q is an
infinite set. The important notion of a-minimal sets is due to Benavides
[Ben-1]: an infinite bounded set A is called a-minimal if for any infinite 
subset B of A, Similarly one defines /^minimal sets. We will use
the a  and ^-minimal sets and their properties very often in the thesis. Using 
the separation measure, k-d-contractions and 3(f) for a k-d-contraction /  can 
be defined. We will give various relations between a(O), /?(0) and <5(0) by 
employing certain geometrical coefficients, which we will also study. As 
consequences, relations between a(f), fi(j) and S(f) are given. I f  T is a 
linear operator, we obtain more information about a(T) and fi(T).
In Chapter 1, we give some definitions and known results for convenience 
and later use. Some of these results have been obtained very recently.
In Chapter 2, we study the Lifschitz characteristic k(M) defined by 
Lifschitz [L if] in a metric space (M, p) :
tf(M )=sup{h>0 : there exists a>  1 such that for all x ,y E M
and all r> 0 , p(xf y )> r  implies there exists
Z E M  such that B(x, £r)nB (y, dtr)cB(z, r)}.
Obviously l^ /c(ik0^2. Indeed in certain spaces, k(M) > 1, For a bounded, complete 
metric space M, and k < /c(M), Lifschitz [L if] proved that every uniformly
fc-Lipschitxian mapping / :  M  > M  (that is, for any x, y £ M  and each positive
integer n, p (fHx , f Hy)&kp{x> y)) has fixed points. This is one reason we 
study this number, but we also discovered its connection with measures of 
noncompactness. For a Banach space X , it is also worthwhile to study /cQ(X) 
defined by
KQ(X)—inf{K(C) : C a closed, bounded, convex subset of X  with diam (C)>0},
since for k < K^X), the uniformly Jfc-Lipschitzian mapping / :  C —> C has fixed 
points.
We will give some relations between k(X), k^(X) and other useful numbers 
in fixed point theory. For a Banach space X, we prove acq(X) ^ JV(X), where N(X) 
is the normal structure coefficient of X ;
JV'(X)=inf{diam(C)/r(C, Q  : C a closed, bounded,
convex subset of X  with diam(C) > o } ,
where r(C, C) = in  f{s u  p||x-yj]}  is the Chebyshev radius of C. We will also give an 
x € C  yEC
example where N(X) > 1 but k(X)=Kq(X) — 1. We show that /c(X)^7Cq(X)S= l / [ l - d x(l)] , 
where <5x(e): [0, 2] —> [0, 1] is the modulus of convexity of X  defined by:
dx(e )= in f{l~ ||x+y ||/2  : |* ||:S l, ||y |^ l,
Both N(X) and dx(e) are interesting quantities in fixed point theorey [CaM], 
[GoeK-2], [GoeKT]. From above we see that if X  is uniformly convex (that is, 
dx( * » 0  for every e>0), k(X )^ k^(X)> 1. We will prove k (H )~ kq(H )"V2  if  H  is a
v
Hilbert space. An inequality is established in the space ( \< p < 2 )  and we
use it and other known inequalities to give lower bounds for the values of
k( L and kq( L (l< p < c e ). We also give some fixed point theorems by 
employing the Lifschitz characteristic. The work of [WebZ-1] and part of the 
work of [WebZ-2] are included in this chapter.
In Chapter 3, we study the notion of normal structure and some normal 
structure coefficients. A Banach space X  is said to have normal structure if 
for every closed, bounded and convex subset C of X  with diam(C) > 0, 
r(C, C)<diam(C). Uniformly convex and uniformly smooth Banach spaces furnish 
examples of such spaces. If  a Banach space X  is uniformly convex or more 
generally has normal structure, then for any nonempty, weakly compact and 
convex subset C of X, every nonexpansive mapping f :  C —> C has a fixed point, 
see [Bro], [Gofa], [K i], To obtain fixed point theorems in more general spaces, 
Bynum [By-2] defined the usual normal structure coefficient N(X) in a Banach
space X  and the weakly convergent sequence coefficient WCS(X) in a reflexive 
Banach space :
lFCS(X)=inf{diam {x } /  in f <f>(z) : (x } QX weakly convergent 
a w zeco{xn) n
but not strongly convergent}.
where 4>(z)~ lim sup||x^-z||, diam lim sup{|x^-x^|| : m*zn, is the
n—>co n—>co
asymptotic diameter of {x^}. In recent years, N(X)} WCS(X) and another number 
D(X) defined by Maluta [M ai] have been well studied [Am], [Ben-3], [By-2], 
[M ai], [Pr], For a Banach space X, if any of the three numbers is more than 1, 
X  has normal structure. These numbers have proved to be useful in order to 
obtain fixed points of nonexpansive mappings and uniformly Lipschitzian
mappings [GoeK-1], [By-2], [CaM]. They are also useful to compare the set and
the ball measures of noncompactness [WefoZ-2], [Z -lj.
We w ill give several equivalent definitions of normal structure. Via 
these new characterizations of normal structure, we define some other normal 
structure coefficients which are related to N(X), WCS(X) and i>(X). One of 
the normal structure coefficients we define is
NfiQ0  =inf{2diam(C)//?£l( 0  : C a closed, bounded,
convex and noncompact subset of x},
n
where there are 6 C so that CQ U B (x ,, d)} is a
i *» 1
variant of the ball measure of noncompactness, and /i^CO < 2diam(C) gives
another characterization of normal structure. 1 and in certain spaces
Np(X) > 1. We prove that N^(X) > 1 implies that X  is reflexive and we use this
coefficient to relate cc(O), S(Q) and /?(G), in fact
fi(Q )^2a(Q )/NJX) and p(Q)^2S(Q)/N JX).
P P
Also we show Ng(X)=WCS(X) for any reflexive Banach space. Part of the work of
[Z-2] is included in this chapter.
In Chapter 4, we give various connection between a(G ), /?(£?) and S(Q).
Generally, d(Q) oc(G) 25/?(0) ^ 2d(0) are the best inequalities between them. As
shown above, we see that it is possible to improve on the inequalities
P ( Q ) 2ct(0) and fi(Q)£,2S(Q) in certain spaces. We w ill give more improved
inequalities of this kind. We prove that 0(Q) <, 2ct(Q)/W(X) and fi(Q) 2S(Q)/W(X)
in a separable, reflexive Banach space X, where fK(X) is a modification of
WCS(X) by replacing diam {x } with diam{x }, and replacing in f 4>(z) witha n  n _— * \zeco{x )
n
i n f  4>(z) in the definition of WCS(X), Obviously W(X)& WCS(X), so W (X)^NJX) in 
z e x  p
a reflexive Banach space. Also B^X) S:k(X) is true (this will be proved in 
Chapter 2). Then we obtain better inequalities, but these are only true in 
separable spaces.
We define another number K^(X) in Banach space X by
vii
Kp(X) —inf {2diam(C)/^(C) : C a closed, bounded, convex
and noncompact subset of x } ,
and we show that /?(G) <; 2c<(Q)/K^(X), which is the best possible inequality of 
this kind. For a Banach space X, let
K^(X)~mf{^K^(F)i where F  is an infinite-dimensional,
separable, closed subspace of x } .
Then fi(Q)&23(Q)/Kg(X) is true. We also obtain other inequalities of this kind 
by employing other geometrical numbers. We study these numbers and relate them 
in cetain spaces. Also the values of JF(X), K^(X)y K^(X) are given in certain
spaces such as Hilbert, l P, L P spaces.
We will also improve on p(Q)^S(Q) in a Banach space X. We show that 
fi(Q) 2t 3(0)I3(B^)> where Bx is the closed unit ball of X. We w ill give some 
properties of <5(B ), and show d(B )< 2  in certain spaces. Since the values of
A A
d(Bx) in I P and L p (l< p < c o ) are known and less than 2, the inequality we
obtain is sharp.
The results we obtain include that fi(Q)=V23(Q) in Hilbert space; 
P(Q)—2l ilp3(Q) in l p (1 <;/? < ce) spaces; and
min{2M //\  2l/p}S(Q)<;0(Q)«;maK{2i~Vp> 2Vp}3(G)
in L p (1 < p < co) spaces. This recovers results in [Bess-l], [Beia-2] and [BsnA],
As consequence, results about various contractive type mappings are
proved. For / :  D (f)Q X —> Y, where Y is also a Banach space, we obtain that
m  S (S(Bx)IKp(Y))S(f) a (i<fix)IK°fiOr))a(f>,
and if  r  is separable, fi(f) s  (3(j&x)/K^Y))3(f) ss (d(B^/K^Y))a(f); also we 
have 3(f) a  a(f) ■£ [2/K^(X)]P(f), The corollaries of above inequalities in 
Hilbert, l p t L p spaces contain results in [Bess-1], [Bess-21, [BmA3 as
viii
special cases.
Part of the work of fWeb Z--2] and [Z -l] is included in this chapter.
In Chapter 5, We study a(7) and fi(T) when T is a linear operator. I f  T is
a bounded linear operator from a Banach space X  to another Banach space Y, we 
know that both «(7) and fi(T) are seminorms on T. These seminorms have been 
well studied in recent years. Various relations between <x(7), P(T) and
have been established. Nussbaum [Nu-1] proved the important fact that
a(T)^fi(7^) and ^(T*) =£/?(!), Webb [Web-1] and [Web-2] showed that a(T)—fi(T) and 
in Hilbert spaces. Goldenstein and Markus [GolM] gave the relation 
between P(T) and fi(T*) as ■zZ'lfiiT). We continue this work and relate
p(T) and by using a geometrical number R^(X), which is defined by :
J?^(X)=sup{jff^(C)/2 : C £B x is closed and convex}.
We will show that P(T)/Rp(X)£P(T*)<,Rp(Y*)P(T). Obviously l^ R ^ (X )^ 2 . If  X  is 
uniformly convex or uniformly smooth, R ^X )<  2. We are able to prove that
Rp(X)=l in certain spaces such as Hilbert or (1 <p  < oo) spaces. Hence our 
results extend the inequalities 0(T)l2&fi(T*)^2fi(T), We also obtain estimates 
for Rp(X) in terms of N^(X) and other geometrical numbers in X.
For T : X  —> X, it is well known that a(T) and fi(T) are related to 
spectral properties of T  especially the essential spectrum [Nts-lj. We give an 
elementary proof that I - T  has finite ascent and finite descent if a(T) < 1 or
/?(7)<1, For any Ae!R, if  |A| >ct(T), we prove that A in the resolvent set of T or
A is an eigenvalue of T of finite algebraic multiplicity. Also for r > «(7),
there are at most finitely many points A in the spectrum of T with | A | £: r and 
all such A’s are eigenvalues of T. This improves an argument of [M ar] where 
r>2a(T) was needed.
Part of the work of [Z-2] is included in this chapter.
CHAPTER ONE 
PRELIM INARIES
uwj-wh.. r. -■ ■»—-J-«
In ' this chapter, we provide some definitions and known results for 
convenience and later use. Some of these results are fundamental, others have 
been obtained very recently. To keep this chapter within reasonable length, we 
only state most of the results without proof, but the references are given.
1 .1 . Notation in Banach spaces
Let X  be a Banach space, X*  its dual space, the value of x *E X *  at x E X  is
denoted by (x * ,x) or x*(x). The norm on X  will be denoted by f . | x or by ||.[|
v *
if  no ambiguity is possible. The duality mapping F : X  —» 2 is defined by
J=x*)={i«ex»: ( * * , * ) = M 2= M | 2} .
where 2 denotes the collection of all subsets of X*, Using the Hahn-Banach
theorem, it is clear that F(x) =£ 0 for any jt6 X  We use to denote the natural
embedding of X  in its second dual space X**, We use IR to denote the set of 
+real numbers, IR the positive real numbers, IN the positive integers.
.p
Let M  be a metric space with distance p. For any xE M  and relR , 
B(x, r): =  {y E M : p(x, y) < r} denotes the open ball with centre x and radius r.
For convenience, we also use B or B to denote the unit ball B(0, 1) if  M —XA 1
is a normed linear space. Let Q be a subset of M, we use Q to denote the
closure of Q, diam(£J) the diameter of Q, dist(x, O): = i n f  p(x, y) the distance
yEQ
1
from jc to Q. I f  M  is a normed linear space, coQ denotes the convex hull of O,
span(.0) the subspace spanned by Q,
For a sequence {jc } in Banach space X, we write w -lim x  = jc to denote that
n—> 0 0
{xn) converges weakly to x.
For Banach spaces X  and Y, we use ££(Xy Y) to denote the Banach space of 
all bounded linear operators from X  to Yf with the usual norm. We write iZ'(X) 
instead of -£?(X, X). Given any T€.8?(X7 ! ) , the adjoint of T is the operator 
■ re e fe r* ,* * ) defined by (T*y'*> x)~(y®, Tx) for all y * e P  and x e X . Hence
r .
1 .2 . Some geometrical coefficients
The classes of Banach spaces which have some good geometrical properties
are in some sense "nice" since important results can be obtained in these
kind of spaces. In this section, we introduce some geometrical notions which
have proved useful in fixed point theory and in the study of measures of 
noncompactness.
Definition 1 .2 .1 . The modulus of convexity of a Banach space X  is the function 
: [0, 2] —» [0, 1] defined by
dx(fi)= in f{l-Jx*h y [/2  : |x |s s l, ss 1, ||x-y|| 2 :e }.
X  is said to be uniformly convex if dx(e)>0 for every e > 0, and X  uniformly 
smooth if X* is uniformly convex. X  is said to be strictly convex if  £ (2) = 1.
dx(e) can also be defined as: in f{l-|;c -!-y |/2  : ||x|| =  ||y|j =1 , |:c-y|| a s }
2
(see [Day]). Clarkson [Cl] showed that Hilbert and l^ , (1 <j?< oo) spaces
are uniformly convex. Also he gave
Sp (e)2z l- { l~ (e n f} l/p for p& 2, and dp (e )2 : l - l l - (e n f ]Vq for l< p < 2 ,
where S (e) denotes 5 (e) or <5 (e), and q—l- l /p ,  Hanner [Ha] later
P l P L P
proved that equality holds for p>.2 and established the following precise
implicit formula for \ < p <  2:
i\~3p (e )+ s t2 f+  1l-S p (fi)-e/2|p -2 .
Obviously, every uniformly convex Banach space is strictly convex. X  is
strictly convex if, and only if, | * | |s l ,  ||y|| <;! and ||x-y|| >0  implies
f * + y | /2 < l  ([GoeK-1], Lemma 5.2). I f  X*  is strictly convex, the duality mapping 
F  is single-valued [Bar], p. 13.
Next we state a Lemma on a uniformly convex Banach space, which is an 
easy consequence of uniform convexity. We will use it in Chapter 2.
Lemma 1 .2 .2 . (Dotson, [Dot]) Suppose X  is a uniformly convex Banach space. Let 
a, b€-IR satisfy 0 < a < b< 1, and let is a sequence in [u, £>]. Suppose {h>^ } and 
{y^} are sequences in X  such that |jw |^ 1 , | y  ^| ss 1 for all n. Define in X
* *  *» '= (I' cn)w» + V »  • V  l i m p j - l ,  Act U m |w  -y  |= 0 .
n—>09 n—>oo
The following Lemma is on the duality mapping in uniformly convex Banach 
space, which has proved to be a useful result [Ben-2], [Web-4], [Wefe-5]. Later 
we will use it to obtain a theorem on "dual" weak convergence for fixed point.
Lemma 1 .2 .3 . (Webb, [Web-5]) Let X  be a separable, uniformly convex, Banach
space with uniformly convex dual X *. Let {xn) be a bounded sequence in X, then
there exists a subsequence { * ,}  (say) such that 4>(z) = lim |x ,-z | exists for all
k->co *
3
zEX. Moreover, there is a unique v £ l  such that w -1 im f(A ,-v )= G in X * . In fact
k->oo
v is the unique point in X  at which <f> attains its inftmum.
Remark. We suppose X  is uniformly convex since we need the uniqueness of v. If  
one does not demand v unique, the uniformly convexity is not needed [W sM J.
Definition 1 .2 .4 . The characteristic of convexity of a Banach space X  is the
mesacti2asiVL*euitLa.\ iusMtata\KWt?i:.,jvu5"* w u t i  *
number soCX)= sup{e&:0 : dx(e)™0).
Next we state a useful Lemma on which can be found in [GoeK-1]
(see Chapter 5).
Lemma 1 .2 .5 . d^Ce) is continuous on [0 ,2) and strictly increasing on
[e , 2], Furthermove S ( 2 - ) ~  lim  d (e)=1-e (X)/2,
0 X «~>2- X 0
Now we introduce a useful notion in fixed point theory, see [&!].
Definition 1 .2 .6 . A Banach space X  is said to have normal structure if for
every closed, bounded and convex subset C of X  with diam(C) > 0,
r(C, C )< diam(C), where r(C, C )= i n f  {su p |x -y j} is the Chebyshev radius of C.
x E C y e C
Uniformly convex and uniformly smooth Banach spaces furnish examples of 
such spaces. I f  a Banach space X  is uniformly convex or more generally has 
normal structure, a remarkable fixed point theorem for nonexpansive operators 
was discovered almost simultaneously by Browder [Bro], Gohde [Goh] and Kirk 
[K i], Recall that a Banach space X  is said to have the f.p.p. (fixed point 
property), if  for any nonempty, closed, bounded and convex subset C of X, 
every nonexpansive mapping / :  C —> C has a fixed point. Here /  is
4
nonexpansive means that |]/(x )-/(y )| :S |x-y|| for any x , yEC . The fixed point 
theorem of Kirk is: I f  X  is a reflexive Banach space with normal structure, 
then X has the f.p.p, . In chapter 3, we will give other characterizations of 
normal structure.
To obtain fixed point theorem in more general spaces, Bynum f®y-*2]
defined three geometrical coefficients N(X)} BS(X) and V/CS(X), Lim [Oki~2]
proved N(X)—BS(X) for any Banach space X. Here we give the definitions of N(X) 
and WCS(X) since we w ill study them and use them to study various measures of
noncompactness in Chapters 2 and 3.
Definition 1 .2 .7 . The normal structure coefficient N(X) of a Banach space X  is 
the number:
#(X)==inf{diam(C)/r(C, C) : C a closed, bounded,
convex subset of X  with d iam (C )>o}.
Definition 1 .2 .8 . Let X  be an infinite-dimensional reflexive Banach space, the 
weakly convergent sequence coefficient WCS(X) of X is defined as:
BrC£(X)==inf{diam {x } /  in f ■ {x }£=X weakly convergent
a *  ze™ {xn] n
but not strongly convergent},
where 4>(z)~ lim supjx^-zjj, diam lim sup{||x -x^|| : jfc&w} is the
«—»co >oo m
asymptotic diameter of {x^}.
Maluta [M ai] defined the following coefficient D(X) which is related to
IkCS(X) and to N(X).
Definition 1 .2 ,9 , For a Banach space X, D(X) is defined as:
5
D(X) ~su p{ limsupdist<x , co{^}”)/d iam {^} : {x^} e l  is 
n—»co
bounded and nonconstant}.
Obviously, both N(X) and V/CSQQ are in [1 ,2 ], If  F  is a closed subspace 
of X  it is easy to verify that WCS(X) m Y/CS{F), Maluta showed that DQi) ^  l/N(X) 
and 1 if X  is nonreflexive. Moreover, the numbers have the following
relations: N (X )S £ l/(l-< y i)) [By-2]; 2 > (X )3£ l/2 (l-< y i)) [M ai]; if  X  is
reflexive, N(X) ■<, WCS(X) [By-2]. Very recently, Benavides [BeM-3] and Prus [Pr] 
have proved WCS(X) -- 1/D(X) for any infinite-dimensional reflexive Banach space 
X, We w ill study these coefficients in Chapters 2 and 3.
Next we give the definitions of other geometrical coefficients related to 
N(X) and WCS(X), which will be used in Chapters 2 and 4.
Definition 1 .2 .1 0 . Let X  be a Banach space. A related coefficient N(X) to the 
usual normal structure coefficient N(X) is defined as:
N(X) ~  inf {  diam(C)/r(C, X ) : C a closed, bounded, convex
subset of X  with d iam (C )>0},
where r(C, JE)=i n f{s u  p jx -y ]} . Note that 2/N(X) is also called Jung’s constant 
x e X  yGC
(cf. [Am]).
Remark. Using a classical result of Klee and Garkavi (cf. [Ho], p. 190), in any 
Hilbert space H, r(C, X )= r(C t C) for €  as above, so N(X)~N(X).
As a modification of WCS(X), another number WQQ is defined in [WebZ-2]. 
Definition 1 .2 .1 1 . Let X  be a reflexive Banach space, a geometrical
6
coefficient JF(X) is defined as:
W(X) —inf { diam (x } / i n f  4>(z) - {* } weakly convergent 
n zex n
but not strongly convergent},
where 4>(.z)— l i  msupjjx -z ||.
71—> co
In certain spaces, the values of some numbers can be estimated. These 
estimates are useful in comparing certain geometrical coefficients and in the
study of measures of noncompactness (Chapters 2, 3 and 4). Next we state
several estimates for some numbers.
Theorem 1 .2 .1 2 . (Jung, [Jn]) For n-dimensional Euclidean space I ^ (»£lN),
—  2 1/2 ___N(Jn )= (2(/i + l)/« ) . Let be any n-dimensional Banach space, then N(E^) ~ 2
if  and only if  E =1 00. v J v n n
Theorem 1 .2 ,1 3 . (Bohnenblust, [Bo]) I f  E^ is a n-dimensional Banach space 
(n£iN), then #(1? )2e(n+l)/n  .
Theorem 1 ,2 .1 4 . (Maluta, [M ai]) For n-dimensional Euclidean space l^  (n£iN), 
2 1/2N(/^ ) —(2(n-f l)/n) . In every infinite dimensional Hilbert space H,
WCS(II)^V2, and N(l'X)^ V l.
Theorem 1 .2 ,1 5 . (Maluta, [M ai]) In every infinite-dimensional Banach space, 
N(X)<.V2.
Theorem 1 ,2 ,1 6 . (Bynum, [By*>2]) For 1 < p <  oo, WCS(lp) - 2 llp .
The next result was proved independently by Benavides and Prus at about
the same time, it can be found in [Bsn-3] or [Pr],
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Theorem 1.2._17. For l<p<oo,  N (lP)^ N (L P)=*WCS(LP)=m m {2Vp,2 l~ llp},
Remark. I p ( l < p < 2 )  spaces give examples where N(X)< WCSQf) .
The existence of fixed points for uniformly Lipschitzian mapping has been 
well studied in recent years, e.g. [Go$K-2], [GoeST], [L if], [CaM].
To obtain theorems of this type, certain geometrical ceofficients are helpful.
Here we introduce one of these geometrical coefficients------the Lifschitz
characteristic defined by Lifschitz [L if] in order to obtain a fixed point 
theorem. We will study this number in Chapter 2.
Definition 1 .2 ,1 8 . Let (M, p) be a metric space, the Lifschitz characteristic 
k (M) of M  is defined by
sup{& > 0 : there exists a > 1 such that for all x, y£.M
and all r> 0 , p(x, y ) > r  implies there exists
z E M  such that B(x, J>r)nB(y, nr) SBC?, r)}.
Obviously l<J7f(ikf)^2. I f  M  is a nonreflexive Banach space, then for any
closed ball B in M, k (B ) —• 1 (cf, [K rZ], p.227). I f  H  is a Hilbert space,
k(H)7»V2 ([L if] or [K r^ lj p.227), see also Theorem 2,1,7. It is easy to see 
that for a Banach space X ,
/c(X)=sup{£>G: there exists a >  I  such that for all y&X  with |y | >1 ,
there exists zE X  such that B(0, h)HB(y, a)QB(z, 1)}.
One reason for studying k(M) is the following fixed point theorem of 
Lifschitz, see [L if] or [K rZ], p.227, Theorem 37,11.
Theorem 1 .2 .1 9 , Let (M , p) be a complete metric space and let f  be a mapping
from M  into itself Assume that
1) /  is uniformly k-Upschitzian for some k<K(M), that is, for my x, yEM  
and nelN, p (fnx , f ny)&kp(x,y);
2) there is xQ&M  so that { f nxQ}°^ i$ bounded.
Then f  has at least one fixed point in M.
Definition 1 .2 .20 . (cf. [BowT]) Let X  be a Banach space, #XX) is defined by
■5r?iaia«a3awrJ.,"nwn'gi!aasawiai«BMKgg*gn.»w«vc« O
tfQ(X )—Inf {# (0  : C a closed, bounded, convex subset of X  with diam(C') > 0}.
Let X  be a Banach space and let C be a closed, bounded and convex set in 
X. I f  /  : C —> C is uniformly Jfc-lipschitzian for some k < K^(X), from Theorem 
1.2.19, we see that /  has fixed points in C.
In Chapter 2, we will estimate the values of k(X) and kq(X) for some 
spaces. So fixed point theorems in certain spaces can be obtained as
consequence of Theorem 1.2.19 .
The following result is shown in [DowT] and relates kq(X) and «0W -
Theorem 1 .2 .2 1 . (Downing and Turett) Let X be a Banach space. I f  y>  I satisfies 
K l-d x( l /y ) ) - l ,  then y^KjiX).  Also eQ(X )< \ i f  and only i f  fCf^X) >  1.
1 .3 . Measures of noncompactness
taag«B3Bn3OTll1>Hrilta < ' r inr»Vf lYiifflamii-jiiuluui »J Wir ijhil. i..»-^uw.jrK»iCT»tfg«*!rn-q
The notion of the measure of noncompactness is of importance in the study
of classes of noncompact operators, see, for example [De], [EdE], [L I], [Mas].
It has also proved useful in the study of reflexivity and other geometrical
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properties of Banach space [Ban], [BenL-2], [GoeS], [Mo], [Mo-1] and [Mo-2]. 
In this section, we introduce three kinds of measures of noncompactness, 
which have good properties and have been well studied in recent years.
Let M  be a metric space, © the collection of bounded subsets of M. A 
measure of noncompactness on M  is a function p : $ —> [0, + 0 0 ) with the 
properties that:
1) /r(£ i)—0 if  and only if Q is precompact, and
2) ) if Q c Q ./  r ~ \  j /  1 2
Next, we give the definitions of three well-known measures of noncompactness.
Definition 1 .3 .1 . Let Q be a bounded subset of a metric space (M, p). The set 
(1or Kuratowski) measure of noncompactness a(Q) of Q is defined by
a (p )= m f{e > 0  : Q can be covered by a finite number of sets of diameter
the ball measure of noncompactness /?(£?) of Q is defined by
/?(&)—inf {s > 0  : Q can be covered by a finite number of balls of diameter ^ e };
the separation measure of noncompactness S (Q) of Q is defined by
d(O )=sup{e^0 : there is a sequence such that p ix ^ x ^ e zz  if
The set and ball measures have been particularly well studied and can be
found in many books on nonlinear functional analysis, e.g. [Be], [EdE], [L I].
It is easy to see that and these inequalities are best
possible in general. To illustrate this, take any infinite dimensional Banach
space X, it is known that a(Bx)=jff(Bx)= 2  (Nussbaum, cf. [L I], p.93). To get a
set Q such that fi(Q)=2a(Q), we consider the space (c j  of sequence that
converges to 0 with the maximum norm. Let e ~(S  ), where 6 —0 if m^n; S =1n nm nm nm
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if  m=n. Then a ( { ^ } ) " l  since the diameter of any subsequence of is 1.
Clearly fi({e } )^ 2 . I f  f({e  } )< 2 , then for any aGlR such that fi({e })/2 < a <  1, ft tt p  n
there are z ,  . . . ,z  so that {e U B(z., a). Some B(z. ,  a) (1 ^ j^ p )
P n i = l  * J
contains a subsequence {e } of {e }, that is, lie -z.ll <;<z. Let z .= (z . ), then 
1 1 n* k * 3 Jm
16 ~z.|| 2 :11-z. | —> 1 (k —» o q ), a contradiction. Hence fi({e })=2«({e  })==2. 
nk  ^ ^nk n n
The separation measure of noncompactness may be found in fWelW], p.90. 
The relationship between S(Q), a(Q) and fi(Q) is S(Q) & ct(Q)^fi(Q) :S 26(Q). Consider 
the above example in (cQ), <5({e^}) — 1. This shows that the inequalities just 
mentioned are best possible in general. For an infinite-dimensional Banach 
space X , unlike the set and ball measures, <5(B^ ) is not always 2, but <5(B )^ > 1 
is always true [EIO]. In many spaces, £(BX)< 2 . The next theorem shows the 
exact values of 6(1 P) and 6(LP) (see [WelWJ, p.91, Theorem 16.9), which are 
useful to relate 6(Q) and f(Q ) (see Chapter 4),
Theorem 1 .3 .2 . For l^ p ^ o o , let B denote the closed unit ball of l p , B P the 
closed unit ball of L P. Then for 1 < oo, S(B^)=21/^ ? and
S(BP)=max{2Vp, ; J(B 0° ) -^ (B oo)=2.
Although the three measures are not equal, they share many similar 
properties. Next we state some of the more important of these. We will use 
these properties in the proofs of some results in Chapters 3, 4 and 5.
Lemma 1 .3 .3 . Let Q>, i —1,2, be bounded subsets of a complete metric space M, 
We use y/ to denote any of the three measures ct, /?, or 3, then:
1) y/(Q^)—Q if, and only if, is precompact;
2) if  then
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3) <«£>,) “ rotty;
4) V '(0 ,u fi2)=ma3c{^(fl1), iKA^} .
All the above properties are easy to ve rify  (see [E d E ] ,  p. 13 ). Next we 
give more properties of these measures of noncompactness for Banach spaces 
(cf. [£d£], p. 15).
Lemma 1 .3 .4 . 1st X  be a Banach space, and let Q , , 1 — 1,2, be bounded subsets
■nmri~~rr 1 nnim n" mni 1 i i “ f
of X. We use y to denote a or /?, then we have
5) y(fl1+ o 2)^ y (o 1)+ y (^ 2);
6) K coo p ^K ^ j);
7) | a | y(f^j) far  any a SIR.
The result corresponding to 6) for the measure 6 is surprisingly
difficult to prove. a(co.O)—<x(Q) and fi(coQ)=fi(Q) are fundamental results, but 
S(coQ)—S(Q) is obtained very recently by Arias [Ari], and the proof is quite
complicated. The property that their values at O and at coQ are the same
implies that some contractive type mappings have fixed points [Mas], so is a
useful one.
Lemma 1 .3 .5 . (Arias, [Ari]) Let Q be a bounded subset of Banach space X, then
8) S(coQ)=$(Q).
Next we introduce the notions of a-minimal and f i-  minimal sets defined by
Benavides [Ben-1] and give some properties of them. These definitions and
properties have proved very useful in the study of various measures of
noncompactness, e.g. [Ben-1], [Ben-2], [BenA], [BenL-1], [BenL-2], [WebZ~2], 
We will use these notions and properties frequently in Chapters 3 and 4.
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Definition 1 .3 .6 . An infinite set O in a metric space M  is said to be
—TrwariT.iara.T.r^»*«**ftM«tJTga^'mcx,aBgroji
a-minimal (fi-minimal) if  a{Q)=a(D) (fi(Q)—fi(B)) for any infinite subset D  of Q.
Note that every infinite subset of an cr-minimal Oft-minima!) set is 
a-minimal (f i-minima!); any infinite pf©compact set is a-minimal and /^minimal.
Proposition 1 .3 .7 . (Benavides, [Ben-1]) Let M  be a bounded metric space with 
infinitely many points. Then there exists an cn-minimal subset ft of M. 
Furthermore i f  M  is not a precompact set> O can be chosen such that a(Q) >  0.
The above result is also true for /?-minimal sets. When M  is separable, an
improved result for /i-minimal sets can be obtained.
Proposition 1 .3 .8 . (Benavides, [Ben-1]) Let M  be a separable metric space and 
Q an infinite bounded subset of M , Then there is a fi-minimal subset D of O
such that
The corresponding Proposition for the a  measure does not hold. An example
is the unit sphere S in infinite-dimensional Hilbert space H. <x(S ) —2, but 
H H
for any a -m inimal subset A of S , (see [Beia-l]). Later, we will see
H
several other examples in Chapter 4.
The next result is also due to Benavides [Bsn-i], but we give a more
elementary proof.
Lemma 1 .3 .9 . Let Q be an a-minimal subset of a metric space (M, p). Then for 
every s>  0, there exists an infinite subset D of Q such that
a (Q )s < p(jc, y) < ct(Q) +« for every x, yGD.
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Proof. Let be any infinite subset of O. For any e > 0, we claim that there
are Xj and an infinite subset Q  ^ of Q  ^ such that p(x^, z) > a(Q)-s for every
ZEQ„.  Otherwise, let x be any point in Q .  there is x E Q x  i-x t such that 2 1 J r  r  2 1 2  1
p{x^y x^ )^ ,a(Q )-s ,  When x^  ..., Xn are gives, since
n
G:~  U : p(x ,y z )> a (Q )-s }
i = l
is finite, Q \G  is an infinite set. Let x EQ \G, with x - - , - x then 
* 1 t i+1  1 t i+1  r
PC*n+1» x.)^(x(Q)-8  for all i = l ,  As a result, we obtain a sequence {x^}
in Q  with x ^ & x ^  if n& m  and diam({xw)):£a(f3)-e, this contradicts the 
or-minimality of Q.
n
For any c >0, there are Q /£ Q ,  i= l ,  so that Q— U Q /  and
1 i = i  1
di&m(Qjf)<<x(Q)+8. There is at least one ' which is an infinite set. Denote
this set by D^, Then a(P ^—ct(Q) and p(x, y) < a(Q)+s  for every x, yED^. There
are and an infinite subset of so that Pi*^ z)>ot(Q)~s for every
Z E D  . For D  , there are x £ D „  and an infinite subset D of £> so that 2 2 2 2 3 2
p(x . z) >  c c (Q ) - 8  for every ZED  . Continue the process, we obtain sequences {x }
2 3 ft
and satisfying:
1) x E D  ;n n
2) D  and every D is infinite set:
« + l  n J n
3) pipe , z)><x(0)-8 for every ZEDn n+i
Hence we have p(x. , Xj) > <x(Q)-s if  i^ j .  D: — {x^} satisfies the conclusion of 
the Lemma.
Let M  and E  be metric spaces, the mapping f \ M  —>E is called compact if 
it is continuous and for every bounded subset Q of M, f{Q) is compact. The 
measures of noncompactness enable us to define several classes of noncompact 
and contractive type mappings which are useful in the study of nonlinear
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operator theory.
Definition 1 .3 .10 . Let M  and E  be two metric spaces and let JfcaO. A mapping 
/ :  M  —> E  is called a k~set contraction if, and only if, it is continuous and
for every bounded set Q in M, we have a(flQ)) <; ka(Qy„ it is called a k-boll
contraction if, and only if, it is continuous and /?(/(£?)) ^  kfi(Q) for every
bounded set Q in M; it is called a k-5-contraction if, and only if, it is
continuous and S(fiD)):<>kS(D) for every bounded set QQM.
Contractions, compact mappings and sums of these furnish examples of such 
mappings. For a Jfc-set contraction /  (it is also a Jfc-ball contraction and a 
£-<5-contraction for possible different values of k), the measures of 
noncompactness for operators, <*(/), /?(/), and 5(f), can be defined.
Definition 1 .3 .11 . I f  / :  A/ —>E  is a Jfc-set contraction for some Jfc&O, define
<x(f)~inf{fc&0 : /  is a Jfc-set contraction};
/?(/)=inf{Jfc2:0 : /  is a Jfc-ball contraction}; 
d(/)~inf{A;^;0 : /  is a Jfc-d-contracfion}.
I f  /  is not a fc-set contraction for any k7>0, we set «(/) ~ 0 (f)—5(f) — -I cs>. 
Then a(f), 0(f) and 5(f) are defined for all continuous mappings. Obviously, /  
is compact if and only if  a(f)—0(f)~~3(f)~O. Generally, 0(f)/2^ a(f)^20(f) are 
the best possible relationships between a(f) and 0(f); and 0(f)l2 5(f) 20(f) 
are the best possible inequalities between 5(f) and 0(f). Also we have 
<x(f)l2-&5(f)3,2a(f). Later we will show that 5(f)&ct(f) and improve on 
0(f)i2xa(f)x20(f) and 0 (f)f2 *6 (f)*2P (f).
I f  X  and Y are two Banach spaces, let Y) be the subspace of
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SB(Xt Y) consisting of the compact operators. For TEJB(X, Y), the ^-seminorm 
of T is defined as | r | ^ , —in f{|r+ C ||: C € ^ ( I ,  i ) } .  It is easy to see that T is 
I T I # * *  contraction, |r |^ -b a ll  contraction, and i 1^1 contraction. In order 
to study noncompact operators in 9J(X, Y), investigations on seminorms on 
<Z(Xt Y) are helpful. It is easy to verify that «(?), fi(T) and S(T) are all 
seminomas. Also fi(T) =$(T(B^))/2 (cf, [Web-2]), Some relationships between 
certain seminonas of T  and T* are well studied, we state several of these 
results next. In Chapter 5, we will us© these results and give more results on 
seminorms.
Theorem 1 .3 .1 2 , (Nussbaum, [Nu-1]) Let X  and Y be Banach spaces and let 
T e £ (X , Y). Then a(T)<iJ3(T*) and
Corollary 1 .3 .13. (Goldenstein and Markus, cf. [EdE], p. 19) Let X  and Y be 
Banach spaces and let T&9?(X, Y), Then
a(T)/2*cc(T*)i*2tx(T) and fi(J)l2*kfi(T*)*l2&(T),
Theorem 1 .3 .1 4 . (Webb, [Web»l] and [We!>-2]) Let H  and be Hilbert spaces and 
let TeSBijHyHJ. Then and ct(T)^P(T).
Remark, From Theorems 1.3.12 and 1.3.14, we have for H J.
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CHAPTER TWO 
THE LIFSCHITZ CHARACTERISTIC
The Lifschitz characteristic has proved to be a very useful geometrical 
notion in fixed point theory. However, what the relationships between it and 
other geometrical coefficients are, and how its values in classical spaces are 
calculated, are seldom studied. In this chapter, we will connect the Lifschitz 
characteristic and other numbers defined in chapter one and estimate its 
values in certain spaces. Also some fixed point theorems which employ the 
Lifschitz characteristic are given.
This chapter includes the work of [WebZ~l] and part of the work of 
[WebZ-2].
2 .1 . Some properties of the Lifschitz characteristic
We will give some properties of the Lifschitz characteristic and will
connect it with other geometrical coefficients. Also some examples are
given to shown the difference between it and other numbers.
The next Lemma is taken from [WebZ-2] and is the essential one needed for 
relating the Lifschitz characteristic and other numbers.
Lemma 2 .1 .1 . Let (Af, p) be a metric space and let Q be a bounded subset of M
with diameter d. Then for any 0 <b<K(M), there exists zGM  such that
O^B(z, dll)).
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Proof, If />< 1, then for any ze.Q, J)£B (z, dlb), Now suppose that k(M)> 1
and that 1 <b<H(M ), By the definition of tc(M)t there is a > l  such that for all 
x, yE M  and all r> 0 , p(xf y )> r  implies that there exists zE M  such that 
B(y, «r)OB(x, br)£B(z, r).
Case 1 : a^ib. Take r=dlb<d, Then there are points x, y&Q  with p(x, y)> r. 
Hence, there exists ii~ M  such that B(y> adlb)CYB(x, d)£B(z, dlb). For any wefJ, 
p(w, y)<,d^adlb and p(w, x)S dt so wEB(y, <sdlb)f\B(x, d), Therefore, wGBfe, dlb), 
and hence OSB(z, dlb) since w is arbitrary.
N N+lCase 2 :  a<b. Since a > 1, there is an integer N ^ l  such that a < b ^ a  . Let
y ^  1 be so that yaN+1~ b\ note that ya > 1. For n ~ l ,2 ,  ..., N +  1, let r  = dliya1).
n
We claim that there exists z SM  such that X3£B(z , r  ) for all n: \< tn < N + l.
n ft ft
Indeed, for n » l ,  r^<dt so there are x, y£~Q with p(x, y )>  r^, which gives the 
existence of z^  E M  such that
B(y, a r j  n l (x ,  r^ .
Since br^> ar^-dlyszd, we have p(w, y)<id?£ar^ and p(w, x )^d^br^  for any wGfl.
Hence the left hand side contains w, so it contains Q since w is arbitrary.
Therefore O c B (^ ; r^). This proves the case n ~ l. Now suppose the above has
been shown for n—izzN, i.e., there exists z.E M  such that Q Q B (z .,r .). I f
pQc, Z.)=£r. for all x E P ,  then we may take z. = z . , D £B (z . . r . 
i j + i  i + i  i  i + i  i + i
Otherwise, there exists such that pQc, z^)> ^ +1* '^ is  yields such
that
Bfe., ar/+ I)n5C*. * r |+ I )£ B (* ,+ l , r ,+J).
For u€Q , we have p (u ,z .)t£ r.~ a r, and p(u, x )< d ~ y a *^ r . <,br. , sinceI 1 I + I f'v » / i  | + 1 I + 1*
1 4* t M ■{“ 1 ■ ■■ m» —
ya &ya —b. So t4EB(z. , >nB(r, br,^ ). Therefore uEB(z.
the arbitrariness of k GO, we have XJsB(z. , r^+ j). Hence, in finitely many
steps, we obtain the claimed result. Since r —dlb, the proof of the Lemma isN+l
complete.
IS
Now we can connect kq(X) and N(X), the result mentioned m [WebZ-2],
which does not seem to have been noted previously.
Theorem 2 .1 .2 . Let X  be a Banach space, then k  (X)&N(X).
Proof. Let C be any closed, bounded and convex set in X  with diatn(C)>0, then
from Lemma 2.1.1, for any b:Q<b<tc(C), there is z& C  such that
C £B (z, dmm(C)/b). Hsus r(C, C)^s u p|*~z|J :£dmm(C)/b. Then b^dmm(C)/r(C, C).
r € C
Since b is arbitrary, we have K(C)^diani(C)/r(C, C). By the definitions of 
K0(X) and N(X), we obtain Kq(X)£N(X).
Remark. I f  X  is reflexive, by Theorem 2.1.2 and results in section 2 in 
chapter 1, we obtain the following inequalities: 1 £ ^N(X)W CSQ Q  352.
By Theorems 1.2.15 and 2.1.2, we have the following result.
Corollary 2 .1 .3 . I f  X  is an infinite dimensional Banach space, then te^(X)^V2,
The next lemma is given in [L ifj, the corresponding results for k(X) is a 
trivial consequence of the definition.
Lemma 2 .1 .4 . (Lifschitz) Let X  be a Banach space t then
KQ(X)^sup{b > 0 : there exists o > 1 such that for all yEX  with ||y|j >1,
there exists fS[0, 1] such that B(Q, b)C\B(y, a)QB(ty, 1)}.
Proof. We give the proof here since the paper of Lifschitz is only available 
in Russian. We denote the set on the right hand side as A. For any £?G/i, there 
exists a > l  such that for all yEX  with | |y |> l ,  there exists f<E[0, 1] such that
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B(0, h)HB(y, o)!=B(ty, 1). Let C be a closed, bounded, convex subset of X  with 
diam(C)>G. For any x, y&C  and r> 0 , if ||x-y|| > r, we have [| (x-y)/r |j > 1. Hence 
there is f 'e [0 ,  1] such that B(0, b)f)B((y-x)Ir, a )£ B (t , (y-x)/r> l ) .  Then
BQt, hr)OB(y, ar)~x  + B(0, hr)OB(y-x, ar)
- x  +  r  [B(0, b)HB((y~x)/r, <?)]
Qx +  rB (t '(y -x )/r , l ) —Blpc-W'Cy-x), r ) .
Since C is convex, x -H '(y -x )€C . By the definition of k (C), #(C)feh, By the
definition of kq(X)> K^X)^>b. Hence /cQ(X)£;sup/4.
Next we give a lower bound for kq(X) by using the modulus of convexity
S JA .
Theorem 2 .1 .5 . Let X  be a Banach space, then kq(X )& If(1 -3^1)),
Proof. I f  <?„(1)=0, there is nothing to prove. Now suppose £ „ (!)>  0 and let
1 < b <  1/(1—<5 (1». Since 6 (e) is continuous on [0,2), there is c € (l/h , 1) such
X  X
that b < l / ( l -^ x(c)). Let a-m in{£c, l+ h ( l -c ) } > l ,  We claim that for any y with 
||y|| > 1, there is te [0 , 1] such that B(0, h)nB(y, <2)£B(ty, 1),
I f  ||y||&h, then for any x€B(0, h)HB(y, a), we have |(x~y)/h| ^a/bt£c<  1,
||x/h|| ^  1, and \\xfb -  (x~y)/b| =  j|y/&| &: 1. Hence
dx(l)  =£ I - 1 x/b+ (x~y)/& | /2 = 1 - ||x~y/21 /h,
that is ||jc-y/2|| £h(l--<y (1)) < 1. Therefore 1(0, h)O l(y , a)£B(y/2, 1).
I f  b > |y|J 5 :<3 , then for any x€EB(0, £)f)B(y, a), we have J|*/hj| and
| x/b -  >?/1|y|| || ^  |x-y|)/h +  | l /h - l / | y | |  j ||y||
<. a/b 4- | | y | | /h - l  | =c /h -M - ]|y||/&< 1 ,
also we have |x /h -(x /h -y /|y ||)|| =1. Hence [x/h-f(xlb -  y /||y ||)||/2^  l -d x(l), that 
is ||^[h/(2||y||)]y||rsha-dx( l ) ) < l .  Therefore 1(0, h )D l(y, s)GB([h/(2||y||)]y, l) .
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If a>  ||y|| > 1, let A « c / |y | ,  then for any x<EB(0, h)HB(y, a), we have ||x/&| <;1
and
||x/£>- Ay| <; ||x -y |/& +11/b - A| ||y|:s<z/&+| |[y ||/& -c |
=alb+c -  ly llb<;a/b+c - l lb ^ [l+ b (U c y \fb  + c - l /h = l ,
also we have lx/b -  (x/b -  Ay)] =A [jy J =c. Hence \x/b +  (x/b -  Ay)|| /2 ^  l - £ x(c), 
that is ||x-(bA/2)y|| :£h(l-#x(c))< 1, Therefore B(0, h)OB(y, a)EB((hA/2)y, l ) .
By Lemma 2.1.4, we obtain kq(X )^1/( 1 -^ (1 )).
Remark. The above result is mentioned in [WebZ-2] as a remark, but the simple 
reason given there is wrong. This result is better than «rQ(X)&y with 
y (l-J x(i/y)) = l in Theorem 1.2.21. In fact, we have l - £  (1):S l-<5x(l/y) =  l/y  
since S (e) is increasing, so l/(l-<5 (l))2:y.A J%>
Now we give connections between k(X) and other geometrical numbers.
Theorem 2 .1 .6 . I f  X  is a Banach space, then lrSK(X)nSN(X)^2. I f  X  is reflexive, 
then 1^ k(X )^N(X)S  W(X) ^  2.
Proof. Let C be any closed, bounded and convex set in X  with diam(C) > 0, then 
from Lemma 2.1.1, for any b: 0 <b<K(X), there is zE X  such that
C £B (z, diam(C)/&). Thus r(C, X) <;s u p |x -z | <;diam(C)/£. Then b< diam(C)/r(CJ X), By
x e c
the arbitrariness of b, we have /c(2T)s;diam(C)/r(C, X). From the definition of
N(X), we obtain k(X)<,N(X),
W(X)^2 follows from the triangle inequality. The only thing left needed
to prove is N(X)^W(X) for reflexive space X. Let {.v }^ be any weakly convergent
but not strongly convergent sequence in X  and let C—co{x^}. Then
diam(C)=diam{x }. For any z&X, |x ~z\\ Ssu p |y -z | , then sup ||y-zjj where
" " y e c  y e c
4>(z)---= limsup||x ~z| . Thus r(C, AQ — i n f  su p fy -z f a in  f^(z). Therefore we obtain 
n-$oo 11 zE X  yEC zE X
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dism({x })/i a f$(z) & diam(C)/r(C, X). 
n zex
From the definitions of TF(X) and N(X), the conclusion is shown.
Next wc give the relationship between tc(X) and x'Q(X), a result mentioned 
in [WebZ-2].
Proposition 2 .1 .7 . Let X  be a Banach space, then B(0, 4
Proof. For any b: 0 < b < x'(B(0,4)), there is an a >  1 such that for any 
.v, yeB (0, 4), and any r> 0 , |]x-y[ > r  implies there exists zeB (0 , 4) such that
B(x, hr)(lB(y, ar)£B(z, r).
For a and b as above, if y& X  is such that l < | y | < 4 ,  then 
B(0, h)HB(y, a)£B(z, 1) for some z e l(0 ,  4)£X . I f  |y [& 4 , B(0, h)HB(y, 3/2)=0  
since b<  2. Thus, by the equivalent definition of k(X), K(X)^b. Therefore 
s(X)S:#(B(0, 4)) as b is arbitrary.
Remark. We do not know whether k (X )~kq(X) is true or not. We think at least 
#CX)~/e(B(0,4)) should be true.
Using Lemma 2,1.4, we can see that the real number set IR gives a simple 
example of when the values of k and are equal: K(R)—fC ^ )~ 2 .  In fact, for 
yglR and a, &eIR +  with l< a ^ b f if |y| >1, then
B(0, &)nB(y, a )-[~h , h]n[y~a, y + a ]= 0  if y > a b  or y < - (a -1b)
b\ if Ic y ^ a - i  h
= if -1  > y S: -  (a d- b) .
For any b : 1 <b < 2 , let£=min{&, 3-&} > 1. Then for 1 < y £  a -i- £> or -1  d-&),
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it is easy to see that
1(0, £ )n l(y , (b~ha- |y|)/2>,
where t---(b-~aJry)l{2y) for 1 <y<a-bb, t~-(y-\-a~b)l(2y) for -1  >yZz-(a-cb). Since 
(p-fra- and noting that Q<?< 1, we have K (ER)££2. But
v
tfo(iR):£tf0R)sS2, so #o(iR)~#(iR)-2.
We will give the values of K(X) and k (X) for n-dimensional Euclidean 
2space I and infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces H.
2 2 2 Theorem 2 .1 .8 . For n-dimensional Euclidean space I (nTz2), k(1 ) ~ K j l  ) —V2.
■Ml ■ LI II UllliWUHJ. IB Q
For infinite-dimensional Hilbert space H, k(H)—Kq(H) = V l.
Proof. Let H  be a Hilbert space (finite or infinite dimensional). We first
wsintainHLnin
prove Kq(H)<*V2 although this is a known result. For any x ,y € .H  and any O ^ f<; 1, 
noting that flx-y|2== ||xj|2 + |y|j2~2(;?;> y), we have
|* -0 > f  =  | j [ ] W [ | y f - 2 1 Qc, y)
(2.1.D “ M ^ b f  +  ' d ^ f - H ’ - H 2)
= ( l - O l * |2+<||A:-yI2+ 0 2-O ly l2
2 2 For any bi 0<b<V2> b /2< 1 , so there is tQ such that b /2 < t0< l .  Let a be such
that a2= [2 -b \l~ to)] f (2fQ), Since b2<2, a2> [2-2(1-tQ)]/(2tQ) =  l ,  so a >  1. For
any yg-X with |y|] >1, let x€B (0, h)HB(y, a), then from (2.1.1) we have
l * - y  l 2= (i- fo>Ni+ »0l*-y |2 - V $ b f  
* c i-y * 2+v>2- v #
=(l-<0)*2+ [2-i2(l-I0)l/2 - <#(l-»0) 
=l+(ft2/2-(0)(l-(0)< l.
Thus B(0, &)flB(y, f l )£ B (y ,  1). By Lemma 2.1,4, Kq(H)^V2,
I f  H  is an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, then from Theorems 2.1.6
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and 1.2,15, we have k(,H)^NQI)~N(H)^V2. Thus k(J£)=*x (H)—V:2.
For I *  («2s2), K ^ l2)^Vl is known. We consider B(0, v^2)nB(y, <z), where 
l<a< /3  and y-Cy^ 0, ..., 0) with y^m in l <3, (2-(V'(&2- l) - l)2)1/2}. Note that 
|y I =y > 1 since
1 < a2 <3 ^  0<v'(a2-i)< v '2  -l< v '(n 2~ l ) - l < l  ** 2-(v'(a2- l ) - l ) 2> 1,
It is easy to verify that
*,*(» . , -\x , 0, 0)<eB(0, >/2)OB(y, a),*T 1 " 2
2 2 2-<3 +y
1 /  2 \ l / 2where X ——*-------, X — \2 -x  ) . In fact, noting that 0<# <1 (since
i  / y j 2 l  l
lcy^S a), we have ||*+ | = ( i2+.«:2)lra=v'2> and
K - d
=(yj2-2+a2-;y2+2)1'2=<>.
We will show that
2-a2 +y2
\X+ -XJ  =  "  2(2~( 2y l)2) 1/2>2‘
Since y2^2-(Vf(n2- l) - l) 2, then 0 <a3- 2+y2s:2Vf(<22- l) . Therefore
 ^ 2-a2+y2 2 _ 8y2- (2-a2 +y2)2^ 4y2a2-(s2-2+y2)2
2_( ) -  “ “ 2  ~ 2
1 4yt 4yt
4y V-4(<j2- 1) 4 y2(a~ 1 )-4(a2- 1)
fc — ------------     1 + — i---------------- >1,
A 2  A 24yt 4yt
since y^> 1. This proves that jjjc+-.r | >2. Thus for any 2 6 /^ , B(G, v^ 2)OB(y, <3)
can not be contained in B(z, 1), since otherwise |.v+-a: | £ |^+-z| + ]z-* | :&2. By
the definition of K(X), we obtain k(1 2)^v/2. Thus k(1 2)~k (I 2)~y/2,
n tt 0 ft
Remark. The proof also gives that for any infinite-dimensional Hilbert spacewwrrwarowiwsMti v r *
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H, N (H)~N(H)=V2, which seems not to have been explicitly mentioned previously.
2
By Theorems 1.2.12, 1.2.14 and the Theorem above, I (n& 2) gives an 
example where kq(X)<N(X) and k (X)<N(X),
Next we intend to compare K(X) and fCQ(X) with other numbers. We need the 
following definition.
pefmitioR 2 .1 .9 . Two Banach space X  and Y are called isomorphic if  there 
exists an invertible bounded linear operator from X  onto Y, In case X  and Y 
are isomorphic, the Bamch-Mazur distance from X to Y is defined as
and denoted by d(X, Y).
I f  X  and Y are isomorphic Banach spaces, then (see [By-2]) the
are true. The next example shows that neither K nor kq has this property, that 
is, neither of K(X)&dQl, Y)k(Y) and KQ(X) ^ d(X, Y)Kq(Y) holds in general.
inf{ 117i | U 1 jj : U is bicontinuous linear operator ham X  onto 1"}
inequalities
N(X)<>d(X, Y)N(X) and WCS(X)«SdQC> Y)WCS(Y).
7 2sample 2 .1 .1 0 . Let E^---(I | . j^) be I space renormed by
where | . |  is the usual 12 norm and I ■ | w is the usual I 00 norm. Then for 
•/5/22SA<A « (£  ) « l .
In fact, for any fixed h> 1 and any a\ 1 < a £b , since 0<A2-1 < 1 , there is 
WjGK such that
(2.1.2) alX > u l > max{d(A2- l ) 1/2/A, 1/A}.
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Since \> V 5 I2 , we have
4A\ a - u ^  > a \ a - c 2a 2) = a2(4A2~ 4) & a >  1,
2 2Hence 2i/(a ~u^)> 1/A. Then there exists y2€K such that 
(2.1.3) - A > y  > 1/A,1 J*
Let
y=^(0,y2, 0, . . .,0 , ...),
“ "“^ V  u2> °> •••» °» •*•>*
w «(-B j, m2, 0, 0, ...),
2 2where it “ /(a  -w^). From (2.1,2), we have
Ab2-  (aV-B*>) m < (A2(<i2-a2(A2- D/a2)) 112=«;
and from (2.1.3), we have |«2_y2 | since 0 < < 2u^. Hence v/e have
|« |A= |w |A=m ax{(^+«J)1/2, AI «J | , A juJ  
| ^ | A= |w -y |A=max{(«^+(K2-y2)2) 1/2, A |« J , A j ^ - y j } ^ .
Therefore «, w€B(0, Z>)OB(y, a). But
I u~w 11 —nrnx^t , A(2h )} — 2Ab > 2,At 1 1 1
and so B(0, fc)OB(y, a) cannot be contained in R(z, 1) for any zGE^. Since 
|y |A=max{y2 , Ay2}-A y 2> l ,  we obtain k(Ex) ^ kq{Ex)^  1.
Next we prove that d (l2, E^)<.A, so neither K(l *) ^  d (l2, E^)k(E^) nor
kq(1 2)<>d(l2, E £ kq(E £  is true for V '5/2sA</2, since k (12) ^ xq(1 2) =-■=V2. In
2 2 fact, Consider U : I —> E^t where Ux~x for any jes / . U  is a bicontinuous
linear operator from / onto i?A since | , | 2 and | . | A are equivalent norms:
For any * € / 2, j Vx\ A=*max{|;c||2, A |* j :£A|;c||2, s o  that jj 17 jj =sA. Also for any y E , 
I*7 \y\x> 80 Therefore we have d (l2, | 171 J t T 1) <;A,
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Remark. C&siai and Maluta £CaMj proved that N (Ef)—V2!X for 1 ^ X ^ V l.  Thus E.
■raeinaraKsaer,! A X
(V$I2?&X <V2) is also an example of a space where N(X)>  1 but k(X)—icq(X )~  1.
In spit© of the above example, we have the next result.
Proposition 2 ,1 .1 1 . Let X  and Y be isomorphic Banach spaces, i f  d(X, .Y) — 1, 
then k(X)~K(Y),
•L.
Proof. Let U : Y—>X be any isomorphism. For any r S l ,  yG F and rEK , we use
®XC*> r) and ®y(y*r) to denote the closed balls in X  and Y respectively. It
is easy to see that
tf(BvCy,r))sBx(tf)-,r!tfS ) and r j J c f ^ ' V ,  r j£ / - ' | ) .
For any b: 0 <b<K(X), there exists a>  1 such that for any uEX  with ||« j| > 1, 
there is z e l  such that B (0, & ) f lB (u, a )£B  (z ,1). Since d(X,Y)=* 1, for anyw A A X II
e > 0  there is an isomorphism U : Y —> X  such that f U~1 |j — 1 and m  <aun{a, l+ « } .
For any w € F  with |w | >1 , we have Z7>vSX and
I aw i= I u l y  & | i r ‘ow|= i »-! > i .
So there is z ^ E X  such that Bx(0, b) fl Uwf a) £  1). Thus
By (0. * / |  U ] |)n IY(w, « /|C /||)-I7 -1 i7(BY(0, W|| (7 ||)nBY(W, a/J [ /[ ) )
E t r l (Bx<o,i)nB x(r/w ,a))
•>>
— ZUw’
the last inclusion is true since 11/~1 j =  1. Since ft/J f/J > 0 and a l\U \  > 1, we have 
K(.Y)2r.bfl t / |  fc£/(l+s). By the arbitrariness of e and b, we obtain k(Y)^k(X). 
Since the above X  and Y are arbitrary, k(X)2:k(Y) is also true. So k(Y)~k(X) is 
proved.
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Corollary 2 .1 .12 . For every n-dirmnsioml Hilbert space H  , k ( E  )~ k (H  )=V2, 
Proof. For .H , there is an orthcnorraal basis emt. . , , e  . For every x E H  ,
mriEiiaiua j^ | 1
, x.EIR, let T x - ( x . , x ). Then T is a bicontiauous linear 11 ft n i '  r  * jt
n
operator from f f  onto I 2 and f r |  s*nc© || *“( E x2) l/2=  | x | .
” " i - i  '
Therefore, d(Mn> i j * )  — 1. By Proposition 2.1.11, By Theorem 2.1.8
x(ln ) —^ 2, hence K jiH ^^K (H ^)—V2. In the proof of Theorem 2.1.8, it is shown
that k (H  ) ^ /2 ,  so K i l l  ) - / 2 .0 n * o «
We now give some further examples.
Example 2 .1 .1 3 . Let
/ ^ { x  : x^C^, ...,x^>, x.GlR (IrSisSn), 1 *1 ^ =  max |xjt| } ,
1 £  i sSn
then k( / ° ° ) " 1 for 7*^:2.V 71
In fact, for any h > l  and any a > l ,  let y~-(c, 0, .,., 0), where
e-min{<i,h}. Note that |y| > 1. For any zE /**’, z= (z,, z„, z ), let1 W It 1 2 77
w=(Q, w , 0, 0), where w ~c if z =0 and w =-csgnz if  z &0, ThenX « 2 2 2 2
|w! —c?£b and I w -y I —-c^a, that is w£B(0, h)nB(y, a). Buti i O0 1 1 co
that is w$B(z, 1). So B(0, h)HB(y, a) can not be contained in B(z, 1) for any
z € /° °  . Thus °°)~  1.7t v n '
Example 2 .1 .1 4 . Let
l t ”
x = ( * t........ x^), x f €R (liS iSn), \ x \ ^  £
i ■= l
then tc(l1) ~  1 for 77^2,x 77
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In fact, for any b > 1 and c >  1, let y ~ (c/2, c /2 ,0, 0), where
c—minfs, &}. Note that |yj 1. Let x^-i-c /2 , c!2> 0, ..., 0), and let
x = (c /2 ,-c /2 , 0, 0). Then \x \ — |x | =ct&b and |x -y | =  \x -y  | -csSo, so« 11 X i 1 1 ^ 1
xJf x^eBfO, £>)flB(y, a), but | * p * 2| j ” 2c>2, thus for any z€El^, B(0, b)C\B(y, a) 
can not be contained in B(z, 1), Therefore
Remark. Examples 2.1.13 and 2,1,14 are examples of finite-dimensional spaces X  
such that k(X)—1. Note that for any ^-dimensional spaces E  , N(E )^:(j*4-1)/« and
Jl ft
— ©O
N(E  ) —2 if and only if E ~~l (Theorems 1.2.13 and 1,2,12), We see some of the 
t i n  n
difference between K(X) and N(X) from these two examples. Also we know that
1 00 00 l(/ ) * = /  and (I ) * —/ , so these examples are also reflexive Banach spaces X  
n  n  ft n
with k(X) — 1.
2 .2 . Estimates for k (L
In this section, we will estimate the value of k{L for l< p < o o . We will 
establish an inequality in (1 < p < 2 ) and use it to calculate k (L p). Also we 
will use other known inequalities to estimate the value of k(L^). However we
can not give the exact value of k (L^),
The results in this section are included in the papers [WebZ-l’j and
[W®bi&-2jj. The establishment of the (1 <p <2) inequality is in [WefeZ-l], the
estimates for k(L are in [WebZ~2]. The paper [Web35»l] was motivated by [XX] 
which claimed a similar inequality which was unfortunately false. For 1 <p < 2, 
Xu and Xu [XX] claimed the inequality
( jA x + z iy p + g ^ lx -y jV ^ ^ C A lx ^ + z ily l^ ) 1^ , x, y e L p, OiS/issl, 
where and this g(ji) was to be the optimal function of fi
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which satisfies the stated inequality. This inequality is false as is seen by 
taking y^O and p. close to 0. Their proof contains an error and
they gave a wrong g(ju). The correct g(p) for the inequality should be the one 
given in the following Lemma 2.2.2 (see Theorem 2.2,4).
In order to establish an inequality in L p ( l< p <  2), we need the following 
three Lemmas,
Lemma 2 .2 .1 , For any 1 < p <2, 0 < p < \  and X -\.-p , let
f{x) — (j-iL XxP~^)(ji + Xx^)2/p (ji+Xx), 1 .
Then, if  \ l 2 ^ p < l ,  J{x)&0 for all xE[0, 1]. I f  0 < p < l/2 ,  f(pc)=0 has a unique 
solution in (0, 1); in fact the solution is x=(jiJX)2tp, which we denote by a
or aQF).
Proof. It is routine to obtain
f ‘ (.r)= (jj. -I-XxP)2lp 2[X2x2p- 2+ (2-p)Xp\P~1+ (p- V)Xpjp~
and
/ '  (a -)-O - l)(2 -p )A /t(l-x )/~ 3Cti +2xP)1IP~*{XxP- ia) .
I f  1/2 < 1, it is readily seen that f" (x )<  0 for all r £ (0 ,  1) since
~p <X-p  ^  0, that is / '  is decreasing on (0, 1), so f ix ')  > / ' ( ! ) —0 for all
r£ (0 , 1), which implies that /  is increasing on (0, 1), hence fix') <jX.l)—G for
all x€(0 , 1). Therefore f(x )^ 0  for all *e [0 , 1].
I f  0 < ^ <  1/2, then f ”(x) <0 when 0< x< (ji/X )llp , / #(x)~0 when x —(jifX)ifp , and
f ’ (x) > 0  when (p/X)i /p < x <  1, that is f*  is decreasing on (0, (jiIX) 1 !p)
and increasing on ((p/X)l lp , 1) , also m i n / '  (x )  = / ' ( ( /< /A )1 /p ) . Hence
0 < *<  l
f f(x) </ '(1 )= 0  if (jt/X)*/p <,x < 1, and 1 i m / ' (x) = -!- co. Therefore there exists a
* —>0
unique bE(0, (plX)1/p) such that f'(b)~Q  and / '( j t )> 0  if  0 < x < b  , f '(x ) < 0 if
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£ < * < 1 .  Since /  is increasing in (0, b) and decreasing in (b, 1), and
m ax f ix )—fib), we have fix) if b ^ x <  i. Also f(0) --p2 !p-  p < 0, hence there
o<x<  l
is a unique a£(Q, b) such that JXa)=G. Since
fi(ji/X)Vp) -  (jA+X(MlX?<^ l)lp) ( f l± X ( j i lx f f ,p~l-  (p +X Q iIk flp)
«  G<-VK(jilxf~2lp)Q ilx flF' 'x-  Cu*XQslX)2lp)
« (A(ji/A)2/p+A(p/A))- (jA-bA(ML\ffp)  =  0 ,
2 /£?we have a~(j&IA) since the solution of j \x )—0 is unique.
Lemma 2 .2 .2 . For 1 < p < 2 , O ^p£  1, A~ 1-^, and all real numbers x, y, we have the 
following inequality
(2.2.1) ( | Ax+/ry | 2 +g00 | x-y  12)1/2 ss (A | *  |■p + p \ y | p)1/p,
where g is givm by
„ 2 /v - ^ 2/y
Xl l p - f i l l p
for p ^  1/2, and g(U 2)~(p-l)/4 , Moreover, g is the best possible non-negative 
function in the sense that g(p)Zzfip) for all p -.O & p & l, for any other 
non-negative function flp ) which satisfies (2.2.1).
Proof. I f  x~ y~ 0  or * = y = l ,  (2.2.1) is true for any g(p). I f  |y|sr|jc| 
y # 0, then (2.2,1) is equivalent to
( | A(x/y) + /i |2 -l-gOO | (x/y)-112)m  & (A | x/y |p +p)Vp.
I f  j y | < [jcj, then (2.2.1) is equivalent to
( | A +p(y/x) |2 +g(/ f) | l-(y/x) 12)m  ^  (A + /t | y/x\p) Up.
Since x  and y are arbitrary and A and p  can be exchanged in (2.2.1), without
loss of generality, we can suppose that y— 1 and - l ^ x c l .  Then it is easy to see
that the greatest possible function for (2.2,1) to be valid is
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go*>= i n f  mi J ,
~1^X<1  ^ (1-JC)2 (1-JC)2 )
Obviously, G(ji)= G(A) and G is symmetric about fj —1/2, we may consider only the 
case We prove that GQ/)~g(ji) for 0:Sji sSl/2. To show this, for every
-1  ^ x  <1, we consider
F(p)~(\-bju\x\P)2^-(X-$-fiX)2~<JA-\-A\x\P)2^ +  (j£‘bXx)2, 0 ^ /j ^ 1/2.
It is easy to see that F(0)=iF(l/2)==0, For 0 < /* < 1/2, we have
F ' 0 0  “  §  (-1 +  | *  | P)U  [ -^  | pf lp~ l~2(x- 1)(A +//x)
XT
- § ( 1 - | *  |P)(/f+ A | x | p)2/p~1+2(l-x )<>+ Ax),
and
f ' oo = |  ( |  - lx i-1 *  |p)2(a+f< I* i^ '^ -O f+ A  |* |P)2/J’~2).
Since l< p < 2  and A + / i | j c | ^  for Qgp&l /2  and |x| :£ l, it follows that 
F'OO^O. Thus F(^<)2:0 for all 1/2. Therefore
G(ju)~ i n f  **-(/* + A*)_„ t
- i :£ x < i  (1 -* )
From this expression we see that G(0)=Q , For 0 </< 1/2, let
Hot)—^ ■ t^ .l.?..L'p) > _ i S J < i.
( i - * ) 2
Then for 0 < x < 1 and -1  ^x  < 0, we obtain
/T (x )-2 ( l- .r )  3[(/x-b A |x lsgn(x))0*+ A|x \p)2fp~*- (j*+Ax)].
I f  -1  &x < 0, £T(x) <;0, so H(x) H(0) for any -1  ^x < 0, hence G(ji) — i n f  H(x). When
0 ^ x <  I
l> =  112, H ' ( * ) = 2 ( l - x f 3[( j  +  ^ ‘)(^ + \ J ’ )Vp~ i-  ( j  +  jO ]5 0  for all 0 < * < 1 ,
hence 1-) for 0 s * < l ,  i.e. G fl/2 )= /f(l-), and H ( l - )=  l im  H(x) — - (p -1).
* - M -  4
therefore G (l/2)=  j (p - l )= * ( l/2 ) .  When 0 < /(< l/2 . for 0 s r <  1. H ’ {x)-2(\-x)~^f(x),
where fQc) is the function given in Lemma 2.2.1. From Lemma 2,2,1 we have, for
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a=(ji /X)2^ t H'(pc)<0 if 0<;c<<2 , H \ a ) = 0, and H ' ( x ) > 0 if  # < * < 1 ,  that is
m i n H(x)=H(a). Therefore 
0 ^ x <  1
= = (^+Aop ) 2 /p -(/f-i-Ag)2 =  a - jp + X a )2
(1 - a ) 2 ( 1 - a ) 2
. 2  2 2 / p . 2 2 . 2  Ip
«  "ft = V -p  X r  ^  .
1-a j2 lp _ ^ 2 !p  *
Note that this gives some alternative expressions for g.
The next Lemma may be found in Beaummy [Bea] (Lemma 11, p, 201-202),
Lemma 2 ,2 ,3 . I f  1 < p <2, /or every /wire sequence (xj) of elements of L P, we 
have
< z \x f ) in* m x m
j  j
Now we can obtain an inequality for 1 <p < 2.
Theorem 2 .2 .4 . For 1 < p <2 the inequality
(2.2.2) (||2*+W I 2+ g W ix - y lV /2s a | ^ f + / i | b f ) ,//’
holds for all x ,y £ L p and 0 ^  1, A~ l-/<, where g is the function given in
Lemma 2.2.2,
Proof. From Lemmas 2.2.3 and 2.2.2, we have
( | A *+/j> | 2+sOu) l* -y  | V 72 s  1 ( | A * | 2+«0i )  | |2) 1/2 j
s i a M ' + f M V " !
=ot Mlp+AlMlp>1/i’-
Next we use the inequality established in Theorem 2.2.4 to estimate 
k(L p) (1 < p < 2 ).
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Theorem 2 .2 .5 . For l< p < 2 ,  we have k(L p ) k^ L p)Ss A/1 where
M =  m ax  
1/2 r 251
and g is the Junction given in Lemma 2.2,2.
Proof. By Theorem 2.2.4, for any re[0, I] and A'€B(0, &)OB(y, a) where |[y ||> l, 
we have
5*-<y|2=I(l-f)«+»Cr-o0f
(2.2.3) s(f|jc-yii’+ ( l - 0 lx f ) 2/i'-*(0||)'||2
<.ltJ’ + V -0 b Pf P-S(!)-
We want to choose suitable b, a and t such that the right hand side can be 
less than or equal to 1, Let
m J k ± I ± ! J p zt
and let 3d be its maximum on [1/2, 1], Since M ( i)= l+ - * + ^ j t ^ > and
£(0= £(l-0> for 1/2. Therefore M — max M(t). For any b < M llp,
Os;f«;l
there is *o:l/2 :s ro< l  such that bP Then f0+ ( l - f 0)£^ < (l+ g (ro»p^.
Therefore there is <*>1 so that t^rP -\'(\~t^bP < (1 > that is
(^ 0^ + ( l - f 0) ^ ) 2/^ -g(t0)<  1. Thus for all y& L p with |y | |> l ,  we have 
B(0, h>nB(y, a )c B (y ,  1). By Theorem 2.1.4, we have kq{L p) S: M 1^ .
Although we have an explicit formula for g, and it is simple to find M  
numerically for any p, we do not have a formula for the maximum M.
Smarzewski [Sm] recently proved an inequality in an abstract L p (1 </?<2) 
space Xp which enables us to give an explicit lower bound for ac(X )^ . Recall 
that for 1 & p<  co, a Banach lattice for which |x:4*yj|^= 5*1^4- ||y|^ whenever x> y £ X
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and xAy—Qt is called an abstract space [LfeT~lj|, p. 14. Hera xAy denotes 
the greatest lower bound of A' and y, It is obvious that every space is an
abstract space.
Lemma 2 .2 ,6 . [Sm] Lei X  be an abstract space with l< p < 2 ,  then 
J 4- O' 1:2 JS ( l -o  \\x\\2+ ?lyj2~(p“ 1)*<1-/) \\x-y ||2
for all x t y&Xp and G<?<1.
Theorem 2 .2 .7 . I f  X  is an abstract L ^  space with l< p < 2 , then
■tagautaTi hit
K iX ^ K ^ X ^ V p .
Proof, By Lemma 2.2.6, for any l£ [0 , 1] and a;€B(0, £)PlB(y, a) where |y | > 1, we 
have
| x-ty f  « J (l~t)x+ t(x-y) | :2
^ c1-■t) IIx 12* 11'*- y 1:2- (p“ 1 ><<1-o II y 12
^  (l-0& 2+to2-(p - l)f( l- t) .
2
For any b<Vpf there is a 0^: 0 < <  1 so that b < (p - l)f  +1, that is,
( l-t^ b 2+ tQ- ( p - l)fQ( 1~ fQ) < 1, Thus there is a >  1 so that
( l- r0)*2-W0aJ-(p - l) (#( l - / 0)<  1.
Therefore, B(0, a )£ B (y ,  1). By Lemma 2.1,4, the conclusion of the
Theorem follows.
Remark, Numerical calculations show the lower bound Vp to be better then the 
one obtained in Theorem 2.2.5 .
To obtain a lower bound for K(L^) (p>  2), we need the following two
lemmas established in [Llm-lJ.
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Lemma 2 .2 .8 . (Lim) Let p > 2 . The following inequality
1 Xx±py ||p +g(p) 1 x-y  |p <L A | *  f •¥& J y lP, 
is valid for xyy & L ^  and with X =  l -p , where g(M)—Xph{ji)y
h(p)=  - _ where /t AA —inin{/i, A} and x(ja) is the unique solution of
[ 1 + *0 *A A )r
the equation 3 b T ' 1 ~0 (0 ^  1/2), Moreover g(ji) is ike best possible
in the seme that it is larger then or eqml to any other such function, in 
particular, gQ.i)’?: tF 11 pP11.
Lemma 2 .2 .9 . (Lim) For the function h(jt) given in Lemma 2.2.8,
1 +  cP~ 1su p  Q t h W - m r —
0 < /t ^  1 (1 + a )
where ct is the unique number in [0, 1] that satisfies (p-2)aP~ 1+(p~ l)aP~2- 1 —0.
Now we give a lower bound for k(L^) (p> 2).
Theorem 2 .2 .1 0 . For p > 2, we have
k(JL p ) ^ k (L p) a  ( l+ -1 ± “^— - ) 1 lp,
0
where ct is the number given in Lemma 2.2.9.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2.8, for any f E [0, 1] and x£B(Q, b)C\B(yt a) where |y | > 1, we 
have
\x~tylP -^ l(\-t)x -b t(x -yyf
(2.2,3) * ' I * o 1 P+ (l-0 |x |* -« (< )|y |i ’
&t<P+ ( 1 - * ) /  -g(0<
Now let f(f) " - - - I " " — — 1 ~Yth(f), then by Lemma 2.2.9, we have
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1 -h e? -1S:~  sup f t ) ~ 1 sup (rft(r))« l+  —  .
o < ^ i  (l4 -<0
For any b <S ifp , there is fQ : 0 < < 1 such that iP < ;^ 0)* Then
Therefore there is a > 1 so that t c^P -!-( l - t ^ ) < P < 1. Thus for all y & L P with
j|y[ > 1, we have B(G, &)flB(y, a)Q&(t^, 1) for above b> a and tQ, This proves 
KQ( L P) & S t/p by Theorem 2.1.4.
First we give a slight generalization of the fixed point theorem of 
Lifschit?, (Theorem 1.2.19). We just replace n£: 1 with n > «Q for some nQ€iN in 
condition 1) of Theorem 1.2.19. Also the proof is similar as that of Lifschitz 
(see [ICrZ], p.227).
Theorem 2 .3 .1 . Let (M, p) be a complete metric space and let f  be a mapping 
from M  into itself Assume that
1) There are k<K(M) and nQEM so that for any x, yE M  and ntenQi we have 
P (fnx , f ny)<zkp(pc, y);
2) There is xqEM  so that i f nxQ) is bounded.
Then f  has at least one fixed point in M.
Proof. For any yeAf, let
R(y)~ inf{dS:0 : there is xE M  such that O'"”*} £B(y, d )} ,
o
Then from condition 2), R(y) < + co for any yEM . It is easy to check that f?(y)~0
if  and only if fy ~ y .  In fact, if / y —y» then for any a>0, { f ny} cB(y, e),
0
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s o  R(y)~0. C o n v e r s e ly  i f  R(y)-~0, t h e n  f o r  a n y  e > 0,  t h e r e  is  xE M  s o  t h a t  
/$ —
{ f  a t )  £ B ( y ,  a ) .  H e n c e ,  f o r  a n y  ; * & «  , f r o m  c o n d i t io n  1) ,  w e  h a v eUSB. 00
, cn . /e n ,2 n s , , .2n  .p(f y ,y )^ p ( f  y , f  x )+p (f x ,y)
& kp (y ,fnx )+ 8^(k+ \)e .
T h e n  f ny~y,  T h e r e f o r e  / y~-fn^  * y
N e x t  w e  p r o v e  t h e r e  e x is t s  yEM  s o  t h a t  R(y)=^0. F o r  b : k< b< x(M ),  t h e r e  is  
a >  1 s u c h  t h a t  f o r  a n y  x, yEM  a n d  r >  0,  p (x ,y )> r  im p l ie s  t h e r e  e x is t s  zEM  so  
t h a t  B ( x ,  br)C\B(y, ar)Q'B(z, r ) .  L e t  A : 0 < A <1 b e  s u c h  t h a t  y — m i n p j A ,  bklk) >1 
( s in c e  a>  1 a n d  bJk > 1,  s u c h  A e x i s t s ) .  W e  c o n s t r u c t  a  s e q u e n c e  {y }Q M  s u c h  t h a t  
f o r  a n y  p e l N ,
R(yp + l)^XR(yp> a n d  P(yp + l , y p ) ^ ( A + y ) JR (y p ) .
L e t  y ^  b e  a n y  p o in t  i n  M. W h e n  y ^ ,  • ••»  y ^  a r e  g i v e n ,  i f  R (y ^ = 0,  le t  
J p + l^ J p : ^  i ? ( y p ) > 0,  t h e r e  is  s u c h  t h a t  p(f^yp i yp)>XR(yp), F r o m  t h e
d e f i n i t i o n  o f  R(y ) ,  t h e r e  is  xE M  s u c h  t h a t  { f nx}  £ B ( y  ,  yR(y ) ) .  L e tp w '■jp '  p
x —f ^ x ,  t h e n  f o r  a n y  n & j y
f ” x = f n+ ixeB (yp , yR(yp))sB (yp , aXR(yp))
a n d  f r o m  c o n d i t io n  1) ,  w e  h a v e
P(fnx ,  f^yp) - p ( f * +nx, fJyp) & kp(fnxt y  )  <s A y ^ C y ^ )  ss bXR(yp ) .
T h e r e f o r e ,  S B ( y  ,  a A ^ ( y  ) ) n s { / ^ y  ,  h A 2?(y  ) ) :  = / ? .  T h e r e  is  w £ M  so
o P P P P
t h a t  Z > c b ( w ,  A J?(y  ) ) ,  h e n c e  i f nx }n^ n E B ( w ,  XR(y ) ) .  T h e r e f o r e ,  R(w)<i\R(y ) .
P Q P P
U t  yp + i= w » 111611 and
^ p + i  ’ yp > sp (yp +1 / ’V " * . y
a£A J ? (y  ) - f  yR(y ) = ( A + y ) l ? ( y  ) .
if  if  if
Since A < 1, R(y ) ^A  R(y ) —>0 ( p  —> oo), Also for any p, /ElN,
p+/ * Ti+J+r
/ - l
,)=£ E a+y)K (v  .)
/ - I
ss(A+y> E X
i-o
so (v ) is a Cauchy sequence and converges to a point yE M . We will see that
Remark. In [GorEjj, Gornicki and Kruppel claimed the following fixed point
theorem: Let (My p) be a complete metric space and be a subset with a
Banach density fx(A) > 1/2, where p(A)=LIM ( |/4fW^ | In), L IM  denotes the Banach 
limit, JV^ —{1, 2, n ), |ADJV^  | denotes the number of elements of A f\Nn . Let
/ :  M  —> M  satisfy:
1) There is k<tc(M) so that p(f x , / *y)^ kp(x, y )  for any iGA and x, yEM;
2) There is x E M  such that { / V , } . is bounded.* 0 w <riE.d
Then /  has a fixed point in M.
However, their proof seems to be wrong and it seems the above result 
cannot be obtained by the method given in their proof. We do not know whether 
this result is true or not. Here we just point out the errors in the proof.
First, they said: For bS(k, there is a > t  such that for any «, v e M
and r >  0, p(u, v) > r  implies that there is w EM  so that
p(y »y)<s /2 . There exists x E M  such that {jf nx)
0
B(w, hr)HB(v, ar)£B (w , r).
Let A E (0, 1) be such that y=min{A<3&’"1, AhA” 1} > 1 ........ We can see that if
* > 1 ,  a ^ k  can be true, so in this case, y^kak  ^ A < 1 for any Ae(0,  1).
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ftSecondly, they said: There exists nEA such that p(f y ,
(where r(x) is like our R(x)). As y> I there exists x E M  such that
*Xh e A ’ yr(yrrP* Put * * = /”*• ^ h e A ^ ^ m  ’ kyr<yn f i ' But why
is the last inclusion true? I  think they may need n+AQA, then
{ f lx }. A^ { f lx}-s- .S B fy  , yriy )), I f  so, the condition for any nEA, n-tA&A v *i&A i EA v m m
should be added. Also p(A)>  1/2 implies (1+A)DA^0. So if m €(l-K d )n d , it is easy 
to see that
A 2{(p+k)m +k : * € { 1 ,2 ,  m}, p = l ,2 ,  3, . . . }  .
But for n>m  +m, n=lm +k  with IE  IN and *€ {1 , 2, m} . Since l> m ^ k f l —p+k  with 
pGM, we have n—(p-\ k)m Jck&A, Therefore /t(d )= l.
Next we give another fixed point Theorem on uniformly /t-Lipschitzian 
mapping.
Theorem 2 .3 .2 . Let X  be a Banach space and let C be a nonempty, closed,
bounded and convex subset of X. Let f  be a mapping from C into i t s e l f I f
+there are m e IN and fceR with k<K Q(X) so that
l f mnx - f mny\\ r£*||*-y|[ for all n€N and x ,y E C  ,
then f m has at least one fixed point in C. Let denote the fixed point
set of f m. I f  X  is strictly convex and f  satisfies
1) Wfmx-Pl *  ||*-p|| for any pE^tf™ ) and xE C , and
4*
2) there is with k <K^(X) such that
J/ ^x~f ; y|| ssfcjjc-yl for all x, yE F(fm) and j - 1, 2, .... m-1,
then f  has at least one fixed point in C.
THProof. Since k < kq(X) *jzx(C), f  : C —> C satisfies the conditions of Theorem
2.3.1, then f m has at least one fixed point. I f  f m has only one fixed point
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jcq> then f  x0~ x0 ' Now suppose diam(I'’( / m)) > 0.
I f  X  is strictly convex and /  satisfies condition 1), then 
/  : F (fm) —>V(fm) and F( f m) is closed and convex. In fact, for any
r e F ( f m), we have f m(Jx)~f(fmx)—jx, so For any x  e F ( f m) with
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x x GC (n —> oo) we have
71 0 N
so / mxo~xQ. Hence F (f/1 *) is closed. Next we prove is convex. Let x
and y be two point of F (/m) and let z=(x-J-y)/2. Then ||/mz-x | si Jr-x | =  |* -y | /2  
and \y~ fmz\ ^  lz -y | =  j*~y|]/2. I f  [( /^ -v O -C y -/” *)! >0 , then
I i f  mz-x )+ (y -f mz )\/2 <  | * -y | /2
as X  is strictly convex, this is a contradiction. Hence | ( f  mz-x)~(y-f mz)fj ~ 0, 
that is, f mz=(x+y)/2~z. Therefore F( f m) is convex.
For any x, y E F (fm) and any ;*elN : n^pm+j, p E  {0} USN,ycs{l, 2, ..., ttj-1} , 
note that f ^ mx ~x  and f ^ my=y, we have
=  \ f * ( f pmx )-f* ( fpmy) l *  lf^ x~f^y\\ •
Also < Kq(X) K (¥(fm)), so /  has at least one fixed point in V (fm),
Remark. Since we know kq(H )"K (H )~ '/2  for Hilbert space H  and we know lower
bound for kq(L ^ ), we can obtain fixed point theorems for Hilbert and L**
spaces as consequence of Theorems 2.3,1 and 2.3.2.
Some authors such as Lim [Lim-1] and Smarzewski [Sm] proved the fixed 
point theorems on uniformly Jt-Lipschitzian mapping in space by using a
direct proof. In fact, their results are consequences of the fixed point
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theorem of Lifschitz by using the lower bounds for kq(JL^) in section 2. From 
this we can see the Importance of giving the exact values of k^(L or 
k(L^). However this seems not to be easy.
Now we give a theorem on weak convergence for the fixed point.
Theorem 2 .3 .3 . Let X  be a separable, uniformly convex Banach space with X* 
uniformly convex. Let f  : X  —»X satisfy that
1) For any x ,yQ X , we have | / x  -  / y  | s: | x-y |];
2) Titere is x ^ X  so that { f nxQ} is bounded.
Ifien, the fixed point set F( f )  of f  is not empty. For my xq6 X , let
x . =(1 -c  )x 4 -c /x  , 0 < a ^ c  ash<l. n+i j r n  tr n’ n
then there is p€£F(f) such that w-li'mF(x -p )=0, In fact, $ (p )~ m i n 4>(z), where
n —>oo z 6 X
#(z) =  limsupllx ~z\\.
11 n  "n-~->oo
Proof. Since X  is uniformly convex, k(X) > 1. Also /  is a uniformly 
l-Lipschitad&n mapping. So by Theorem 1.2.19, /  has at least one fixed point. 
For any p G F (f), from condition 1), we have
5(1 ' CH) I V p I +cJ f xn~fp * s  l V p l-
So lim jjx  -p ||:— d exists. I f  d -0 ,  there is nothing left to prove. Now suppose 
n->oo *  x
dx & 0, and let wn=(xw-p )/||x r p | , >>K= C/'^-p)/||^r p|| . Then 1 ^ 1  =s 1 , | | y j ^ l  and
K 1“cw>wi»+ V » I " K + r /?^ I V / 'l  “ >1
By Lemma 1.2,2, II ^ “^11 —>  ^ (n —> <?d), that is, || x^-fx^  || / 1x^~p | —> 0
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(n —> ©»), so we obtain (n —> ce).
For any subsequence (say) of {jc^ } , by Lemma 1.2.3, there is a
subsequence {*,} (say) of {* ,}  such that $(£)= H a  |jc,—z| exists for all zEX, 
3 j^ c o  3
and there is a unique v&X  so that $ (v )-ra  i n<£(z) and w -lim  F(x.-v)~-0. For any./,
z e x  ./-><» 3
since
l*,-+ r  4 = = V r f & - ej t f f x} \ >
we have
\x .-z \-c . \x .- fx . \  =3 | ^ +,-z|| s  l y z ]  + Cj\X j-fx} \ .
So lim ||x  -z | = lim |jc .—z|| =4>(z) for any zGX, as |jc.-/■*•! “ > Q (/ —> &>), Since 
j —>oo 3+1 j ->oo 3 3 3
I x} + f f  v i =  ! ( l - ^ X y /v ) + c . ( / 'y /v ) | |
s ( l - c . ) | y / v |  + C j\ fx j- f  v]
^ ( l - c y l ly /v j l  + c . l y v l ,
we obtain
( I JC; + , - / VI -  l XJ - f 4 V Cj +  l y / v l  =  |xy -» |.
Let j ~ > oo, we have, <j5>(f v):S$(v), Hence Since the inflmura of $ is
unique, f v —v.
I f  v is independent of the subsequence, the proof is finished.
Suppose {Xj} and {x^} (say) are two subsequences of such that
l im | a\ - z || exists for all zEX, and there exists unique v ^ X  so that
I —>00
$ (v ) —m i n<£ (z); also 4>(z)~ l im |x  - z || exists for all zGX, and there exists
* 1 Tf 1 * Fftz 6 a  m—
unique v EX  so that <f> (v )= m i n$ (z). Y/e know that both v and v are fixed 
2 2 2 z e x  2 1 2
points o f / ,  so both lim jjx ^ -v j and 1 im|[jc — v | exist. Hence we have 
n—>oo n—>co
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Remark. Let X  be a Banach space. I f  f : D(f) QX  —> X  is a generalized■n.-nn-ri Tin* -b ,-^5wi * * W
contraction, that is, for any xBD(f)f there is gj(x)<1 such that
||/*~/y|| =£«(*) | * -y i  for all y in D(f}> Webb [Web-3] showed a theorem on strong
convergence of a general scheme the iteration of Mann [Mao]. For
nonexpsnsive mappings there is no such a general theorem on strong
convergence. There are some strong and weak convergence theorems for 
nonexpsnsive mappings for special schemes, see Bnick’s survey paper [Bra] and 
the references therein.
CHAPTER THREE 
NORMAL STRUCTURE COEFFICIENTS
The notion of normal structure has proved to be a very useful one in 
fixed point theory £GoeK-l], [lO], Various types of normal structure 
coefficients such as the usual normal structure coefficient N(X), the weakly 
convergent sequence coefficient WCS(X) and Z>(X) have been well studied [Am], 
[By-2], [Mai], [Pr]. These coefficients have proved to be useful in 
order to obtain fixed points of nonexpsnsive mappings and uniformly 
Lipschitzian mappings [GoeK-1], [By-2], [C&M]. They are also helpful to
compare k-set contractions and L-ball contractions [WebZ-2]. In this chapter, 
we will give several equivalent definitions of normal structure. Via these new 
characterizations of normal structure, we will define some other normal 
structure coefficients. We will study these geometrical numbers and use them 
to connect various measures of noncompactness. Also some relationships between 
them and N(X) and WCS(X) are given.
This chapter includes part of the work of [Z-2].
3 .1 . Various equivalent definitions of^normal structure
Let C be a nonempty, closed, bounded and convex subset of a Banach space 
X. We will give the definitions of the //z-Chebyshev radius of C and a ball 
measure of noncompactness of C, which allow us to give other characterizations 
of normal structure. By using the m-Chebyshev radius and this kind of ball
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measure, we can define several normal structure coefficients.
Definition 3 .1 .1 . Let X  be a Banach space and let C be a nonempty, closed, 
bounded and convex subset of X. For a fixed m€:!N, the m-Chebyshev radius of C 
is defined as:
m
r ( O : £= in f{d > 0 : there are x, , SC  so that CQ  U B(x, ,d )}tn '  l m
Also we define a ball measure of noncompactness as:
j8c (O := m f{2 r> 0  : there are finitely many r .e C , i - 1 ,  n,
n
such that CQ U B (x., r )} .  
i =  1 1
Now we give some simple properties of r (C) and
Proposition 3 .1 .2 . Let X  be a Banach space and let C be a closed, bounded
and convex subset of X  with diam(Q>0. Then
1) r t(C )=r(C , Q ; for any melN, r ^ Q f e r ^ f O .
2) l im  rm( 0
m—>oo
3) fi(£C )—0 if  and only if C is compact; in particular, if X  is
finite-dimensional, fi^C )~Q  for any C;
4) r (O > 0  for any mE!N;
5) Let Y be another Banach space such that X  and Y are isomorphic. Then 
for every bicontinuous linear operator U from X  onto Y, we have 
r ^ U C )23 | l / j j^ (C )  and jj In particular, for my aSR\{0},
rn£a€ ) ss\a \ rm(c >> P (IC )' Also f or any X(= x > ^ ( ^ ^ '0 = ^ ( 0 ,
^ + c ° c+C)" ^ c (C>-
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Proof. Property 1) is obvious. Since {r^ (Q } is decreasing and has a lower 
bound /?£<C)/2, l im  r^(C) exists. To prove 2), l im  r  (Qs>/?£,(C)/2 is clear.
m—>co k
Also for any a > p (£C)l2t there are x^EC, /»1 , .. .,£ , such that CS U B (^ , a).
So for any m*’k, r  (C)^r,(C)sSa. Thus lim  r (C>2£<j. By the arbitrariness of a, w *  . M itinj—>00
we obtain lim  r (C):£
ftt—>00
Property 3) is obvious. We show property 4) next. Since dir.M(C) > 0, there
are x, yE C  with |jx-y| fediam(C)/2. I f   ^ ( 0 = 0 ,  for any e>0, there is a covering 
m
of €  by U B(x.(e), e), #.(a)eC. This union must cover the line segment 
1 = 1 1 1
[*, y], so [x, >’] £  U B(x.(e), e), where the union contains at most m 
elements. Therefore j|x-y||^sum of diameters of the ballszs2ms. As e > 0 is 
arbitrary, this is a contradiction. This proves property 4),
Lastly we prove 5). Since the proof for r^(C) and P^4,C) are similar, we
only give the proof for p ^ C ). For any d >
it n
that CE U B(x. , d). Hence 17CE U B (t/x ., | £/|d). Note that UC is closed, 
i - l  i = l 1
bounded and convex set in Y with diam(£/C) > 0. Therefore, | U\ft^£C) since
d is arbitrary.
For any ae!R\{0}, U (x)-ax (xEX) is an invertible bounded linear operator 
from X  onto X  with | t/Jj -  j&J, thus p ^{aC )^ \a \p ^X C ). Since a and C are
arbitrary, we also have \ J p &c£aC).
n rt
For any a:6X, aM-CE U B (x+ac. , d) if C £  U B(*. , *0 (r .e C , d> PJiQ IZ),
i 1 i - 1  1 ' ^
thus Also we have
P cfP)= P_x + + q (t x + C * + Q ) ^ + c ( x + 0
since x and C are arbitrary.
P J£)!2 , there are ..., r^ e C  such
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Next we show that equivalent definitions of normal structure can be given 
by using r^(C) and P^iC). The proof uses the next Lemma (see [GoeK-1], Lemma 
4.1) which gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a space not to have
normal structure.
Lemma 3 .1 .3 . A Bamch space X  does not have normal structure if, and only if,
there is a bounded sequence QX with diam{x^} > 0  such that
l im  dist(.r^+i> co{jc.}”) —diam{* }. 
n—> oo
Theorem 3 .1 .4 . Let X be a Bamch space, then the following properties are 
equivalent'.
1) X has normal structure;
2) For any closed, bounded, convex subset C of X with diam(C)>0,
there exists mSN such that r (C) <diam(C);
3) For any C as in 2), /?^C)<2diam(C);
4) For any bounded nonconstant sequence {*n}> < 2diam {*;t} > where
D=co{x
Proof. We prove 1) => 2) =* 3) 4) 1). Suppose X  has normal structure, then
we have r(C, C) <diam(Q, But r^ C )^ r^ C )—r(C, C), so rm( Q < diam(C). This 
proves that 1) implies 2). Since f}^C)l2?&r^C), 2) implies 3). That 3) implies
4) is obvious. Now we finish the proof by proving 4) => 1). Suppose X  satisfies 
property 4), I f  X  does not have normal structure, by Lemma 3.1.3, there exists 
a bounded sequence such that
limdist(x . co{x.}^)” diam{x }:~<2>0, n+l 1 r l  1 n*n—>oo
Let D=co{x^}, then =2r<2diam(Z>)=2*L Let e > 0 be chosen so that 2e-i-r<d.
p
Then there are y.E D , / —l,  2, such that D c  U B(y, ,  r-i-e). Some
J j.^ 1  J
B (y,, r*$-6) contains a subsequence {x } of {.* }. For this y . ,  there is j  nk n j
Z j€co{j:p | such that | £ j - y . | < * >  Hence
l* B - * j l s l * B - y , l < f r + * ) + 8 = ' - + 2<-
k k
nk ~ 11Therefore for > I, dist(x  ^ , co{.r\}  ^ )^ s jjx  ^ - z j  :£r-f 2s<d, a contradiction.
k k
Using Theorem 3.1.4, we can define some types of normal structure
coefficients.
Definition 3 .1 .5 . Let X  be a Banach space. For fixed raGiN, we define a variant 
of the normal structure coefficient by:
Nfn(X) — m f{diam (0/r^(C) : €  a closed, bounded and convex
subset of X  with dlam(C) > o } .
I f  X  is infinite-dimensional, we define other two normal structure coefficient
N JX ) and N  (X) as: p s
NpQC)= inf{2diam(C)/,<9^0  : C a closed, bounded, convex
and noncompact subset of x }
and
Ng(X) = ia i{ 2di.am{x^}//^ (D )  : {x^} a bounded and
noncompact sequence of X, D —cq{*w} }  .
Obviously, for any fixed tmGIN, 1 ^N (X )^N  QO&N (X )& N  QQ < -f oo, and if
X  is infinite-dimensional, 1 N(T) <; N^(X) <  N^QC) <  NJX) <, 2 . I f  F  is a closed
subspace of X, we have N^(F)^:N^(X)f N^(F)^:N^(X) and N^F^tzN^X). In section
3.2, we will see that N J X )~ N  (X), so later we just consider N  (X) and N JX ).p s w p
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We know that 1 ^AT(X)<;2 for any Banach space X, but the valises of iV^(X) 
(m S; 2) for finite-dimensional Banach spaces need not lie in the interval
[1,2], To show this, we consider the real number set K, It is easy to see
that N  (IR)=2m. In fact, for any closed, bounded and convex subset C in R withfit
diam(C)> 0 , C —[a, b] (a<b). So diam(C)a=:&-a and r^(C )~(b-a)hm .
Next we show that l im N (X)~  -i- ©o for any finite-dimensional Banach space X. 
m-*co m
Proposition 3 .1 .6 . For any finite-dimensional Banach space X, < ?jn and
lim N  (X )=  +  co. mm—>oo
Proof. For any r  6 X  with jc =£0, let C~ {o'* : Os: a s i } ,  then we have
NmQQ ^  diam(C)/r^(C)«  2m.
For any closed, bounded and convex subset C of X  with dmin(C) > 0, let
d=diam(C). For any there are . . . , E such that
_  m
B £  U B(x. , a). Fix a point z&C, we have
A « I
|  as 1
_  m m
CQz+d  B S U (z"!^ B(jc. , a j)=  U B(z±dx.,ad). 
i -* 1 1 i - i  1
For any l£ i£ m , if Cr\B(z+dx., let E C f tB (z d x,, ad)', if
m m
C r\& (z+dx,, ad)=0> let y .€C . Then C— U (cnB (z-l-dx., <zd))s U B(y. , 2ad). 
1 1  i - l  1 i ~ l  1
Hence r ^ € )^ la d .  We obtain d ia m (Q /r^ (C )l/2 r^ (B x> since a is arbitrary. 
Therefore ^ mQ0 1 / 2r^(B^). Since Bx is compact, we have
U m y v = % < v = ° -m-> co x
Hence 1 i m/V (X)-  -i- os is proved.
»/i—> oo
Property 5) in Proposition 3.1.2 allows us to give new expressions for
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j y X )  and iy x > .
Proposition 3 .1 .7 . For a Banach space X,W W T  ....-T.I-..L . . ..-■“IT
N  (X )“ in f{ l/r  (C): C&X is closed and convex with 0 € C  dism(C) — 1}.lit '  fit
I f  X  is infinite-dimensional) we have
Np(X)~ in f{ 2 /^^(Q : C S X  is closed, convex and
noncompact with OseC <ind diamCQ—l } .
Bynum [By»l] gave a class of spaces which are reflexive but lack normal 
structure. Also a nonreflexive Banach space can have normal structure 
(cf. [CJoeK-1]), Hence reflexivity and normal structure do not imply each 
other. However Maluta [Msl] proved that uniformly normal structure (N(X) > 1 or 
D(X) < 1) implies reflexivity. Our next result show that if iV^(X) > 1 or N^(X) > 1, 
X  is reflexive.
Theorem 3 .1 .S. I f  X is a nonreflexive Banach space, then N^(X)~:N ^(X )—1, m€lN.
In order to prove Theorem 3.1.8, we need the following Theorem in pAiM], 
the Corollary of Theorem 2.
Theorem 3 .1 .9 . (D. P. M il’man and V. D. M il’man) I f  X  is a nonreflexive Banach
tetaa1. vstiw a a  vjsuar•.•uzwA.ivni'Ttaixm .
space, then for any e>0, there is a sequence with 1* ||“ I  such that
l-esdjx -x  | |^ l+ a  for any x, €co{x.}” and x £-cafx.}°°M in nco]] J J in 1 r  1 nco 1 r  n +1
Proof of Theorem 3 .1 .8 . Since X  is nonreflexive, X  is infinite-dimensional. 
Then we have 1 ^N m(X)^N^(X). We finish the proof by showing N^(X) 1. By Theorem
3.1.9, for any s: 0 < e<  1/4, there is a sequence {x^}Q X  such that for any
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x , e c o {* .} *  and* , G co f*,}00. . one has 1-e^ 0* - *  1 ^1+e. Let C~co{* },in 1 r l  nco 1 i* n +1 8 in r«ww 4 rr
then diam(C)“ diam{*w} :£l-S-a. We claim that $£<C)fe2(l-3e). I f  P (r f C ) < 2 ( l ~ 3 s ) ,
k
there are y .(=C, j ~ l y k, such that CS U B(y., l-3e). For each y, (1 tZji&k),
J j ^ \  J J
p. k
there is z.G co{*.} J such that |k ," y ,|< s , and then C £  U B(z., l-2a). 
J * 1 J r  J
However if W=max{P^ : l& j& k ),  for any J : l^ lj& k , we have | * N+1-z^| fe l-e ,
since z.G cof*.}1'1 and *  .G c o h .}^  . This is a contradiction, Hence j  K r  l N+l 1 i N +1
Np(X) asMiamCQ/^C) £2(1 -}e )/2 (l-3e)= (l +s)/(l-3s).
As this is true for every 8, N JX )& 1,
P
Next we will give another property of N ^ X )  and N^(X) by using the 
Banach-Maxur distance. This property is similar to that of N(X) and WCSQC) 
given by Bynum in [By~2]. Let X  and Y be isomorphic Banach space, if the 
values of N^(X), N^(X) and d(X, Y) are known, the values of ^ m(X) and TV^ CT) 
can be estimated by using this result (see example 3.3.7 in section 3).
Theorem 3 .1 .10 . I f  X  and Y are isomorphic Banach spaces, then we have
lj^ ij»^aE^-s*rat«BMn9gaW|gTOfe«r Vi I"J tm *
Nm(X )*d (X y Y)Nm(Y) and Nfi(X)^d{X} Y)Nfi(Y).
Proof. Let C q Y be any closed, bounded, convex and noncompact set (or
diam(C) > 0). Let U: Y —>X be any isomorphism, then UC is a subset of X  with
the same properties as those of C. Thus, by 5) of Proposition 3.1.2 and the
definitions of N  (X) and NJX). we have m / r  '
rJ Q = r m(U~ 'U(C)> ;S I t /_ l|lrm(UC)
s||(7"l [ dmm(UC)INJX)
dhmiQINJX);
and
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£  li U "112dmm(UQ/N^X)
£  1t T :1J1 || ?Amm(C)/Np(X)
Then /^m(X) ^  J 11| [ t/|| diam (0/rm(C) and N^(X)S [ t T l | j tf|2diam(Q/£c ( 0 .  By
the arbitrariness of Ur we have N (X) s; d(X, Y) diam(C)/ir (C) andn  hi
Np(X)?s,d(Xf 102diain(Q/^^(O, The result follows since C is arbitrary.
3.2 . Some properties of and N^(X)
Let X  be an infinite-dimensional Banach space. We will use N^(X) to 
connect various measures of noncompactness. First we give the definition of a 
ball measure. Let C be a nonempty, closed and convex set in X, for any bounded 
subset O of C, fij-lQ) is defined by:
= in f{2 r>0  : there are finitely many r.S C , i —1, 2, ..., it,
n
such that O S U B (x ,, r )} .  
i = l  1
Next we give some properties of this variant of the ball measure.
Lemma 3 .2 .1 . Let X  be a Banach space, C a nonempty, closed and convex subset 
of X. Then for any bounded subsets A and B of C, we have:
1) fi^AA) —0 if  and only i f  A is precompact;
2) I f  AQB, then
3)
4) fi^AUB)=inax{fi(XA),
5) For any A: 0< A < 1 , ^ c (A^+(l-A)2?)£Ajffc (i4)+(l*-A)j»c(J?);
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6) p^caA)
Proof. The properties l)-4 ) are true smce we ears view C us a metric space
ctiosesKBBSKnai
(Lemma 1.3.3). For 5). Since AGC, 3G C , and C is convex, Ad+(l-A)l?£C. Put
P JA ) - l a ,  and fi(4.3)-2b. For any e>0, there are x .€EC, i —1, and y .E C,
n k
j - l ,  ..,,A , such that AG U B (x .,a+«) and B £  U B (y .,h+«), Then
/ - I  1 / « 1  3
n k
A /i-f(l-A )B £ U U B(Ax,-i*(l-A)y , A£+(l-A)h+6),
* J
since 2x, -r(l-A)y^ <E C, 5) follows by the arbitrariness of e.
We show 6) next. For any d > there are...........x^.. jc^GC such
n
that AG U B (x.,d ). We claim coAG U B(z, d). In fact, for any y Eccvi, 
< =  i  1 t e c o { * ( )^
*  k
y— Y A, y . A.feO, Y A . - l  and y,C~ i^. For each y , ,  there is x ( l^ n  -sn)
jzx l  3 3 3 j  sal 3 3 3 ^  3
k k
such that |y - *  flssd, thus | y -  Y A.x f :£ Y A Jy .-x  | ^d. Note that
3 j  j ~ l J nj  j  =  I 3 3 j
k
Y A .* €co{jc.} , so this is the claimed result. Since co{*,} is compact,
j ~ l  3 nj  1 1 11
for any e > 0 , there exist . . . , z 6 co{jc^ }* such that if  zGcofjc .^}” , then for
p nsome z. (1 ^ /^ p ) , j z - z jc e ,  Therefore, co/(£ U B (z.,d+c), Since z,Eco{x.) GC,
1 / = 1 / i i
liS /s p , we obtain that ^ (c a A)i&2d. Then fi^coA)<;P^(A) by the arbitrariness of 
d . 6) follows by using 2).
We establish a connection between ball and set measures of noncompactness 
by using N^(X).
Theorem 3 .2 .2 . Let X be an infinite-dimensional Banach space, for my closed, 
bounded, convex subset C of X, we have s* 2a(_C)IN^(X). For any bounded
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subset Q of X, we have sS 2a(Q)/N^(X)t
Proof, Suppose C is noscampact. For any &>a(C)t there are C.QC, i = l ,  n, 
n
such that C~  U C, and diam(C,)^a for 1 <;isJn. There is a k: l^fcsSn such that 
1 = 1 1 1
/i^CCp^maxfyS^CCp: Then
sadiamCcoCp/WgCJO-ZdiamCCp/WjOTsaa/JV^W.
By the arbitrariness of a, /^(C)s£2at(C)/Np(X) • Since fi(Q )~fiicoQ )^^—^(coQ), and 
a(Q)~cn(coQ), §(Q) 2S 2oi(Q)IN^(X) is true for any bounded subset Q of X,
Next we show two Lemmas which allow the separation measure J to replace
the set measure eg in Theorem 3.2.2. Our first Lemma gives Mi equivalent 
definition of S(Q), which is also shown in [BenL-21 by Benavides and Lopez 
Acedo.
Lemma 3 ,2 .3 . I f  Q is an infinite bounded set in a metric space M t then 
: -- sup{a(0'): O ' is an a-minimal subset of Q }—S(Q).
Proof. Let Q ' be an a-minimal subset of O (By Proposition 1.3.7, such Q' 
exists). For any e>0, there is an infinite subset A of Q ' such that 
d(x, y) > (x(Q')-e for any x, y&A (Lemma 1.3.9), that is S(Q )^a(f2f)~e, Then 
S (P )^a(Q ') by letting e —>0, so S(D) ^ p(Q) as Q ' is arbitrary.
Conversely, for any e>0, there exists an infinite subset A of Q such that
d(x,y)S:<?(.0)-e for all x, >’£ /!, x #y. Let A* be an a-minimal subset of A. Then 
we have a(.4')5^0C)--s since d(x', y')ezS<iQ)-8 for any x *, y'E -A ', x '& y *. So 
fi(Q)^.d(Q)~et and the result follows since s is arbitrary.
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Lemma 3 ,2 .4 . Let X  be an infinite-dimensioiml Banach space, C a closed> 
bounded, convex subset of X  with f i^ C )—2a > 0. Then for any r : 0 < r< a , there is a 
sequence such that Pp(D )£:2r, where D -co{x^},
Proof, We construct a sequence {x^} satisfying the conclusion of the lemma.
Let be any point in C. Suppose * n have been obtained and let
D  =co{,r.}** , We claim that there exists x , <eC  such that distfa , .,Z) )> r .  In n 4 y \  n + l x n + l n
fact, otherwise, dist(x, D ^ )^ r for all r€ C , Since is precompact, then
m
0, For any e>0, there are y^ ..^ y ^ e C  such that U Biy .,8 ). Then
m
C e  U B (y., r+«). Hence 2(r+s). Since e is arbitrary, this gives
j - 1 1
f^fC )< i2r<2a, a contradiction.
By induction, we obtain a sequence { ^ } c C  satisfying dist(#M + 1, I>w) > r  for 
all n ~ l ,2 ,  3, where Z>w=co {* .}” , We prove f i ^ D ) ~ {-V^ } )^2r, where
D —co{xw). I f  J3p({x^})~2b< 2r, let S >0  be such that b-\-23< r. Then there are
I
y.€l>, j - 1 ,  2, I, such that {x } £  U B(y., b+S). For every y ,€ l> , there is a 
3 n J = l  3 3
I
w .ED  such that ||y-H’.fl <.S, hence {* }S  U B(w., b + 2$). Let TV= max { p .: 1 
3  ^ j  J  J  ^  ~  ^  3
Then for all j  = l ,  2, I, w^eD^ , so ||*N + 1~Wy||Ssdist(*N + ][, £>N)> r> h + 2 d  for
I
all j  : that is, x . £  U B(w,, h+2<5). This is a contradiction,
N +I j = i  *
Theorem 3 .2 .5 , Let X  be an infinite-dimensional Banach space. For any closed, 
bounded, convex subset C of X, we have fi^(C)^2S(C)tN^(X), For any boimded 
subset Q of X, we have f{Q)-&23{Q)IN^{X).
Proof. I f  BJC)~2a&Q, for any e: 0 <s<a, by Lemma 3.2.4, there is a sequence 
{rn} c C  such that f^ (D )^ 2 (a -£ ), where D -c o{x^}. Using Proposition 1.3.8, there
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is a >5-minimal subset £>' of D such that For D ' , there exists an
a-minimal subset D *  Q D ' (Proposition 1,3,7). Let {y^} be a sequence in 1?', then 
{y^} is a-minimal and fi~minimal, and P ^ ( } ) " PjyiP ')  ~ ftp(P ) • Thus
p f l  O  s; fiD(D)+2s^PD({yn}) +25 ^ -PD(co{yn})+2e
^^co{y } <£° {?„))+25 ^ 2a&°{ynW N (xn} )+2e 
& 2a( {yn)VNfiQO +2s*2S{C)/Np(X)+2et
the last inequality used Lemma 3.2.3. We have P ^ C ) 2S(C)IN^(X) as 5 is 
arbitrary. Since p(Q)—p(coQ)^P—g(coQ), and S(Q)~3(coQ), ft(Q)&2S(Q)/Np(X) is 
true for any bounded subset Q of X.
From Theorems 3.2.2 and 3.2.5, we can give other expressions for N^(X).
Proposition 3 ,2 .6 . For an infinite-dimensioml Banach space X ,
Np(X)—h i f { 2 a ( Q l f i C  a closed, bounded, convex
and noncompact subset of x )
and
W/?( X ) = i n f { 2 ^ ( 0 / / > c (C ):  C a closed, bounded, convex
and noncompact subset o fx }  .
By using Lemma 3.2.4, we can prove N J X )~ N  (X) for Banach space X. In
P s
fact, for any 0<e  < 1, there is closed, bounded, convex and noncompact subset C 
in X  so that
Np(X) & 9Ai&m(C)lp ^ C ) -  S.
Let —2a, by Lemma 3,2.4, there is a sequence {.v }^ £ C such that
& 2*3(1-e) with D~co{x^}. Then we have
}(l~e)//?n (X>) -e ^ N  (X )(l-5) -  e.p  W i /  $
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Hence N^(X)^NsQQ since e is arbitrary.
3 .3 . N„(X) and WCSQT) are equal in reflexive Banach space
I uv latcihfjg-iwtniftM.jw ■« ... riTfc'-'i irifgffliTllirn JTTTm 1-----------mrwnnr '' ■  ui^Jw-^3>gaiggig~—■ —— Hill lim ■UlyiffTnH'Hl* I mil m
In this section, we will show that for any infinite-dimensional reflexive
Banach space X , N^{X)=WCS(X). To prove Np(X)& WCSQT), the next result is the 
essential one needed.
Theorem 3 .3 .1 . Let X  be an infinite-dimeftsioFial reflexive Bamch space, then
nr¥-TTiTi*r'ft,t>at~f5,JfJ~il&-ranT.\fi If
for any closed, bounded, convex subset C of X, f  ^ C )  ^ l'2S(C)tWCS(X).
In order to prove Theorem 3.3,1, we need the following useful fact in
[Re] proved by Reich by a diagonalization argument.
Lemma 3 ,3 .2 . Let {x \  be a bounded sequence contained in a separable subset D  
of a Banach space X. Then there is a subsequence } of {x^} such that
l im  I *  ~jc| exists for all x€ZD.
A—>oo nk
Proof of Theorem 3 .3 .1 . First we consider a separable space X. Suppose
V Q # 0 . As C is separable, there is a ^-minimal subset of C such that
* C ^ C < Cl> ^oposition 1.3.8). There exists an a-minimal subset
(Proposition 1.3.7). For C , since X  is reflexive and separable, for any £>0,
by talcing subsequences several times, we can obtain a sequence {x }Q C such
ft 2
that:
1) at =^jc if m&n;' n m
2) <*(C )2:diam{* }-e (Lemma 1.3.9);2 }%
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3) {* } converges weakly to .v£.C;
4) For any z£ X , lim||jc -z | exists (Lemma 3.3.2). 
«—>oo
Then
f ic fQ -firfix  } )s t  in f l i m |* -z| ^2diama{^ }/^ C 5 (X )
zeco{jcn) n—>oo
=s2diam{* } / irCS(X)£2(a(C  )+  a)/JFCS(X)=s2(«5(C)-b£)/JFCS(X).
71 2
So the result is true for a separable reflexive Banach space.
Now suppose X  is not separable. Let f  ^ (_C)--2a^0. For any e > 0, from Lemma 
3.2.4, there is a sequence { ^ } £ C  such that fi^(D)^:2(a-e)t where 73—co \ b  Then
f i(f ,C )£ f iD (P )+ 2 s ss2^(D)/FFC5(span{jr } )+2«£ 2S(Q/V/CS(X) +2s.
Note that span({jc^}) is a separable reflexive closed subspace of X, so it is
reflexive. We also used lf'CS(spau{jt^})2: T7CS(X) in the above inequalities. The 
result follows since e> 0  is arbitrary.
From Theorem 3.3.1 and Proposition 3.2.6, it follows that WCS(X)^N^(X) in 
any reflexive Banach space. In fact equality holds. In order to prove this 
equality, we need the following useful characterization of IFC£(X) given by 
Prus [Pr],
Lemma 3 .3 .3 . Let X  be an infinite-dimensional reflexive Banach space, then
WCS(X) has the following equivalent expression
WCSiX)=m f{d iam{*w}- ||jt | =  1, x^ converges weakly to o }.
Theorem 3 .3 .4. I f  X  is an infinite-dimensional reflexive Baftach space, then
WCS(X) — Ng(X).
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Proof, We only need to prove WCS(X)^N^(X). By Lemma 3.3.3, for any e>0, there 
is a sequence l^ J  ™ 1 mx^  xn converges weakly to 0, such that
WC8(X)> diam{* }-e . Without loss of generality, we can suppose that l im j *  ™z|
R->00 n
exists for all zEco{x^} (otherwise, using Lemma 3,3,2 take a subsequence),
  oo
Let A.~co{x  } , ,  then A: — 0  A,~-{0}. Although this is a result in
K ft n Jfc l
[BeaL-2], we give a proof here. Since O&A^ for each k, QEA. For any xEA,
there is a .v*EX* with |jc * |“ 1 so that * * ( * )«  |x |,  Since w -lim x  “ 0, for any e>0,
n—> oo
there is a KEEN so that |x*(jc )| <e whenever n^K . For any h'&K, since x6/4^ ,
m(k)
there are 2 .,  j —kt , . , t m(k)r such that A .SO and £  A .= l and
3 3 1 *=Jfc 3m(k) 3 *
lk ~  t  <«. But
j ~ k  3 3
m(k) m(k)  m(A) m(£)
! * -  i  A .x J fc * * (r -  i  A.x.)«||jc||- i  A .* *C *.)& |x |- £  A s = |k j-« ,  
j ~ k  3 3 j = k  3 3 ;*=* 3 3 j ~ k  3
we have |x|| <2z. Thus x =0  since s is arbitrary.
Next we claim that
l im  { i n f  l im jjc -z | |}  = l i m jx ~ 0 | = l  
&-»oo z<~A  ^«—»co n—>co n
Let <2 , — i n f  lim |jc  - z |,  then {a,} is an increasing sequence and a , -<2. So the
"  ^  a It n An—>oo
limit of the left hand side exists, l im  ^  ^  l im |x  -0 |  since for each
A—5-oo n—>oo
k. For any s > 0, there is so that a^> l im f *  There exists a
rt—>oo
subsequence {z^ } of {z^} so that lim  lim||jc^-Z£ | exists and (z^ } converges 
j  j —>00 R->00 j  j
weakly to some z .  For any felN, since z. <EA, if A.&i. so z „ 6 d .. Since 
o J k. i  j  0 i
00 J
fl A, =  (0), we have zA—0. For each n, there is with llx*!! = 1 and. i o n 1 /»"
X?t^X f ? ~  l^ /i 1 ' ®*n c e  w - I i m z ^  = 0 ,  th e r e  i s  a iT (w )elN  s o  th a t | x * ( z ^ )  | <  l / 2 n
j  >oo j  j
whenever j>K (n ). So if j> E r(n), we have
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Then
Therefore
lim  limflge^-z^ § 
j —>» n—>00 j  jt—> 0 0
l i m a , — l im a ,  & lim  lim jjc  -z . | - e £  l im |x  |-e .
£~>oo y —>oo j  j —>oo n—>oo n j  n—>oo
which proves l im  lim jjc  ] since e is arbitrary.
&->oo Si -~> <X>
Now we see that there is a i f 6 IN so that i n f  l i m | *  -z |  > 1-s. Hence
z e ^ K »-^oo n
f t .  04 );>2(l-fi). In fact, if f t . (d )<2(l~e), then there are z , ■ • • > z GA_ suchA   K. i l  K  1 J/f K
K  Km
that U B(z, , l-£ ). There is z, (l:Si:Sm) such that the ball B(z. , l--£)
i «1
00
c o n t a in s  a su b s e q u e n c e  {a: }  o f  { x  } , th e n
nj  U H "
i n f  Um|j r  - z | a  l i m | * - Zj| -  l i m p  - i ^ s l - e .
Z63^K n > o o  n—>oo y~>oo j
Note that fi . (A )f(fi . (A )+2s)'^l'~$ since ftA (A )fe2(l-e), and we have An  K  i i ^  K i l „  K
K K  K
WCS(X) > diam(d )-£;> 2diam(d ) / (p , (A )+ 2 e )-e ^ N J X )(l~ s )-e .
K. K  A_ K  p
K
the result follows by the arbitrariness of e.
Remark. The author originally proved WCS(X)^.N^(X) for reflexive Opial spaces 
(in Chapter 4 we will give the definition of Opial space). I  thank Professor 
T. D. Benavides (Personal communication) for his remarking that the result is 
true in every reflexive Banach space by using the ideas of [BenL-2]. The proof 
above is obtained by using his suggestion.
From Theorem 3,1.8, we see that if N  (X)>1  or N JX)  > 1, X  is reflexive andm p
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2
has normal structure. But the converse is aot true. Let X  he the I -direct 
sum of the sequence of spaces BymUn showed that X  is
reflexive and has normal structure, but N (X)~1HCS(X)-1 .  Hence by Theorem 3,3.4, 
1. Also Nm(X )^ i  since Nm(X)^N^(X),
We know that IKC£(X) -- l/D(X) for infinite-dimensional reflexive Banach 
spaces (see Chapter 1), By Theorems 3.1.8 and 3.3.4, noting that D(X)~  1 if X  
is a nonreflexive Banach space, the following corollary is immediate.
Corollary 3 .3 .5 . For any infinite-dimensional Banach spacet N^(X)—t/D(X).
Also from Theorems 1.2.14, 1.2.16 and 1.2.17, and the remark for Theorem 
2,1.8. as consequence of Theorem 3.3.4, we have
Corollary 3 .3 .6 . Let m<5IN. In an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space H, we have
Nm(H)=Np(H)=V2. For 1 < p < oo, we have Nm(L P)~N ^(Lp) —min{21/^, 21 l lp} and
N J lp')—2lf^. For l < p < 2 ,  min{21/^, 2 l " ilp ) s t f  ( lp) & 2 l /p; and for p > 2, P m
N ( lP) - 2 Up, m
Remark. Since l p (1 <p <2) spaces give examples where
W P)< N p (lP). Let X  be the / 2-direct sum of the spaces 1^°° (nfel), Baillon 
showed that N(X)~  1 and WCS(X)—V?, [By-2]. Then N^(X)—V2. Hence N^(X)> 1 does 
not characterise the usual uniformly normal structure.
We think that ^ mQ0 and N^(X) are not equal for infinite-dimensional 
Banach space X , but we have not obtained such an example. Also we do not know 
if there is a space so that N (X) < N (X) < NJX) < ... <N JX ).1 X 3  fir
Using Theorem 3,1.10 and the known values for iV^(X) and N^(X), we can
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give examples where N^Q€)> 1 and 1V (^X) > 1.
Example 3.3.7. For the space £ \ —( / 2, I . I , ) (1 < A < /2 ) defined in Example
2,1,10, d ( /2, E.)& X .  Thus by Theorem 3,1.10, we have N  ( l ^ & X N  (E .) and
A nt tn a
Np(l 2) * l N p ( E x), Therefore 2 /A >l  and N £ E £ *z V 2 J k > \ ,
Let X  be an infinite-dimensional Banach space, we consider another
geometrical coefficient B(X) of X  which is defined by:
B(X): = in f {d i am {x„ ) i  in f l im||x ~z| : (x } is bounded and not
zGco i  } n-»oo 
1 n*
strongly convergent, lim  z: j 
> oo
exists for all z eco{x  } } .
This coefficient is a modification of BS(X) defined by Bynum [By-2]:
BS(X): — inf{diam {x } /  in f limsupfx ~z\\ : {x } is bounded
: € c o { jc  } n >oo 1 n*
and not strongly convergent}.
Obviously 1 ^B (X)^2, Lim [Lim-2] proved BS(X)—N(X), but our next result shows 
that BQC) — WCS(X) for any reflexive Banach space X.
Proposition 3 .3 .8. Let X  be an infinite-dimensional Banach space. I f  X  is 
nonreflexive, then B(X) -  1; i f  X  is reflexive, then B(X)~W CS(X)-N^(X)-
Proof, First we prove that B(X)^N^(X). By Proposition 3.1,7, for any 0 < e < l/2 ,
there is a closed, convex and noncompact subset C of X  with diam(C) =  l  such
that Np(X)2/ f t^fC) -e . By Lemma 3.2,4, there is a sequence {x^} £ C such that
e), where £>=co{x^}. From Proposition 1.3.7, 1,3.8 and Lemma
3.3.2, by taking subsequences several times, we can obtain a subsequence {y^}
(say) of {x } such that {y } is a-minimal and /Lminimal, lim ||y  -t:| exists for 
n n n—$Qo
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all z&D,  and ^ ( £ >) = ^ ( { y n} )^ 2  in f l i  m | y ~z\ , Noting that diam{y } s' 1, we
ZGco{y } n-->co nwn*
obtain
N J X )^2(l-e )//?n(D )-« (d iam {y  } /  in f l im |y  -z |)(l-s> -a& B (X X l-2 )-« .
P U  n z e w { y n}n->eo n
By the arbitrariness of e, we have N^(X)^B(X).
I f  X  is nonreflexivc, since NJX)** l ,  then B(X) *=1. I f  X is reflexive, it
P
suffices to prove WCSQZ) rS 3(X) to obtain the equalities. For any «> 0 , by the
definition of 3(X), there is a bounded and not strongly convergent sequence
{x } £ X  such that l im  I *  -zjf exists for all ?eco{x } and n 1 n 1 K nfft—}  00
B(X)^dmm{x } /  in f l im \x -z ]-« .
z6co{jc } r.—>oo 1 j r
Since X  is reflexive, there is a subsequence {* } of {x } such that {x } is
nk *  nk
weakly convergent but not strongly convergent. Therefore
(x } /  in f l im |x  WC$(X)-6.
nk z€co {*  } n~>oe nk 
nk
By the arbitrariness of e, we obtain B(X) 2 : WCS(X).
CHAPTER FOUR 
VARIOUS MEASURES QF NONCQMPACTNESS
Various measures of noncompaetness of a bounded set in a metric space 
have been well studied in recent years. The set measure, the ball measure and 
the separation measure defined in chapter one have been of particular 
interest. There measures of noncompactness share similar properties but 
they are not equal. Generally, the evident inequalities a(Q)^fi(Q)^2c£(Q) and 
S(Q) ■< a(Q) fi(Q) ^  23(f)) are the best possible, as shown in Chapter one.
These measures are closely related to geometrical properties of the 
underlying space. It is possible to improve on the inequalities fi(Q) 2a(Q) and
fi(Q) 2S(Q) in certain spaces. Indeed, better inequalities are obtained in 
[Dan-1], [Baa-2] and [WebZ-2], see also Chapter three. In this chapter, we 
will study these measures and establish various connections between them using 
certain geometrical properties of the space. We will improve on fi(Q)^2,a(Q), 
;3(Q) <l2S(Q) and S(Q)^fi(Q) by using some geometrical coefficients, which we 
study here.
The inequalities for a(O), fi(0) and 3(f)) have consequences for k- set 
contractions, A-ball contractions and k -3 - contractions. Sharper inequalities
than a(f)/2?£$(/)< 2a(f) and S(f)I2</?(/).<;23(f) are obtained. We also show that 
S(f)?£a(f). Our results include showing that if the underlying spaces are 
Hilbert or spaces, so these recover the results of
Benavides [Ben-1], [Ben-2].
Ibis chapter includes part of the work of [WebZ-2] and [Z -l].
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4 .1.  The measures of noncompaetness in metric spaces
Let (M, p) be a metric space and let Q be a bounded set in M. We will 
connect a(Q) ( or S(Q) ) and fi(Q) by using a geometrical number, and some 
properties of this number are discussed. Also connections between the 
corresponding contractive type mappings are given. We will show that S(f)&a(f) 
for any &~set contraction. In a special class of metric space, we prove that 
the set and the ball measures are equal.
Definition 4 .1 ,1 . For a complete metric space (Af, p), define
&(M): =sup{d>0: there exists «>1  such that for all x, ySAf and
all r> 0 , p(x,y) > r implies y9(B(x, br)nB(y, ur)):s2r},
i?(M) is a modification of the Lifschitz characteristic k(M), Obviously, 
t?(M) 5: k(M) 1, and if M  is a finite-dimensional Banach space, <?(M) = + oo. For a 
Banach space X , we have 0(X) a  1/(1- S (1)) since k(X)'Si k (X)'2:11(1-S(1)).
A U A
We intend to relate ot(Q) and /?(jQ) by means of The essential step is
given by the next Lemma.
Lemma 4 .1 .2 . Let (M, p) be a complete metric space and let Q be a bounded 
subset of M  with diameter d. Then f$(Q)s.2d!$(M) (if t?(M) =  4-co, this means 
/?(£?)=0).
Proof. (Using the same idea as Lemma 2.1.1) I f  t?(Af)^l there is nothing to 
prove, so suppose that (?(Af)>l. It suffices to prove f(Q)^2dJb  for any 
l< b < d (M ). By the definition of &(M), there is u > l  such that for all x, y&M  and 
all r> 0 , />(*, y )> r  implies that ar)C\B(x, br))&2r.
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I f  a*zb. let r=dlb<d. Then there are points x ,y & Q  with p (x ,y )> r. Hence, 
fi(B(y, ad/b)C\"B(xt dj)^2dlb. Since albt* 1, OSB(y, ad/b)C\B(x, d). Therefore 
p(Q)<L2dlb.
N N+lI f  a<b. Since a>  1, there is an integer N~£. 1 such that a <b& a  . Let y:sl 
N+l /Ibe such that ya =b; note that y a > l, For n = l,  2, N + l ,  let r^d/Cya  ).
We claim that fi(Q)^2r^  for all »: X ^ n ^ N + l.  Indeed, for n — 1, r^<d, so there
are x ,y E f i  with p(xf y )> r^  thus /?(B(y, arpflBCx, Since b r^ > a r^ d ,
QQ B(y, ar^)C\ B(jc, br^), this proves the case n =  l. Now suppose the above has
been shown for n that is, /?(£?) ^ 2 r . . Then for any £>0, there are
m 1
z z  in M  such that OQ U B (z., r.+e). Therefore we have 
l w j  J 1
m
12= U (aflBCz^, r,+e)).
Let Qj ~QDB(Xj , r.+e). For each Qj (1 if p(x, Z j)^ r ,+^+e for every
x€-Q ., then fi(Q .)£2(f. ,+fi); if  there is x E fi.  such that p(x, z.)>  r . ,. +£, then j  ’ j  i +1 j  j  i+l
, a(rU i + e))C\B(x, K r .+1+ e )))£ 2 (r .+1+e).
j+ 1For y G D ., p(y, z . ) £ r , +e~ar. +s£<2(r, +e) and p(y ,x)£d=ya r . t ^br, .
J J * *+1 *+1 1+1 *+1
since ya1 +1 ^  yaN+1= b. Hence Qj c  B (zj , a(T-+1+«)) fi B (*> K rj+ j +£))» therefore
ft(Q .)^ 2(r,^^+£). We obtain that max ,)^ 2 (r.+ l+£), so fi(Q )£2r,+  ^ by
the arbitrariness of e. Hence in finitely many steps, we obtain that fi(Q )^2rn
for all n: lr5n< ,N + \. Since r =dlb, we have fi(Q)^2d/b.N+l
Now we can connect o ( I 2 )  and fi(Q) by using d(M),
Theorem 4 .1 .3 . Let (M, p) be a cornplete fnetric space. For every bowided subset
Q of M, we have /? ( £ 2 ) ^  2ct(Q)ld(M).
n
Proof. For any S > 0, there are Q.QQ, z = l,  2, ..., n, such that 12= U 12, and
* z = l 1
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diam(!Q .)£a(£i)+<5. Let d. =diam(£L) (1 <ii<iri). By Lemma 4.1.2, we have
f i (0 .)<sIdJd(Ivf) <;2(a(Q)4-6)1 &(M) . Hence y9(jQ)= max /?(&.)^ 2(o>(Q) +S)W(M),
1 t& i^ n
The result follows since S is arbitrary.
Remark. I f  M  is not a locally compact metric space, then &(M)&2. In fact, 
there is a bounded set Q in M  which is not precompact, that is fi(O) > 0. Then 
0@0£2os(fi)/jff(fl)£2.
I f  X  is a Banach space, Danes [Dan-1] showed that fi(Q )^2(l-S^(l))a(Q ). 
Since d(X)fe l/(l-<?x(l)) , the above result improves on that of Danes. I f  H  is an 
infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, d(H)^K(H)—V2 (Theorem 2.1.8). Hence for 
any bounded subset Q of H, we have fi(Q)<,Vl a(Q), this is a result in [Dan-2]. 
Later we will see that this is the best possible inequality in Hilbert space.
The next result is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.1.3.
Corollary 4 .1 .4 . Let M  and E be two complete metric spaces. Let f : M — >E be 
a k-ball contraction for some k > 0 , then ct(f)<,2fi(f)W(M) and fi(f)<i2a(f)/6(E).
Proof. For any bounded set Q in M, by Theorem 4.1.3, we have
2<x(0)/t?(M) and 
<  2 ot(flfl))/0(J5) £  2 a(f)ct(Q)Jd(E) £  2a(f)0(Q)l&(E) .
I f  M  is separable, a  can be replaced by S in Theorem 4.1.3.
Theorem 4 .1 .5 . Let (M, p) be a complete separable metric space. For every 
bounded set Q in M, we have fi(Q) £  2d{Q)!d(M).
Proof. Y/ithout loss generality we suppose Q is an infinite set. By Proposition
1.3.8, there exists a /?-minimal subset O ' of Q such that / ? ( From 
Proposition 1.3,7, there is an a-minimal subset Thus, by Theorem 4.1.3
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and Lemma 3.2.3, we have
0 ( 0 )  ^ 0 ( Q ' ) = 0 ( Q * ) < z  2cc(Q '  ) l d ( M )  =  2S (Q  *  ) /d (M )  fS 2 d (0 ) /t? (M ).
Next we show a relation between k-set contractions and k- <5-contractions.
Theorem 4 .1 .6 . Every k-set contraction f  from a complete metric space M  to 
another complete metric space E is a k-S-contraction, that is, S(f)^a(f),
Proof. Let QQM, if S(f(Q)) = 0, then d(/tXf))<£d(f3). Now suppose d(j{Q))&0. For
any £>0, there is Q QQ such that f(Q  ) is a-minimal and S(fiO ))^a(f(0  ))4-e 
8 S 6
(Lemma 3,2.3), Let {x^} be a sequence in .Qg satisfying: Axf})^ A xfn) whenever 
ni-rn. We can suppose that {x^} is ^-minimal, otherwise using Proposition 1.3.7, 
take a subsequence. Then using Lemma 3.2.3 again, we obtain
d(f(Q)) ^  a( {f(xn) })+£:£ Lx( {x  ^})+8 &kd (O )+ e.
Let e —> 0, we have S(f(Q))^kS(0). Hence /  is a fc-d-contxaction.
From Corollary 4,1,4 and Theorem 4.1.6, we also have 6(f)^20(f)ld(M) for 
any L-ball contraction / .
Next we give the value of &(M) when M  is a Hilbert space.
Theorem 4 .1 .7 . Let H be an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, then $(//) =V2.
Proof. t?(/7)^k(H) =V2 (Theorem 2.1.8). Next we prove S (H )^ 2 ,  There is a
sequence {e^} QH such that (e^ > e^)*—0 if  n&m, I^ J  — 1 nnd for any xE.Il,
00
£  j (x, e )| ^ |x | , Hence we have (x, e ) —>0 (n—> c») for any xEH . We
n = l n
claim that a({ew} )= /2  and 0({e^})=2.
In fact, for any subsequence {e } of {e }, diam({e })=V2, since
nk n nk
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||e^-e^\\2—2 whenever n&m. So o:({e } )—/2 . ^ ( { ^ } )s 2  since ftf | —1. If
/?({<^}): ~7/i < 2, Let £ > 0 he so that aJrS < 1, there are <EH, i = l ,  pGtN,
P
such that U B(x, ,<?+£). There is at least one ball B(x. ,«■!-£)
i ■» l
containing a subsequence } of {e^}, For this , we have
l > ( a + e ) 2 2: ||e  - *  | 2 = 1  +  | *  ||2 -  2(x , e ) — » l  +  |U , | |2 ( k - $  oo).
k * 1 k 1
This is a contradiction, so £ ({*„»  =2.
By Theorem 4.1.3, we have <?(//) ^ 2 « ( {^ } ) / / ? ( } ) =v/2.
Remark. The above proof also shows that fi(Q) £  V2 a(Q) is best possible in 
infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces.
If  X is an infinite-dimensional Banach space, we can define a number 
$0(X) corresponding to #Q(X) as following:
* o(X)=iBf{d(C) : C a closed, bounded, convex and noncompact subset of x }  .
Since d(C)&#(C) for any C, d^X)^K Q(X). Next we show the relation between 
t?Q(X) and hT (X).
Proposition 4 .1 .8 . Let X  be an infinite-dimensional Banach space, then 
dQ(X)£Ng(X). Hence if  dQ(X )> l,  X  has tiormal structure.
Proof. Let C be any closed, bounded, convex and noncompact subset of X, From 
Lemma 4.1.2, we have f i ^ f C ) 2diam(C)/&(C). By the definitions of $Q(X) and 
Nfi(X), we obtain
Proposition 4 .1 .9 . For any infinite-dimensioml Banach space X , let
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—su > 0  : there exists a > i  mch that for all y&X
with |y[ > 1, $(B(0, ^)HB(y» <s>) =s2}
and let
£(X)=sup{&>0: there exists a > l  such that for all y(~X with
S>( >  1, B(0, i> )n l( y ,  <j)S U  B « y , l ) } .
* e [  o , i ]
Then fl0(X)s{(X)=«?(X) <md fl#(X)&C(X).
Proof. First we prove £(X)~&(X). Obviously For any hi 0<b<£(X)>
there is a > l  such that for all y E X  with j |y |> l ,  /?(B(0, h)llB(y, a))&2. For any
u, vE X  and any ?> 0 with JJ«— vJj > r ,  we have
B(«, ^r)HB(v, ar)-«4-B(0, br)C\'B(y~ut ar)
=a+r(B (0 , i>)n I((v -«)/r, a)) .
Thus /?(S(k, br)HB(y, ar))=r/?(B(0, fc)OB((v-«)/r, a ) ) ^ 2 r .  Then 0(X)t>b, and
$(X)fe£(X) by the arbitrariness of b.
Now we prove $Q(X)^Z(X). We only need to prove $(B(0,4))<z£(X). For
any b : 0 < b <  #(B(0, 4)), there is a > \  such that for any x, yeB(0, 4) and any
r> 0 , l^ -y l > r  implies j#(B(,v, br)DB(y, ar))<,2r.  For a and b as above, if
l < | y | < 4 ,  then jf?(B(0, a)}&2; if |y |fe4 , then B(0, h)HB(y, 3/2)=0 since
b< 2. Hence t?(B(0, 4))<;£(X).
Lastly we prove dJX)^(pC), For any b: 0 < b < C(X), there is a>X  such that
for all yGX  with ||y[ > 1, B(0, b)f»B(y, a) c  U B(fy, 1). For any e>0, there
t e  [0 ,1 ]
are ^ , . . . , ^ € [ 0 ,1 ]  such that if  ?E[0, 1], then for some t. (1 :£!:£«),
| t - t ,| < e/|jyj|. Therefore, if <; 1, H^-Ty] ^ Jjc—ry|J -f ||y|| < l-i*£. Then we
have
_  _  n 
B (0 ,^ )nB (y ,a )£  U B(f.y, 1+e).
i » l 1
Let C be any closed, bounded, convex and noncompact subset of X. For
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a and b as above, and any u, vSC and r> 0 , if  [|w—vf| > r, we have |« -v ||/r> l.  
Hence
B(n, hr)flB(v, a r ) ^  +  r (B(Q, b) 0  B((«-v)/r, <2))
n
Gu +  r (  U B(f, («-v)/r, 1-be)) 
i  - 1n
G U B(u-K, («-v), r (l+ e )).
/ - I  1
Since C is convex, (a-*v)€C. Hence fig(&(u> br)f\B (y, ar))&2r(l-i-e). We
obtain br) HB(v, ar)) S 2r as 8 is arbitrary. Therefore $(€)&£(X). As C
is arbitrary, we obtain $Q(X)ez£(X).
The above proposition may be used to estimate the values of §(X) and
«?Q(X) for a Banach space X, We tried to use it obtain an example where
$(X) > k(X) in an infinite-dimensional Banach space, but did not succeed.
4 .2 . Connections between several measures of noncompactness in Banach spaces
Via the results in sections 3.2 and 4.1, we see that fi(Q) <;2a(Q) can be 
improved to fi(Q )^ 2a(Q)ld(M) in a metric space M  and fi{Q)^2a(Q)IN^(X) in a 
Banach space X; also a  can be replaced by S. We will obtain other improved 
Equalities of this kind in Banach space by using some other geometrical 
coefficients of the underlying spaces. Also some relationships between these 
geometrical numbers are given.
In this section, we consider infinite-dimensional Banach spaces.
First we give a connection between a(Q) and /?(Q) by using W(X), which is 
taken from [WebZ-2].
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Theorem 4 ,2 .1 . Let X  be an infinite-dimensional, separable, reflexive, Banach 
space, 17icn for every bounded subset O of X, 0 (0 ) & 2cr,(Q)/ If'(X).
Proof. Let tj(X) --sup {/?(0)/a(0): Q £ X  bounded and noncompact}. It suffices to
prove 2/tf(X)%:W(X). For any e: 0 < e <  t;(X), there is a bounded subset Q of X  such
that 0 (0 )  ^  (rj(X)-e)a(Q) > 0, We can suppose that 0 (0 )^  1, otherwise, consider
O '1=010(0), 0 (Q ,) —l  and <2(0')= <x(Q)!0(Q) . As X  is separable, there exists
with 0  ^-minimal and 0 (8 0 —0(0); (Proposition 1.3.8). There is Q ^ Q  with O 1 1 * 1 «
ot-minimal and 0 < a(Q^)^a(Q  ^ ) (Proposition 1.3.7). As O^ is a-minimal and 
^-minimal, and, since X  is separable and reflexive, there is an infinite 
sequence {jc^} of distinct points of satisfies that
1) a (0 2)^diam{jcrt}-«  (Lemma 1,3.9);
2) is weakly convergent; and
3) for any z&X, l im  [a; -z | exists (Lemma 3.3.2)." n *n—$co
Then
0(O )=0({x  } ) : s 2 ia f  1 i m |x -z | £2diam{xR}/lP(X) 
zGX  n-»oe
=£ 2(of(02)+e)/TP(X) s; 2(a(Q) +e)/W(X)
Thus 2/(tt(X)-8)^2a(O)/0(O)t>W(X)-2e/0(Q)^W(X)-2e. As a is arbitrary, this shows 
2 lff(X)^W(X).
Since we know that N^(X) = WCS(X)^W(X), the above result improves on 
0 (0 ) & 2ot(Q)/Np(X), but it only considers separable spaces.
Corollary 4 .2 .2 . Let X be an infinite-dimensional, separable, reflexive, 
Banach space. For every bounded subset Q of X, 0 (0 ) •& 2S(Q)fW(X).
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Proof. For any bounded subset Q in X, by Propositions 1,3.7 and 1,3.8, there 
is an a and /?-minimal subset Q ' QQ so that Thus by Theorem 4.2.1
and Leinma 3.2.3, we have p(Q)= 0 (0 ')  <; 2a(fl' )/W(X)=s2S(Q)IV/(X) .
Next we connect <x(Q) and fi(Q) by N(X). We know that N(X) s* N(X) and 
N(X)<,Np(X), but we do not know whether N(X) and (X) are comparable.
Theorem 4 .2 .3 . Let X  be a Banach space, then for my bounded subset O of X, we 
have fi(Q)^2a(Q)/N(X),
n
Proof. For any e> 0, there are 0 .£ O , i —1,2, such that Q ~  U Q. and
BBamiama I 1i = l
diam(£?.) < <x(Q) 4- s, There is j :  1 such that /?(£}.) — max .). Then
1 J 1
fi(Q)™ ft (Q .)--{) (coQ .)<z2r(coQ , , X ) 2diam(co,Q .)/iV(X)
J J j  /
=2diam(Qj)/N(X) < 2(a(«)+ e)/N(X),
Since e is arbitrary, we obtain /?(£?) ^  2a(Q)/iV(X).
Now we define a geometrical number in a Banach space X, and will use it 
to relate several measures of noncompactness.
Definition 4 .2 ,4 . Let X  be a Banach space, define
K^(X): —inf{2diam(C)//i(C): C a closed, bounded, convex
and noncompact subset of x }.
Obviously 1 ^N^(X) -sK^(X) < 2, since fi(C) <;/^ (C ) and /?(Bx)~diam(Bx)= 2 . Next 
we will see that X^(X) can be 1 or 2, also it is possible to have N^(X) <
e = (5  ) widi <5 “ 0 if n&m and 8 - 1  if n—m. Obviously diara({e })=1 . Also inn nm nm nm K i r
Chapter one we showed that fi({e })=2. Let C^eofx } , thena n
K ficJ  =S 2dmn(Q/^(C) -2dm m ({^})/^({en}> -1  
Theorem 4 .2 .6 . K^(l 1)~ 2  .
Proof. We only need to prove that K^(l l)5:2, Let Q be any bounded set in I *,
it suffices to prove jS(0)^diam(0). We use a method similar to that of [Ben-2]
to prove this. We can suppose fl(Q) > 0. Since / 1 is separable, by Proposition
1,3.8, there is a ^-minimal subset Q ' of Q such that Using
Proposition 1.3,7, there exists an a-minimal subset & '£ :£ ) '. Let {x^} be a
sequence of distinct points of Q * . Using a diagonal method, we can find a
subsequence {y^} (say) of {x^} such that y ^  —> (n —> oo) for each kelN,
where y^:= Let v -(v p , then v E /1. In fact, for any fixed /ztElN, there is
nElN so that ly^~V£| < 1/m for Jt=l, 2, ..., m . Hence we have
m m  m
where M — sup |Jy f < + oo. 
n S :  1
By Lemma 3.3,2, we can suppose 0(e): =  l im jy  -z|| exists for any z E l 1
/J—>00
(otherwise take a subsequence). We claim «f>(v)&$(z) for any z € / \  Let z —(z^). 
For any s > 0, there is mEiN so that
CO oo
E l vjfel<e md E
k~  m  +  l  k — m + 1
There is nElN such that ly^-zf <<f>(.z)±8, fy — v| ><Kv)-e and |y^ -v^ | <s/m for
£ — 1, 2, ..., m . Hence we have
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m <#
«v)<lV v!+ e= E E K k - vk \ + e
k - - i
00 00 00
<e+ E l>’ni-* ti+  E |v*l+ E l*t l+«
k — m  +  l  k ~ m  +  l  k  — m + i
< 4s -f | y^-z | < <f>{z) +5e.
Obviously, j5({y?j})~2<j>(v), so fi(fi)==24>(v). We finish the proof by showing
that diam(0)S:2^(v). For any e>0 , there is weW so that |y -v |  >0(v)~e whenever
oo
nZzm. For this fixed m, there is pgiN such that J] |y ^ -v ^ | <e  . For this p,
k~ p +1
there is n>m  such that Iynf~vfaI <e/!P for & ~ l, 2, ,,,,p . Thus we have
E \y„k- y mk\ +  E
A'=l k = p + 1
p  p  oo oo
E J v ^ l "  £ l*» rv*l>+< E , ^ I v ^ l )A -l k = l k = p + i  k - p  + 1
2  I v ' m t l  -  JE I v ^ l  - d + ( J  h r f - v* l  -  5  b , * - 1-*! - • >
* = 1  i t —p + 1  k - l  k ~ l
& lbm“vI + II v vl~ 48 s  ~ 66 *
We obtain diam(0)5:2$(v) since £ is arbitrary.
since / 1 is not reflexive, so N J l  *) < K M  V  We will 
P P P
see other examples where N J X )< K J X )  in section 4.4.
P P
Now we use K AX) to connect a(D) and /?(£3),
Theorem 4 .2^7. Let X  be a Banach space. Then for any bounded subset Q of Xy we 
have fi(Q)^2a(Q)/K^(X). Also K^(X) is the best possible constant to satisfy the 
inequality in the sense thatf i f  a trnnber /j (X) is such that fi(Q)?£2a(Q)/p(X) 
for all bounded subset of X, then /i(X)^K^(X), that is
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H(X): ~iaf^2a(Q)/fi(Q): IQ a bounded subset of X  with ~K^(X).
n
Proof, Assume /?(jQ)>0, For any e>Q, there are , , , ,Q nQQ so that Q — U Q.
i SB i
and diam(£L)^o:(I5)-h£ for all i, lss/^n. Thus there is a j:  l^ j^ n  such that
p(Q)= p(Q .) = /3(coQ.) <: 2diam(<mfl .)/KJX)
J  J  J  P
-  2diam iQj)IK^(X) :S 2(a(jO)+ s)IK^(X) .
Hence fi(Q)^2a(_D)/K^(X) by the arbitrariness of e. This proves that 
Kg(X) <, 2a(Q)lfi(Q) for any bounded subset Q of X  with and so
K^(X)r£H(X). H (X)<Kp(X) is obvious.
Remark. In [BenA], Benavides and Ayerbe considered the following geometrical 
number A(M) for a metric space M :
X(M )=sup{fi(A)Ja(A) i A a bounded, a-minimal and noncompact subset of m } .
They proved that fi(Q) ^  A(Af)o:(£?) hold in a separable metric space M. I f  X  is a 
separable Banach space, then X(X)=2IK^(X). In fact, 2/X(X)^K^(X) from Theorem
4.2.7. But we have
2/X(X)—inf{2ct(A)Jfi(A) :A a bounded, a-minimal and noncompact subset of x } ,  
so 2IX(X) H (X)= Kp(X) .
We intend to replace a by <5 in Theorem 4.2.7, the following analogue 
to Lemma 3.2.4 is needed.
Lemma 4 .2 .8 . Let X  be an infinite-dimensional Banach space, Q a bounded subset 
of X  with fi(Q )—2a > 0. Then for any r: 0 < r< a , there is a sequence {x }££3 such 
that £Y(co{*w})==£Y({*w))£;2r, where y=span{^}.
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Proof. We construct a sequence {x^} satisfying the conclusion of the lemma.
Let jfj be any point in Q. Suppose x ,^ •••> hsve been obtained and let
Y ~span{x<, . . . , x }. We claim that there exists *  , G fl such that
n  r  1 1 n * n + l
d(x . Y ) > r. In fact, otherwise, d(x, Y ) £ r  for all x(EQ. Then for every x in n+l n n
Q, there is x ' GY such that |}x-x' i ==d(x, Y ):£r, Let G '~ { x ' E Y  : there existsn n K n
xEO , JJx-x'J|sr}. G ' is bounded so Q ' is precompact, that is For
nm
s ~ (a -r)i2 > 0, there are x ' x '  in T such that Q 'Q  U B(xJ, e). For anyi m tt , , ii - 1
xGQ, there is a x ' E G ' such that ||x-x' || :£ r, and for this x ',  there is x \ such
that |]x'-xj|| :Se, so Ijx-x^H^Ijx-x'lj + jlx '-x jl^ r+ fi^ C a + r)^ , that is
m
QQ  U B(x' , (<i+r)/2). 
i»  i 1
Hence @ (Q)^a+r<2a, a contradiction.
By induction, we obtain a sequence satisfying ^(*n+|» ^ > r  o^r
all n = l ,2 ,  ... , where T =*span{x t . . . , x^}. We prove ^Y({x^})S:2r, where
y “ span{xft}. I f  ^ ( { x ^ } )—2h<2r, let J >0  be such that b-¥2S<r. Then there are
I
y ,EYt j  = l ,  such that {x }Q  UB(y., h+d). For every y.GY, there is a
J n j  m i J J
I
such that jiy -w .lisd , hence (x U B(w ., h+2d). LetN —ma.x{p. : 1 £ /£ / } ,  
J Pj "V Jn j - 1  J
then for all j - 1 ,  w^GY^. So ll*N+f-^ ll  j y  >  r  > h+2d for a l l / ,
I
that is, * N+1® ^  &(Wj, b+2S). This is a contradiction.
Definition 4 .2.9 . Let I  be a Banach space, define
K°JX): =inf{^T„(y): where Y is an infinite-dimensional,
P P
separable and closed subspace of -X-} .
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Theorem 4 .2 .10 , Let X  be a Banach space, then for my bounded subset Q in X,
twW PaKraat^w ite'aawB’ivAC ttw ireBBat
we have fi(Q)^2d(Q)!K®(X). I f  X  is separable, we have f(Q)^2S(Q)/K^(X).
Proof. Without loss of generality, we suppose that 2a >0 . By Lemma 4.2.8,
for any e: 0 < e < a ,  there is a sequence {.r^}G P  such that /?Y({x^}) 2: 2(a-c), where
y^sp an {^}. From Propositions 1.3.7 and 1,3.8, there is an ct and /?-minimal
subsequence {y } £ { *  } so that 5 ({y } )~ /iv({x }). Hence, by Theorem 4.2.7 and 
B B Y  W Y U
Lemma 3.2,3, we have
0(.O )*fiY<.{xn})+2e~ fiY({yn))+2e
=5 2«( {yn})IK JY )-tte  £  2S(Q)IK°JX)+ 2b.
I f  X  is separable, there is an eg and minimal subset Q* of Q such that 
so by Theorem 4.2.7 and Lemma 3.2.3, we have
P(Q)«/?(Q'):S 2a(Q y K ^ X )  ss 26(0)1 K ^ X ) .
Now we give some connections between the geometrical numbers studied 
above to relate various measures of noncompactness.
Proposition 4 .2 ,1 1 . Let X  be a Banach spacet then $(X), K^(X)^N(X) mid
Kp(X)tzKg(X)7*Np(X). I f  X  is reflexive mid separable, then K^(X)^W(X).
Proof. By Theorems 4.1.3 and 4.2.7, we have 6(X)<iK^(X); by Theorems 4.2,3 and
4.2.7, we have K^(X)^N(X), From Theorems 4,2.1 and 4.2.7, we have W(X)^K^(X)
when X  is a reflexive and separable Banach space.
Next we prove K^(X)^K^(X). For any e: 0 < s <  1, there is a closed, bounded, 
convex and noncompact subset C in X  so that K^(X) > 2dmm(C)Ift(C)-e. Without 
loss of generality we can suppose that /?(Q—1, otherwise, take C' —C!fi(C). By 
Lemma 4,2.8, there is a sequence {.v }^ Q C such that /?y(D )2 : 1-e, where T—span{x^} 
and i>=co{xw}. Thus, noting that /?Y(I>)/(/?Y(I))-J*g)fel-«, we have
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K J X )  >  2d  iBm (D ) /0 ? Y ( » ) + e)-es-. ? )( /» Y( £ W  Y (l> ) -I- a ) )  -  s 2: A '° ( X ) (  1 - a ) -  a .
The result follows by the arbitrariness of a.
Lastly we show K^(X)^N^(X). Let Y be any infinite-dimensional, separable 
and closed subspace of X. For any closed, bounded, convex and noacompact 
subset C of Y, we have ^ C ). Hence K^(Y)S;N^(Y);>N^(X). By the definition
of Kp(X), we obtain that Kg(X)&Ng(X).
Remark, From above result and results in chapter one, we have
Earatissts-ssR.e’fioei
i y x )  ? ^ ;yx) a iV ®  £/co(X)a l/(l-cSx(l)) .
In certain special classes of Banach space, some of these geometrical 
numbers are equal. To show this, we next give the definition of an Opial 
space.
Definition 4 .2.12. [O] A Banach space is said to satisfy OpiaVs condition or 
to be an Opial space, if for every sequence {x^} in X  weakly convergent to x, 
it follows that for any y in X,
lim inf||xn-y||fe liminf||xB-jr |.
ft—) 00 71—> 00
A Banach space with a weakly continuous duality mapping is an Opial space 
[O], so this includes Hilbert and spaces. Gossez and Lami Bozo [GosB] 
showed the converse is not true and studied Opial spaces further.
Theorem 4 .2 .1 3 . I f  X  is an infinite-dimensional reflexive Opial space, then 
K (X)=K°JX)=Np(X) -  WCS(X) =  W(X).
Thus if is a Hilbert space, then and for l < p < « ,
V '  P)=K ° / ‘ P )=w a  P )=2‘/p-
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Proof. By Theorems 3,3,4 and 4,2.11, we only seed to prove N J X }~ K J X )  andft ft
WCS(X)~W(X), For any closed, bounded, convex and noncompact subset C of X, we 
intend to prove /?£,(C)~/?(C), Then by the definitions of N^(X) and K^fX), it is 
immediate that the two number are equal. Let ~ 2 a> 0 . Then for any r:
Q < r< a , there is a sequence {*  } such that /?„(£>) fe2r, where 2>™co{jr} (Lemma
ft JLf / I
3.2.4), By Proposition 1,3,8, there is a /?-minimal subset A of D  such that 
ft£ ) ( & ) - - As X  is reflexive, by taking subsequences several times, there is 
a sequence {z }£L4 such that z i~z if  n&m, {z } converges weakly to z ED> and
n  it tit ft
limOz ~z\\ exists. We claim that $rX{z })=/?({£ })* I11 fact, for any/i u  n nn-*oo m
b > t h e r e  are w ,^ ..., w E X  so that {z^} £  U B(n»., h). There is some
n m n j SBl J
B(w ,,b )  (1 ^ j^ m )  containing a subsequence {z }, then because of Opial’s 
J nk
condition
lim jz  ~z| ^  lim in f|z  -w ,[s;h . 
n—>oo nk rt—>oo nk *
Therefore, Pjy({z } )^ 2  lim ||z -z | £2h, and ^ ( { z  since b is arbitrary.
n—> oo
We obtain the claimed result as ^  is obvious. Hence
2r * P D (P) =$d (A) **fiD ({zn} ) - f t { z n} ) * f i (e ) .
Let r —^ a, we obtain Since is obvious, we have
Now we prove JFCS(X) = V/QQ, Since F/CS(X)^ IF(X), we only need to show that
IFC^(X)feTF(X). By Lemma 3.3.3, we have
IFCSQT) —inf { diam(a: } ; ||je j|= l and w-limx* = 0 }  .
n ft—> oo
So for any €>0, there is a sequence {jc } with jjjc j |= l  and w ~lim x =0 such that
n n n—> oo
IFC5(X)2:diam{x }-e. For any zEX, there is a subsequence {.v } of {* } such that
k
limsup|]x ~z| — l i  m |;c - z ||. Since X  is an Opial space and w -lim x  -  0, we have 
n—>oo n—>c» k «—> oo
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lim Jl* - £ |=  liminf||;c -z|| liminf|j;t -0|| — 1. 
it— k n—> oo k iiyoo k
Hence i n f <f>(z)—4>(0) — l,  where <p(z)~ limsup|jjc -z||. By the definition of 1F(Z), 
Z e X  n-> oo 11
we have
B/(X).'Sdiain{.v }/ i n f  </>(z)-diam{x } :£flrC<$(X)+e,
n z e x  n
By the arbitrariness of e, we obtain JF(X)rS W/GS(Jf).
Remark. For a Banach space X, if jS^fC)—j6(C) for every closed, bounded, convex
subset C, we say X  has the P-invariant property. The proof of Theorem 4.2.13
shows that, if X  is a reflexive Opial space, then X  has ^-invariant property.
It seems that the ^-invariant property is related to the ball intersection
property (BIP) introduced by Nussbaum in [Nu-2], A Banach space has the BIP if
and only if (O) for every set &<=B . Indeed every Banach space with
Bx x
the p -  invariant property has the BEP, since for every DQ  Bx ,
P ( Q ) ^ P ^  (Q)—p ^  (coj Q ) * P ~ q & Q ) ~ P ( w Q)=P(Q).
Then every reflexive Opial space has the BIP. However not all spaces with the
BIP have the /?-invariant property. For example L 00 spaces have the BIP [Nu-2].
But Np(L C0) = l (Theorem 3.1.8), then for some closed, bounded, convex and
noncompact CQL °°, 2a(C )/p ^C )<V 2y that is P^C)>4l3oi(C). In section 4.4, we
will show that a(Q)=P(Q) for any bounded set in L °° (Corollary 4.4.6). Hence 
00
L does not have the ^-invariant property.
Theorem 4 .2 .1 4. For lc p c o o , K ^ L P)^K °^LP) = W{LP) =  min{2ilp , 21 Up},
Proof. By Proposition 4.2.11 and Corollary 3.3.6, we have
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Kp(jLp)* E fy L p)*N p (L p)=m w {2itp t 2* lfp).
Also we have K ^ L p)^ W (L p)^W CS(Lp)-m m {2 Vpt 2l~ilp} (Theorem 1.2.17). So
we can obtain the conclusion by proving K^(Lp)<m m {2lip  r 2 l ~ l!p).
By Theorem 4.2.7, we have P(Q)iS2a(Q')}K^(Lp) for any bounded set in L p .
In [Ben-21, Benavides showed that there are two bounded sets O and Q in L p1 2
so that a(f2i)= 2 1/^ , <x(QJ-2l~ llp and We repeat his argument
below. Hence we obtain that indeed X^(LP) <, mi.n{2ilp , 21 ilp) .
Next we repeat Benavides’ proof. Let {A be a sequence of measurable
subsets of [0, 1] with A,C\A^=2 if i i - j  and p (A J > 0 for all nE IN, where p is the
Lebesgue measure. For 1 < p < oo,  nGIN, define / r  ^(x)-(ji(A^)) llp if ,rG and
/  (.v)—0 otherwise. It is easy to chech that 11/ - /  II —2^ !p for alln,ps * " n>P m,p"p
m,»eIN with m&n and |/^ || =1 for all n GIN, Since for any subsequence
{ f  } of { f  }, we have diam({/ })=2*/pf a ({f } ) - 2 1/p. Next we
\ > P  n>P np P  n > P
prove f i({ f })=2 . Let q&R be such that l /p + U q = l.  For any f £ L P, we have n, p
I fo4, qV > f W *  I “  I h  4, 9W ^  I* n ^
Ifn J x ) \qdx)VqQA \f& )\pdx)Vp 
n ’ H n
~ ( iA D w f * )  ^
n
since p(A^)—^ 0  and f<B.Lp. Also we have
* 1 4  , p - n p l l / „ J I4 +  i s > ) 4 , « w * l
- ^ fn , p - 4 p *  K t o ) f „ , q V )dx\ ’
so l im s u p j/ -/J 25 1. Therefore £({/ })&2. Obviously £({/ » s 2 ,
n~-> oo >y y  >P >r
so we have /?({/ } )—2.
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Now we consider the "Rademacher functions" defined by r (f)“ l for all
t€E[0, 1] and r^(f)~sgn(sin2rt7tf) for n<=lN and f€ [0 , 1]. It is easy to check that
for any 1 </?< co, r (t)S L p, llr 1 =1 for any nGlN, and \\r - r  1 -2 ®  l l^p for all * i ’ n 11 n*p 11 n m*p
m, nelN with m-£n. So And for any fE .L P, it is easy to see
that J* r^(t)f(t)dt —> 0 (« —> oo). Also we have
1 ”  K \ \  =  £  rl (t)d' -  £  ( r„W -A0)rn( 0 *  +  Jl0M r nm
* K~AP l l r « l 9 +  =  K~flp +  foAtK )^dt -
so 1 i m sup || r -  /j] & 1 . Hence fi({r })=2 .
« —>oo 1 ?  n
4 ,3 . fi(Q) and <5(£2) related by d(B ) in Banach spaces
X
We had improved on the inequalities fi(Q)t£2a(Q) and fi(Q)<i2S(fi) in sections 
4.1 and 4,2. In this section, we will give an improvement on S(Q)^f}(Q) by 
using <5(B ) in a Banach space X. Also some properties of «5(B ) are given. InA A
this section all Banach spaces considered are infinite-dimensional.
Lemma 4 .3 ,1 . For any Banach space X, £5(B(;t, a))=ad(3^), where d6K .
Proof. For any r < 3 (B ), there is {x }£ B  such that \\x -x  Ijsrr if n So, for —  x 1 ;r x 1 n m1
y =ax -fA'SBCx, a), |y -y  || £<zr, and hence <5(B(x, a))£:a<?(B ). Conversely, for anyft ft ft fTt- X
r<<5(B(x, a)), there is {y^} £B(;c, a) such that ||y -^-y ||^ r  if m^n. Let 
xn^(yn-x )h , then |*J [ ^  1 and IIxn~xm 1= IIyn~ym 1la^ rla• Thus <?(BX)&:<5(B(*, a))la.
Now we can give a connection between 3(0) and fi(Q) by using 
Theorem 4 .3.2. Let X  be a Banach space. Then for any bounded, subset Q of X, vie
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have fi(Q)^2S(0)IS(Bx).
Proof. Let fi(Q )=b>  0, for any r>b !2 , there are finitely many balls R (x ., r),
n 3
j —1, /i, such that QQ U B(jc., r). Then
y » i ;  
n
i(f) )S (i( U B ( i . , r))=<5(B(jc r)) = r<5(B).
1 X
Since r  is arbitrary, S(Q)s(b/2)8(B ).A
Obviously fi(Q)^2ct(Q)/S(B^) when 13 is an a-minimal set in X. For any 
infinite-dimensional Banach space X, by Proposition 1.3.7, there is an 
a-minimal set O in X so that a(Q )>  0. Then from Theorem 4.2.7, we have 
KpQT) ^  2<x(Q)/f(Q) £  Hence ^(B^) is a upper bound for K^(X).
Our next theorem shows that for a class of Banach spaces, <5(Bx)< 2 , so
/?(0)5:2d(O)/d(B ) is indeed a better inequality then f(Q )^8(Q ).X
Theorem 4.3.3 . Let X  be a Bamch space with efX ) < 1, then <?(B „)<2.
'“ v~l -^ 'ni "n itt"'"'in ................... Q X
Proof. By Lemma 1.2.5, 3 ( 2 - ) — lim  8 (e) = l-e  (X)/2 . Let /(fi)=s~4(l-<$ (e», —  x s^ 2 _ X 0 X
fie) is continuous on [0,2), J\Q) < 0 and f i2 - )—2(l-e^(X))>0. Then there is
a £ ( 0 ,2) such that a—4(1-8 (a)). We claim 8(B )^ a .  Otherwise, if <5(B )> £ ,
X X  X
there is a sequence {x }£ B „  such that IIjc -x  ||>u if n&m. Then we have ^ 1 n* x 1 7i m1
\\xn ’r x j  ^2(l-Sy(a)) if m&n. In particular
1 V - * 21 S K  +,>C31 + K  +x2 i  a4 (1-<5x(a)) = a’
a contradiction.
Theorem 4 .3 .4. I f  H  is an infmite-dimensional Hilbert space, then 8(B^)~V2.
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Proof. By Theorem 4.2.13, Next we prove ^(B^rSV^. Let Q be any
— — - H p H
o;-minimal subset of Since H  is reflexive, there is a sequence {x^} QQ with
distinct point so that {x } converges weakly to some x .  Let { x n  } be a
n k
subsequence of {x } such that l i  msup|x -x | == l i  m |x  -x  J. Since H  is an Opial
/t—> oe» Jt—>eo k
space, we have
lim s u p ||x -x [“  l im jx  -x |:£  lim in f[x  -O j|^ l.  
n—>00 k--><x> k k—>oo k
Also
||jc -x  |[2” ||(x -x )-(x  -x)j|2— ]|x -x||2-f |x - x ||2~ 2 (x  -*x, x - x).1 n m1 l|V n ' K m n  1 n 1 1 m 1 n m
So for fixed m, we have
] imsup]|*n~x j|2=  H m s u p l^ - j t f+ l i  - * f - 2  l i  msupCxpX,xm~ x ) * l+  I x ^ 1.
« —>oo ft—>00 n—>oo
Then we obtain
limsup l i  msup ||x -x  j|2^2, i .e ., limsup limsupjlx^-x | ^ /2 .
m—>c© ft—> oo m—>oo n >  co
Hence for any €>0 , there is a subsequence {x } so that diam({x })^V2+€,
nJ nJ
Therefore, a(fJ)=a({x }) s^/2+e. Then a(Q)^V2  since e is arbitrary. Thus 
"/
S(B^)&V2 by Lemma 3.2.3.
Next result is helpful to show d(Bx)< 2  for certain spaces with eo(X)S:l.
Theorem 4 .3 .5 , Let X  and Y are isomorphic Banach spaces, then
S (B Y ) ^ d ( X ,  Y )S (B x ).
Proof. Given e > 0, let U\ Y —> X  be an isomorphism so that |t/|| = l and
|| U *J| Y) -I- e, then U(B^) is a subset of . For any 0 < ?■< there
exists a sequence {y^} such that |y^-y^j|£:r if n&m. Since > there
exist k and I, k l> so that |j t7(yp-H(yp|| 2£d(Bx)+e. Thus
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r x \ u  - s ju " 1! Jl/Cyp-UCypJ s(d(X, IH e X f lB p + e ) .
Since e and r  are arbitrary, the result follows.
be the l p space renormed by 
\x\ ^ -m a x { |x + |,  j] ■*""!}, where for *= {# 0 0 }, x+(n)=smax{je(n), 0} and
x ~ ( - * ) +» 1-| denotes the usual norm. Then d(l^ ^ a n d
<5(B )^ 2 2/^  (p > 2 ), where B denotes the closed unit ball of / _  .v p,oa' p yoo p,oo
In fact, let U : —> I be the bicontinuous linear operator so thatp t oo
Ux~x for any x E l^ . Then for each ,v6 /^ , we have | Kc| oo“ max{|jc+ | ,  \x  jj} & |x | ,
so f[J7|l:Sl, But for e —{<5 : m = 1, 2, 3, where 3 =0  if n^m  and 3 =1 if1 1 n 1 nm * rnn irn
Ks=m> \ UeJ ^ W eJ  = L Hence
Also for any y E l , we have
J ) v p ^ ,p \ y \M.
so | |£ / '1||s 2 I'p . Let y0= { l , - l , 0 .....0, ...} , then b 0 | w =  l  and lyfli= 2 I/p.
Hence we have jj U V0j| ==2l^7|yo| ^  . Therefore |] U 11
Now we obtained d(l ^  ||17| || l!7~11 = 2 1/^ \ Then, by Theorems 1.3.2
and 4.3,5, if p > 2, <5(B )^ 2 1/^ 7d(B )= 2 2/j^ <2 , where B denotes the closed
unit ball of I*3.
Remark. Bynum [By-1] showed that I ^  (1 <p < oo) lacks normal structure, then
fiQ(/p w) ^ l  since e^(X)<\ implies N(X)>  1, that is, X  has uniformly normal 
structure.
From above, we see that <?(B )< 2  is true for certain spaces, and <S(B ) can
X X
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be less than 2 even if X  lacks normal structure. Also the exact value of ^(B^) 
is given if X  is or space (see Chapter 1).
Next we give a relation between <5(B ) and a packing number which has beenA
calculated in some spaces (see [WelW] and the references therein).
Definition 4 .3 .7 . Let X  be a Banach space. We say that a collection of balls
{BCr., r)} is packed in B provided that:
J *
1)  [ jx .||^ I-r  for a l l / ;  2) | | x . - a \  |j&2r for 
J J *
The packing number A(Bx> is defined as
sup{r: infinitely many balls of radius r  can be packed in B^}, 
with A(Bx) = 0 in case infinite packing is impossible.
It seems that it is sometimes easier to calculate A(B ) than <5(B ). We
A A
give the following formula relating A(B ) and d(B ). It is a generalization of
X X
Theorem 16.7 of [WelW] which gives 1/3 ^ A(B ) s£l/2,A
Theorem 4 .3 .8 . Let X  be an infinite-dimensional Banach space y then 
A(Bx)-d (B x)/(2-f<5(Bx».
Proof. First we prove A(B )fed(B )/(2+d(B )) . For any r<<5(B ), there is an 
infinite subset D r of such that ||x-y||&r for any x, y ^ D ^  x&y. Let 
u=2/(r-J-2), & = r/(r-h2), then {ay-fhB : y&D  } is an infinite collection of balls
X T
satisfying:
1) for any ||ay||^a = l-h; and
2) for any y2 \a y -a y ^ a r = 2 b .
So A(Bx)5 ^ = r /(r+ 2 ) .
We finish the proof by proving d(B )&2A(B )/(l-A (B  )). For any r<A(B ),
X X X  a
there is a sequence {x ,}£B  such that | |x . | | l~ r  for any j ,  and ||x -x j|;s 2 r for
J X J J K
any j  and k, j& k . Then and ||x ./(l~r)~x,/(l~r)j|&2r/(l-r) wheneverJ X J K
j& k , so J(Bx)^ 2 r /( l-r ) .
Remark. After the author obtained this result, she learned from Dr. Lopez 
Acedo that it had already been shown by P. L. Papini in [Pa].
Let X  be the Banach space gave by James in [Ja], which is not reflexive 
but is isomorphic with its second conjugate space X **. ICottman [Ko] showed 
that A(B ) < l /2  for this space X. So by Theorem 4.3.8, we have d(B )< 2 .X X
4 .4 . Results in classical Banach spaces
As consequences of the results in sections 4.2 and 4.3, we obtain several 
results for various measures of noncompactness in certain classical spaces. 
Also connections between the corresponding contractive type mappings are 
given.
Theorem 4 .4 .1 . Let H  be an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space and let Q be my 
bounded subset of Ht then fi(Q)~V2S(Q), and if  Q is a-minimalt fi(Q)=V2oi(Q),
Proof. From Theorems 4,2.10 and 4.2.13, we obtain fi(Q )< 2S(Q)/V2=V2S(Q)’, and 
from Theorems 4.3.2 and 4.3.4, we obtain fi(Q)«>2S(Q)lV<2 —V25(Q).
Remark. In [Ben-1], Benavides showed that for any a:-minimal sequence {x^} in 
H r there is a subsequence {y } of {x^} such that /?({yw})=V2 aCfx^}).
Theorem 4 .4 .2 . Let Q be any bounded subset of ( I  < p <  oo), then
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$ (0 )= 2* ilpS(Q), and if  Q is a-minimal, /?(£?)—21 l!pa (0 ). For bounded
subset Q in I *, we /&?ve /?(<Q) = or(O)—$(O).
Proof. For Q Q lp (1 < p <  os), by Theorems 4.2.10 and 4.2,13, we have
f](Q) £  2S(Q)l2llp~2 l~ llpS(Q)\ 
by Theorems 4.3.2 and 1.3.2, we have fi(Q)&2S(Q)l2ifp**2l llp3(Q),
For \  from Theorems 4.2.6 and 4.2.7, we have $(O)<o;(0). But 
a(Q), so /?(O)--a(0), Since 11 is separable, by Propositions 1.3.8 and
1.3,7, there is an a  and /?-minimal subset O ' of Q such that fi(Q ')~$(Q ). Hence 
f (Q )= ca(0' ) = d(0 0  ^  < W  & P W -
Remark. Benavides [Bea-2] proved fi(Q )=2* ifpa(Q) for an a~minimal set 0  in l p 
by a direct argument.
Theorem 4 .4 .3 . Let Q be a bounded subset of L P (1 <p  < c*»), then 
min{21~Vp , 2Up} S (Q )^ f ( Q )max{21"'Vp , 2ilp}S(Q).
And the inequality is true for any a~minimal set Q if 5 is replaced by a.
Proof. Theorems 4.2.10 and 4.2.14 give /i(O) ^  2o(0)/min{21 lfp ,2 l,p}; and 
Theorems 4.3.2 and 1.3.2 give fi(Q )^.2<5(0)/max{21 lfp ,2 1/p) .
Remark. In [B@nA], it is also shown that
min{21 l,p , 2I^}a(0)^ /i(0);S inax{21 ifp , 2 lfp}at(Q) 
for an a-minimal set Q in L p.
Next we consider a special class of metric space where a(Q) always 
coincides with /?(&),
Definition 4 .4 .4 . [AroP] A metric space (Mt p) will be called hyperconvex if
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for my indexed class of closed balls in M : B (^., /■.), j e / ,  satisfying the
condition that p(x. , xj)^r^  -J-/\ for all i, j  in / ,  the intersection
fl B(x, , r ,) is not empty, 
i € /  * *
Propersition 4 .4 .5 . Let (M, p) be a hyperconvex metric space, then for every 
bounded set Q in Af,
n
Proof. Let a(Q)—b, For any e>0 , there ate Q.QQ, f—1 n, such thst Q ~ U Q,
~  1 / “ l
and diam(,Q.)< b+ e. Let £L (1 ^ j< n )  such that .) =  sna x .), then fi(Q .)~/?(D).
1 J J i «:*«;« 1 J
Let diam(£L) ~d, then the family of closed balls {B(x, d /2 ): x& Q j) satisfies
p(x, y)£d/2'¥d/2  for any x, y E Q j , so the hyperconvexity of (Af, p) implies that
fl B(x, d/2)&0. Let x G  fl B(x, d/2), then p(x, x ) ^ d / 2  for any x G f i , , that 
x <EQj 0 x E Q j  J
is Qj QBQCq, d/2). Therefore ~ ^ d u b - V e .  We obtain fi(f})^b~ct(Q) by the 
arbitrariness of e. As ot(Q) ^ i s  always true, we have a(Q)~J3(Q).
Hyperconvex spaces are related to Stonian spaces by the theorem of 
Nachbin- Kelley [Ke], [N a ]: The space C(2s) of all continuous real functions 
on a Stonian space (extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff space) with the 
usual norm is hyperconvex, and every hyperconvex real Banach space is a space 
C(E) for some Stonian space E. Then I 00 and L °° are good examples of 
hyperconvex spaces [La]. Hence we have the following Corollary:
00 00Corollary 4 .4 .6 . For every bounded set Q in / or L  space, we have 
0£(&) =£(&).
Q Q
Remark. By a direct proof, [Ben-2] showed that a(Q)~@(Q) in / space; [BenA]
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showed that a(Q)~fi(Q) in L ^  space. Note that / 00 and L  °° spaces give
OO CO
examples where K^(X)>N^(X). By Theorem 4.2.7, we have K^(l ) —K^(L )= 2 , but
/V^(/ °°)~Np(L  °°) —1 (Theorem 3,1.8). Noting that (cQ) is an infinite-dimensional 
separable, closed subspace of I and ^ (c ^ ) -1  (Example 4.2.5), we have 
£ ° ( / °°) =  1. Then AT°(X) and ^ (X )  are different.
Next we give some connections between several contractive type mappings.
Theorem 4 .4 .7 . Let X  and Y be two Banach space and let f : D(J)f^X > T,
m  *  (<?(5x)/ir“(r )) j( /)  s  (A'(Bx)/sr"(y))Q!(0.
I f  Y is separable, we Mve
/S(0 (<S(Bx) / i y  I))<S(fl S (S(BX)//Cfim )a ( f ) .
Proof. By Theorem 4.1.6, we have d(j)<,cx(j). Let Q  be a bounded subset of D(f), 
from Theorems 4.2.10 and 4.3.2, we obtain
p(fiO )) s  2P(fi.O))/K°fi(Y) s  2S(f)S(0)/X°fi(Y)
£S(f)S(Bx)fi(Q)IK0fi<.r)=(S(B^/K°(Y))S(f)fi(O).
Theorem 4 .4 .8 . Let X  and Y be two Banach spaces and let f :  D (f)Q X —> Y. Then 
S (f)S a (f)^ {2 IK e Q0)p(f),
Proof. For any bounded subset Q of D(f), by Theorem 4.2.7, we have
o-C/Cfl)) sfi(J[a))sp(f)fi{0) s f i ( f ) (2 IK J X ) )a ( ,Q ) .
In case X  and Y are Hilbert or l ” spaces, we have the following
corollaries.
Corollary 4 .4 .9 . Let I I  ^ and be two Hilbert spaces and let
f  Then
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Remark. I f  H  is a separable Hilbert space, and / :  D(f)£’-H    > H  is a ft-set
contraction, Benavides [Ben-1] showed that
Corollary 4 ,4 .1 0 . 1) For f : EHf) £  I p —> l r  (1 =*/?, r<  oo), we have 
fitf)* 2Vp~l,rS(f)£ 2Vp~ilTa(j) and S(f)^a(f)is2l' llpfi(f),
2) For f : D (J )£ lP —> / °° (l^ p < e a ), we have
P (f)£2 llpd (f)x2Vpa(f) and S ( f ) ^ ^ ( f ) ^ UPfi(f>-
3) For f : D(f) £  / ° ° —> / (l:gp<©©), we have
0(f) rs 21" llp8(j) <; 21" 1,pct(f) and
4 ) For f  : D (f)£ l °°—* l  , we have S(f)^a(f) =$</). For f :  D (f)Q ll ->  l l ,
we have S (f)-a (f)-fi(f).
Remark. Benavides [Ben-2] proved that fi(f)^ ct(f) if  / :  D (f )^ lP —> lp (l< p < o o )
1 00is a ft- set contraction, and fi(f)~ct(f) in I and /
Corollary 4 .4 .1 1 . For f : D (f)Q LP L T (1 <p, r<  oo), we have
r)d(f)£a(p, r)a(f),
where
a(p, r) — max{21 lfp , 21^ }/u iin {21 1/r , 2l/r) ;
and d(f)£a(f)^m nx{21 lfp , 2l,p}0(f).
Remark. For / :  D (f)Q LP —o L P (1 < p < ca), it is shown that ^(/)ss2^ 2ip\a(f) in 
[BenA]. Our Corollary 4,4.11 contains this result as a special case.
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CHAPTER FIV E  
SEMINORMS OP LIN EA R  OPERATORS
In order to estimate the departure from compactness of a linear operator 
TC:££(X, Y)f investigations on seminorms of T  are helpful. Several semxnorms, 
such as a(T), /?(!) and || ^ v® studied in recent years. Certain of
their properties and some relations between them have been obtained. We 
mentioned some of these in Chapter one. [GolM] showed that fi(T)f2&fi(T*)£2f$(T); 
[Nis-2] showed that oj(T) :£/?(?*) and a(T*)^/S(l'); [Web-1] and [Web-2] showed that 
a(T)~fi(T) and in Hilbert spaces. We continue these works and relate
fi(T) and by using a geometrical number R^(X). For T&S£(X, Y), we will
show that fi(T)IRp(X) < fi(T*)-£>Rp(Y*)f}(T). It is easy to see that if X  is
uniformly convex or uniformly smooth, R^(X) < 2. We are able to prove that 
Rp(X) =  1 in certain spaces such as Hilbert or l p ( \< p <  c*>) spaces. Hence our 
results extend the inequalities fi(T)/2, ^ s :  2/?(T). We also obtain estimates
for RpQO terms of N^(X) and other geometrical coefficients in X .
Another seminorm related to fi(T) is also investigated.
For TE.^(X), we show by an elementary argument that 1 -T  has finite 
ascent and finite descent if a (7 )< l or fi(T) < 1. For any AgR, if |A| > a (T), we 
prove that A in the resolvent set of T or A is an eigenvalue of T of finite 
algebraic multiplicity. Also for r > a(X), there are at most finitely many
points A in the spectrum of T with |A |s :r and all such A’s are eigenvalues of 
T. This answers the question posed by Martin in [M ar] who needed to assume 
r> 2 < x (T )  in proving a similar fact.
This chapter includes part of the work of [5&-2],
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We intend to give an inequality between fi(T) and which is sharper
than fi(T)/2^/}(T*)<i2fi(T) and implies #(2) =$ (2 *) in certain spaces. Our 
inequality use the following geometrical number.
Definition 5 .1 .1 . Let X  be a Banach space. We define a geometrical coefficient 
Rp(X) in X  by:
R^(X)~snp{fi^XC)/2 : is closed and convex}.
We have 1 <; R^(X) <, 2 since (Bx)= 2  and f i <  2diam(C) 4. Later we
will see that R^(X) < 2 in several classes of Banach spaces, in particular, 
Rp(X) — 1 in certain spaces.
We can relate fi(T) and by using R^(X) as follows.
Theorem 5 .1 .2 . Let X  and Y be Banach spaces. For every T&S£(X, Y), we have 
fi(T )*R fi(X)fi(T*) and £ (2 * > * jy r W (Z ) .
In order to deduce the second inequality in Theorem 5.1.2 from the first
one, we obtain /? (T * )RJY*)ft(T*:*), so if the proof follows.
P
Sedaev [Se] proved for T€.$?(X)> and his proof remains valid for
T(£S£(X, Y). Here we give a proof since his paper is only available in Russian.
Theorem 5 .1 .3 . Let X  and Y be Banach spaces and let T€~S£(X, Y). Then
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Proof. For say a>0(T)=fi(T(JBJ))/2t there ore   , y € F  so that
<ntiS3E»4iai Y J
_  n
U B (>r a), 
i “ 1
thus
— rt _  n  —
^ y ^ B x ) £ f U  / Y B (y i  » tf) “  u  < V i + ^ Y B Y } ’
For o s n  we use w*~cl(£?) to denote the weak* closure of Q. Note that for any 
Banach space X, w *- cKJ^B^)—B * *, where B ** be the closed unit ball of X **  (see
[TL], p. 177, Tlieorem 10.7). We have
n n __
w *-c l(/y2XBx))E w *-c l( U <..rYy.+aJY\ ) ) =  U
i - l  i ~ l
where B ** denotes the closed unit ball in F**. Let For any e > 0  and
any finitely many y* , ..., y ^ G P , there is such that | (£ **-* , T*y*)j < e
for all j -1 , 2, m, that is | _ T**x, y p | <e. Hence
r “ (B” )S w *-c l(r» *(/xBx))= w *-c l(/v7XBx))
since JyT=T**J  . Therefore we obtain 2/8(re» )-A r * * (B * * ))s 2 a. P(.T**)*0(T) 
follows by letting a —> ft(T) .
Proof of Theorem 5 .1 .2 . We only need to prove the first inequality as shown
—jL»_‘TJ=n jir-gs=-.rrm ^j..ui«Lu-jjjau«rg-.MW
above. Let £ = /? (!*), Since jff(7)~/?(7XBx))/2, the first inequality is equivalent 
to j5(nBx) ) = s ^ (X ) .
Let B* be the closed unit ball of Y*. For any e > 0 , there are 
j —1, ..., Nr such that
__ N  
T*(B *)E  U B(x* , k+e). 
j - 1 3
For any fixed j :  1 {(x* , x) : .\€ B y} is bounded set in [R, so it is
J  *
precompact. There are finitely many closed intervals (1 of length
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such that
M_ J f
{(x* x ):  x(~B } £  U S f .  
J x / =  i  1
Let
y l^ {p: , .. .,p N)t p ^ € {l Mj }, 7=1,
a finite set. For any p E A , p ~ (p ,t letI N
£  = { i6 B x : b * ,x )G :S j,  1 s /s » } ,
Then E  is closed and convex, and B — U E . 
p  x P eA  p
As flE (E ^ 'IR ^ X ) ,  there are zp l , zp l  zp k (p )^ Ep> OTch
k(.P )
For any y € £  , there is a z . such that jjy -z  J t&RJX)+e. By the Iiabn-Banach
P P  pi s p p ik fi
theorem, there exists y*&Y*, |y *f = 1 such that jjTyp~Tzp .| =  (y * , 7 ) y - • F°r
this y*t there is x*t such that jl T*y* -  £ *| £ k Jre. Noting that (x* , y )€ES  ^ and
7 7 J P Pj
(* j  * zp ? eSJj ’ we havc I ^  I = I C*J >yp > zpi)| se . Then
II TV -Tz J = (r*y * , y -z  .)
11 *7> / ? / 11 ^  Jp  p i
-(.T*y*-xJ , yp-zp;>+ (** , y y
=s || t v -** J S y y l  + 1 (*L y y )  I 
s ( * -:-«)(s„(X)+ « )+e=kRp<X) + (a  (X )-i-k+1 +«)«.
Hence, 2\£^) can be covered by a finite number of Kails of radius at most
k.RJX) ■!- (R JX ) 1 e)e. Since T(B ) = U I (2? ) and A  is a finite set, 1X& )
P  P  X  p £ A  p  X
can also be covered by finitely many balls of radius at most
LR^(X) + (iJ^(X)+k-i-l-be)e. This proves fi(T(B^)^2JcR^(X)t as s is arbitrary.
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As a consequence of Theorem 5,1.2, using Nussbaum's result a(2):s;/?(!*) 
(Theorem 1,3.12), we obtain the following connection between a(T) and
Corollary 5 .1 .4 . Let X  and Y be Banach spaces. For every T£ i? (X , Y), we have 
«(2>aC^(r*)A (2).
We will show that a class of spaces satisfies R^QO — 1. First we give the 
following definition.
Definition 5 .1 .5 . A Banach space X  is said to satisfy the (/-condition if for
any sequence , it follows that
in f { l i m i n f }  £ l .
xQco{xn) «->oo
Any reflexive Opial Banach space X  satisfies the f/-condition. In fact,
for any sequence {x }S B  , there is a subsequence {* } that converges weakly n x nk
to some j r  € c o {jc } . Then 0 1 n*
l i  minfjlx -x  | 5  l i  tninf|jc ~ x f lim in fjjx  -0 |^ 1 .
Ft Q tf ft* 0  t Ft ytt—>00  £ - * 0 0  £  £ “ » w  £
Hence Hilbert and 1 ^  ( \< p <  oo) spaces satisfy the £/-condition.
Theorem 5 .1 .6 . I f  X  is a Banach space satisfing the U-condition, then R ^X )—\.
Proof. We prove that for any closed, convex subset C of Bx , 2. Suppose
f clC )~ 2 o > 0. Then for any a : 0 < e < a, there is a sequence {x^}£C  such that
/?£j(I>)fe2(a-a), where D —co{x^} (Lemma 3.2.4), By Proposition 1.3.8, there is a
B- minimal subset Q of D  such that ^ r,(D )“ 5_.(0), Let {z } Q Q be such that z ‘ D * D J 1 nr n m
whenever n&m. Since X  satisfies the 17-condition, we have
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in f {  l i  minfjjz -z $ } :£ l.
z Gco{z } w—>1 n*
There exists z£co{z }Q D  such that l i  minfjjz ~ z |^ l+ e , so there is a subsequence
« —>co
{z } such that lim jjz  - z j^ l+ f i .  Then 
nk k—>00 nk
f i^ C )^ f iD (Q)^2s=fiD({zn}H 2 €
~ fin ({zn })+ 2« 2S2  lim [z M -z j +2e^2-t-4e 
nk /;->oo nk
Letting e —>0, we obtain f }^ C )£ 2.
From Theorems 5.1.2 and 5.1.6 and Corollary 5,1.4, the following result 
is immediate.
Corollary 5 .1 .7 . Let X  and Y be Banach spaces and let TfzS£(X,Y). I f  X  
satisfies the U-condition, then f(T )  ^ /?(!*); if  Y* satisfies the U-condition, 
then fi(T*)&fi(T) and a(T)<^fi(T). In particular, if  TESS(H^ H^)t where and 
are Hilbert spaces, or T£SB(lp, l r) (1 <p, r < oo), f}(T*)=j2(T).
Remark. For T€SS(Ht , H ) ,  results of Webb [Web-1], [Web-2] (Theorem 1.3.14)   — 1 2
and Nussbaum [N-2] (Theorem 1.3.12) show that directly (see Chapter
one). Also for T$i££(lP) ( \< p <  oo), we know T*£S£(l ^) (l/p + l/< f= l), Benavides 
[Ben-2] showed that fi(T)t£o[(T) and fi(T*)£<x(T*) (see also Corollary 4.4.10), By 
these and a(T)&ft(T*), a(T*)^fi(T) (Nussbaum, Theorem 1.3.12), one obtains that 
« ( I ) =/?(!) =£(T *) holds throughout. [GolM] proved 0 (2 *)= £ (T) for TeSS(lP, l r) 
( l< p , r<  oo) or T&£i(c^) by using different methods.
Example 5 .1 ,8 . R^(l °°)= 2 .
For I let x = {.r : m —1,2, 3, ...} , where x — -1  if  1 <,m^n, x — X’ n 1 nm f nm nm
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if  m >n . Then x C°, and ** is easy to verify that
dist(*n+1> co{*.}*)*=2. Let C=co{*n), then ^ 0 = 4 .  In fact, if  $^(C):=2<z<4,
there is £> 0  such that <j+2e<2. There exist y^  , . y^CC such that 
k
CQ U B (y ,, a+s). Some B(y. , a+e) contains a subsequence of {jc } .
1 7 7
For this y^, there is z€co {jc^  (p€tN) so that |y^.-z|] <8. Then for some n>p  so 
that x^ , i e  3 (jj  >a+e), since zEcolx.}^ we have
d‘st(jcn+i’ “ f y O *  K + r  Z1s h n + r^ -I* flty-4 <a+2s<2-
QOThis is a contradiction. Thus R J l ) —2.
P
For I \  consider e ~{S  : m—1„ 2, 3, , where <5 =  1 if m—nt S =0* n K nm nm nm
if  m n , we have dist(eft+1, co{^,}”)= 2 . Let C=co{e^}, then ft^£C)™4. Therefore 
Rp (,l * )= 2 .
For TGSg(l1) or cc)t from the example above, we can not obtain a
better result than fi(T)^2jS(T*) by using Theorem 5.1.2. However by the results 
in Benavides [Ben-2] (see also Corollary 4.4.10), we have fi(T )—a(T), Combining 
this with a(T)^ft(T*), we obtain In particular for TE3?(l *), we
also have as T * E £ ( l  °°), hence /? (Z )^ A ^ )- So it is
necessary to give the following result.
Theorem 5 .1 .9 . Let X  and Y be Banach spaces and let T  £  SB (X, ?)* Then we 
have f}(T)?sk2f}(T~)lKp{Y) and [}(!*) ^ 2p(T)lKg(X*),
Proof. By Theorems 4,2.7 and 1.3.12, we have
0 (D  =£(7'Bx)/2 s; a(TBx)/Kfi(Y) <; 2 ot(T)/Kfi(T) £  20(T*)IKfi(Y),
Also @(T*)&2fi(T**)/Kp(X*()^2$(T)/Kp(X«) (Theorem 5.1.3).
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As a consequence of Corollaries 4.4.10 and 5.1.7, we obtain the following 
classical result of H. R. Pitt on compact linear operators [LinT-2], p.31.
Corollary 5 .1 .1 0 . Let TESS(l^, l r), where l< r< p < o o , then fi(T)—0, that is, T 
is compact.
Proof. By Corollary 4.4.10, /?(jV)^2if^  1/ra(7), and by Corollary 5.1.7, 
ot(T)^fi(T), thus ( l-2 l/i?"1/r)j?(7)^0. Therefore /? ('/)-0
I f  T& gQ P , I *) (2 < p < co), we can also prove fi(T)—Q. In fact, by
Corollary 4.4.10, we have fi(T )^2lfP ^a(T). Also by Theorem 5.1.9, we have
P(T*)<;2p(T)/2Uq, where V q + llp ^ l.  Noting that (Theorem 1.3.12), we
obtain fi(T )^ 2 Vp~Vqfi(T). Hence £(?) =0.
Next we show that there are other spaces X  and Y such that SB(X, Y) and 
C*C(X, Y) are equal.
Corollary 5 .1 .1 1 . Let X be a Banach space and H  be a Hilbert space. I f  
<5(Bx) <V2, then for any T&SEQC, H), /?(T)~0, that is, T is compact.
Proof. By Theorem 4.4.7 and Corollary 5.1.4, we have
fi(T) S (d(Bx)IK°p(H))a(T) s  (d(B^)IKp(H))R 
Since <5(B ) < /2 =K°JH) (Theorem 4.2.13) and R JH *) = l  (Theorem 5.1.6), we obtainx p p
Note that d(Bx)c /2  in finite-dimensional spaces and for X = l^ , p > 2 and 
X = I p > 4  (see Example 4.3,6 in Chapter 4).
The following result gives an upper bound for R^(X).
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Proposition 5 ,1 .1 2 . For any Banach space X , R JX)& S(3 )/N R(X)- In particular, 
Rp{LP) <k2 1 X~2,p I (1 <p< oo).
Proof. For any closed convex subset C of B^, Theorem 3.2.5 shows that
0 ^ € )*2 S (Q /N fi(X )*26(Bx)/Nfi(X).
For L p, By Corollary 3.3.6, we have A /^(L^)-m in{21/^ , 21 llp}; and by 
Theorem 1,3.2, we have <5(B^)=max{21/^ , 21 llp). Hence R^(Lp)^ 2 l 2>P if
2 < p <  oo; Rp(LP)<t22lp~l if  l<p=s2.
From proposition 5.1.12, we see that if  S(B^)<2 or N^(X)>  1, then R^(X)<2.
In particular, if X  is uniformly convex, R^(X)< 2. Also if  X  is uniformly
smooth, Np(X)>  1 since N(X)>1  (cf. [GoeK-1], Theorem 14.3), so R^(X)<2.
d(Bx) can be less than 2 in some nonreflexive Banach spaces or spaces
without normal structure (see Chapter 4), but N^(X) — l  for those spaces (see
Chapter 3). Also in some spaces X  with N J X )>  1, d(B ) can be 2. Let Ip  x  p, 1
(lc p c c o ) be the l P space renormed by \x\ =» ||x+ || 4- j|x |{, where for x G lP, x+ ,x
are as those in Example 4.3.6, and ||.|| denotes the usual l p norm,
N M  ) =  WCS(l ) —2llp [By-2], but we have S(B J = 2 . In fact, letf iKp,v Kp , r  p ,v
e ={<5 : m =  l ,  2, 3, ...}  , where 6 =1 if m~n and S =0 if  m ^n. Since \e 1 , = 1n ' nm * * * * nm nm 1 n 11
and \e - £ * 1 = 2  wherever n&k, we see that d(B )= 2 .1 n k' 1 p,i
From Theorem 5.1.2 and Proposition 5.1.12, we have 
Corollary 5 .1 .13 . For T(2SE{L p, L r) (1 <p, r<  co), we have
Remark. For T&<£(L,P) (l< p < o o ), [BenA] proved /?(?);£ 2 ^  2/^ a (7 ) (see also 
Corollary 4.4.11). When r —p, Corollary 5.1.13 can be deduced from this 
inequality and the facts oc(T)^fi(T*),
The estimation R^(X)<,d(B^)IN^(X) is sharp for some spaces, for example in
(l< jp <co ) spaces, d(B^)=7^(i-?>)= 2 1^ . But this is not so for (cQ). In (c^),
it is easy to verify that £ (0 ^ = 2  (B  ^ is the closed unit ball of (cQ) ) by
considering the sequence xn~ ixnm: 2, 3, , where x = -1  if m^n,
x — 1 if r«=n*hl, x =  0 if m > « + l, Also N D(c ')—1 (Theorem 3,1.8). The nm nm /T  o v '
following example shows that i?^(cQ) is not 2.
Example 5 .1 .1 4 , <;4/3.
If  R ^ c ^ —o 4/3, for any e: 0<e< m in {(a -l)/2 , (3<z-4)/(3+<j)}, there is C c B i
such that fi^lQ >2(a~e), From the proof of Lemma 3.2.4, there exists a sequence
{x }£ C  such that dist(x . . co{x.}”)> a -a . Let x = {x  .: i= l ,  2, 3 ,...}  ,1 n* s n + l ' r  1 n 1 m 1
Since r .  —>0 (i —> oo) there is N  such that !x -i <e whenever i > N. There1* \ ' 1/■
exists a subsequence {« ,} of {«} such that {x .} converges for everyk nk,t
There is a ^  so that \x , -  x .[ < e /(1 -e ) for any k, j > K  and Letnk,j n .j
A =(2 -a -f e )/(l-s ). Since a ^ 2  and s < (a -l)I2 , w eknow O <A <l, Since e<(3a~4)/(3+a),
4 -2,a+2e < a-as-e. Hence we have
2 A = (e 2 + 4 - 2 s + 2 a ) / ( l - e )  -  e2/ ( l - e )
< 0 ? (e -l)+ *(l-e ))/(l-fi) -  e2/( l -e )= (a -s ) -  e2/(l-a ).
For any £>£■+!, let j  be such that k > j> K , I f  lrS /^iV , we obtain
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and if i> N ,  we obtain
|x  . -  A x . -  (l~A)x :Sl+A€+(l~A)=2-A(l-e)=<i-e.
**£»*
This is a contradiction to dist(x , , , co{x.j'?)>a-e.v » + i l n
Remark, It seems likely that the value of R 0(c ) should be 1, but we can only
J "M *  jfft Q
obtain the above result.
We intend to establish another upper bound for R^(X), the following 
definition given in [BenL-2] is needed.
Definition S. 1 .15 . Let X  be a Banach space. A modulus of noncompact convexity 
Sx(«) (0 ^  e < ^ (®x)) is defined as:
J : Cc:B_ is closed and convex, S(C)> e},
z e e
Obviously, 3x(e)<iS^(e). In certain spaces the inequality holds, for
example in l p (1 < p <  oo) spaces, S^p (e)<S^p (s)= l - ( l - e pl2)lfp [EeaL-2]. Now
we can give another upper bound for R JX) by using S (e) and N J X ),p  X p
Proposition S. 1 .16, Let X  be a Banach space. I f  then R^(X) — 1; if
Np(X)<3(Bx), then R ^ ^ l - S ^ N ^ X ) ) ,
Proof. Let C be any closed, convex subset of B .^. I f  p ^ fC )> 2, for any 
€<fi^XC)~2, there is
3.2,4). There is a ^-minimal subsequence {y } of {x^} such that
{x^} c C such that ef where D=co{x^} (Lemma
/?n({y }) (Proposition 1.3.8) and lim jjy  - z f exists for all zE D  (Lemma
3.3,2). Then
f i A € ) ^ n {[y } )+ e = 2 in  f { l i  m b - z | } +ass2(l +  i n f  |« |)+«.  
u 71 ZED ft—>oo *  ze />
From Theorem 3.2.5, <5(D)^ N J X )fin(D)/2> N JX ), then £ (N * (X » £ l- in  f  |d .
^ D p X P zGD
Hence /?^(C) ^  2(2“5'x(^ (X ) ) )+ e, the result follows since a and C  a re  arbitrary.
Proposition 5 .1 .1 7 . I f  X  and Y are isomorphic Banach spaces, then
Rp(X)«£d(X, Y)Rfi(Y).
Proof. Let C be any closed, convex subset of . For any £ > 0, let U : X  —> Y
be an isomorphism such that \U \  =1 and ] < d(X, Y)+s. Then 1 7 ( C ) i s  closed 
and convex. Hence
¥ ° = V V ( C ) < [' ' ' «
*2Rp(Y)(d(X, *)+«).
Therefore R^(X) ^  (d(X, Y)-\-e)R^(Y) since C is arbitrary, and the result follows 
by letting e —> 0.
Example 5 ,1 .1 8 . Let / ^  (1 < p < oo) be the space defined in example 4.3.6, then
d ( l  , l p)<;2Up. Hence R M  )s 2 l,pf and for Te SBQ m , 1 T) ( l< r < » ) ,  vp, oo y /> P>°° * p,oo
2
5 .2. A seminorm related to f}(T*)
First we give the definition of a seminorm X(T) which was defined in
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[LeS] and [Se], see also [E«tE], p.24 .
Definition 5 .2 .1 . Let X  and Y be Banach spaces and let T(=@(Xt F)> Define 
the seminorm X(T) of T  as:
: L  is a subspace of X  with finite codimension} ,
where f r l  J = sup |Z3c|/||jr| . 
x e L \ {  0}
X(T) *s indeed a seminorm on S?(X, Y), see [EdE], p.24, for the 
verification. Sedeav [Sc] proved X(T)=fi(T'i<) for T€i&(X). Using the same proof, 
we can obtain the result for T£S£(X, Y). We give a proof here for
completeness.
Theorem 5 .2 .2 . I f  X  and Y are two Banach spaces and T<E3?(X, Y), then 
X(T)=P(T*).
Proof. First we prove that A(7) =£/?(!*). Let B* be the closed unit ball of Y*.
For any a > B *)/2 , there are r je X * ,  i — 1, ..., n, so that
_  n 
r *B *c  u  B (jc*,a). 
i * l
Let Z,= {x € X : x*t(x)~0, i = l , . . . , n } ,  then L has finite codimension, we will
prove ||F! |:S«, For any xGL, there is y*E.Y* , |y * | ~1 such that
j! The 1 ~yii:(Tx )= (T *y*, x). For this T *y *, there exists x*. such that
|| Hence | r * |  -(T *y*-x?  , * )+ (* *  , x)^  |x|| [| S<3|x|, Therefore
I r |  J&a< By the definition of X(T), we obtain X(T)^a. By the arbitrariness of 
a, we have X(T) <, fi(T*).
Conversely we prove X(T)^fi(T*). Let L be any subspace of X  with finite 
codimension and let ]|rj |J= b, we will show that For any y *6 B * , we
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have
l l n * I ,  I -  sup |(ZV)C *>|/||*I“  sup |y*CZ*)|/jjc|
*ez ,\{o } * e t \ { o }
s |? * | sup | a | / | * | s | r |
*e £ \{0 }
By the Hahn-Banach theorem, there is x* EX*  such that |x * | and
jc*(jc)=(2^y^)(^) for any Hence T*y*=x*+x*  w ithx jeL**-, where1 1 2  «
L^~ = {x*&X* :x*(x)~Q  for every x E L ).
Therefore F *B *£h B *+ M  with M £L  bounded. Since L^~ is a finite-dimensional
space, 0. Now we obtain fi(T*B*)&2b, hence fi(T*)£,b.
[LeS] gave the inequalities A(I)/8 :£ A(T*) ^  8A(7) between X(T) and X(T*). 
However as a consequence of Theorems 5.1.2, 5.2.2 and Corollary 5.1.7, we have 
the following result relating X(T) and A(T*>,
Corollary 5 .2 .3 . Let X  and Y be two Banach spaces and let TSS£(X, Y), Then we 
have A(7)/i?^(y*)ssX(T*)^R^X**)X{T)t In particular, if  T e £ (H {, / y ,  where 
and H2 are Hilbert spaces, or T&SS(l^, / r) ( l< p , r<oo), A(T*)=A(7).
Now we give a relation between R^(X) and
Propoaition 5 .2 .4 . For Banach space X , R^(X)£ R^(X^*). I f  X  is a reflexive 
Banach space, R^(X)~R^{X^).
Proof. For any closed and convex subset C of B . J C is a closed and convex -----------  X  X
subset of B ** , the closed unit ball of X <r* . In fact, for any {J x } £  J C so
X  X  W X
that J x — (n —> oo), (x }£ C  is a Cauchy sequence, since
X  ft ft
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11/ x -  /  x 1 —|x - x  II, Then there is xE X  suet that x —>x (jet—$> go). Since 1 x n X m1 * n w 1 »
C is closed, x&C. Therefore x * * - /  x € /  C. Also a J  x + b J  y~J (ax+by)X X X X X
implies the convexity of J^C. Obviously So
Remark. The inequality can be strict. For example this is so in (cQ), since 
R ^ c ^ m  and R^(l ° ° )" 2  ((c^)**—/ °°) as examples in section 5.1 show.
5 .3 . The ascents, descents and eigenvalues of operators in & (X )
Let X  be a Banach space and let Fg.£?(X). We use j V(T)\ — {x EX\ F t—0} to 
denote the null space of T, and &Z(T): = {y€X: there is x E X  so that Fc~y} the 
range space of T, Obviously we have
{0} = jT ( T °) c j ¥(D ^ ^V(T2) ^ ^ { T * ) Q .......
and X - ^ ( F ° ) 2 ^ ( 7 ) 2 ^ ( F 2) 2 ^ ( F 3) 2 ...........
where T ° —I, the identity mapping. I f  t/f(F n) —^ ( F rt+1) for some nelNU{0}, then 
v^ (^n) = ^ ( ^ w+,) for all iE IN. Also £©(Tm)=£e(7,m+1) for some njglNUfO} implies 
that & ( T m) =  & C rm+l) for all /€IN, Recall that (cf. [TL ], p.290) the smallest 
number n GtNU {0} such that </V(Tn)=<A'(Tn+ l) is called the ascent of ri \  denoted
tn fit +1by asc(T); and the smallest number «£lN U  {0} such that 8% (T ) — M (T  ) is 
called the descent of T> denoted by dcsc(T). I f  no such n or m exists, we set 
as c ('!')= oo or desc(T) =  +  oo. We know that if asc(T)= «< -!- oo and desc{T)—m< + co, 
then asc(T)-desc(T)=n and X —JF(Tn)@M (T H) (see [TL], p.290).
Theorem 5 .3 .1 , For TE  i£(X), if  at(T) < 1 or fi(T) < 1, then
■ iiii1 Miami —
asc(I-T )—desc(I-T)=n<  4- oo and X = ^ f( /-T )n © M (J -T )n.
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Proof, Suppose a(T)< 1. We only need to prove ascii -T )<  + oo and desc(I-T)<  -Foa,
Put JY^—JYil ~T)n, 71 EiNU {0}, then each JY^  is a closed subspace of X, aBd
j Y = { j:6 X ; ( / ~T)xEaY}. I f  */Y & yY , for all n, then j Y is a proper, closed «+ l 4 ^  n* n n+i n
subspace of JY . Let 0 < y < l. By Riesz’s Lemma (cf. [M ar], p.84, Lemma 5.1),/J + l
there is x aEJY 11* J — 1 so that distQc .^ Y )^ y ,  It is easy to see that n+l n+i 1 n + lH v n+Y n ' '
if  x e ^ +1 and dist(x, uY^)2:yf then Tx e j Y^^ and dist(2>;, v4^)aty. In fact,
( / - 7 ) n+1(3&) = Z ^ (/-2 ),*+1jc)=0; and for any yE</L, noting that {I-TyxEJY^, we 
have
I Tx~y II= \\x~ ((* - T>x'+y) I I dist(^ » & y •
Now we see that for each n and all pElN, Tpx E v f , and dist(r^x , <JY)^y.r  /7 + 1  77+1 »+i n
I f  k < n t TPx, ,€ t /Y, C / ,  so llr^x  - T PX, J a ty . Thus we obtain
£ + 1  £+1 77 11 77 +  1 £ + 1 1
a ({T Px ) °° J  fey for every p. However 
4 7 7 + r / 7  =  0  J r
a ({r \ +l^ " o ) S {a(7)if 'a (W + l>n“ o):S2{“ (2:)>;’ ^ 0 M)>
as a (7 )< l. This is a contradiction. Hence asc(I- T)< + oo,
Similarly, we show desc(J~ T) < + oo. Let Stm = St ( I -T )m, 7?zEiNU{0}, Then 
St Si - ( I - T )S i  , Also for any m, Si is a closed, linear subspace of X.
777 +  1 777 7 7 7 + 1  777 Tit
We only need to prove 0% is closed. Let y ^ E ^  and —>y (k—> oo). Take
so that y^—(I~Tyx^. Since x^~y^+7%^, we have
« ({**}) ^  <*({?*})+ « ({T ^}>  £  a(T)a({xk}),
We obtain a ( { ^ } ) -0  as a (T )< l.  Hence there is a subsequence } of such
j
that —> x, Therefore y= (/ ~T)x E St .^
J
I f  Si -^St for every then Si is a proper, closed subspace of Si . Let
777 771 + 1 J 777+1 r  r  t r  m
0 < y < l .  For each 777, there is x ESt , 1* 11=1 so that distQc , St ,)^ y . We can
'  777 777 11 777 777 7 7 7 + 1 '
show that if xESt and dist(*, St ,)S;y, then TxESt and dist(!Tx, St ,)^ y . In
777 777 +  1 777 7 7 7 + 1
fact, Tx^x-{1 ~'T)x, x E Si , (I-T )xE & t , so TxESi . And for any ,,
777 7 7 7 + 1 777 777 7 7 7 + 1
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noting that (/-T )*+ z€:$£7}+1, we have
\\Tx-z\\ =  ||jf-((/-2 > + z )|| S*dist(x, mm+l) 2:y.
Now we see that for every m and pEiN, TPx and dist(r^A: , St- )S:y. Ifm ftt ftt m+i
*> m , TPxk G & knm m +i, so \T Pxm- TPxk\ &y. Thus we have 
for every p , But
a ({T Px } “  } C°„)s2{a(7 )}P -> 0  ( p —> oo),
4 m f m=*  o 1 m f m * = o  1 '
as a (7 )< l. This is a contradiction. Hence desc(J-  7) < + 00 •
If  /?(?)< 1, we can also prove every is closed, and the conclusion can
be obtained by noting that fi(TP) < y/4 (such p exists since fi(T) < 1) implies
a(Tp)<y/2.
Corollary 5 .3 .2 . Let T£& (X ) with cc(T)<l or /5(7)< 1. I f  I - T  is injective, then
I  - T  is surjective and (J -T ) 1 €Ei?(X),
Proof. Since I - T  is injective, a$c(J-T)—0. By Theorem 5.3.1, we have 
desc(I-T )~asc(I-T )=0. So ^ ( /-7 )= X .
Now we show ( I -T )  1 is continuous. We only give the proof for a(T) < 1, 
the proof for fi(T )< 1 is similar. It is enough to prove that there is b>0  such 
that ||(/-7 )x || for all jcEX. If  this is not true, there exists a sequence
{* } £ X  so that |x  ||=1 and 1 i m || ( / - 7}x || =0. Hence
71—)  00
We have a({jc })= 0  since a (T )< l.  So there is a subsequence {Xn } of {x^} and an
k
x S X  such that l i m x  =x. However this implies [|x[[ = 1 and (I-T )x = 0 , which 
>oo Hk
contradicts the assumption that I - T  is injective.
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Remark. The above result generalises Lemma 5.2 on page 84 in [M ar], where it
teaafc’wgiPf.T w
is supposed that a(T) < 1/2.
For TB &  (20, recall that the resolvent set p(T) of T is the set
/?(7): =  {2eR: (X l-T )~ l exists and ( X I~ I ) i ese(X)}.
The spectrum o(T) of T is the set IR \  p(T). Also p(T) is an open set, a(T) is 
a closed, bounded set. AgR is said to be an eigenvalue of T  if  there is an 
GX, -fiO such that Tx  ^ The nonzero member is said to be an
eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue A, Obviously, A is an eigenvalue 
of T if  and only if XI - T  is not injective. So any eigenvalue of T is in o(T).
Theorem 5 .3 .3 . Let Te ££(X). We have
1) I f  |A| >a(T ), then AEp(T) or A is an eigenvalue of T of finite 
algebraic multiplicity.
2) For each r&O, let <7 (T) =  {A6 cr(T) : |Aj fer}. I f  r>at(T ), then <7^(7)—0 or 
or(T) is a finite set of eigenvalues of T.
Proof. I f  | A j > a(2), then afA ^TH  |A |_1o:(7)< 1, Since XI ~T=X(I-A~lT), X I - T  is 
injective if, and only if, I - X  1T is injective. So by Corollary 5.3.2, 
XEp(T) (if I-X ~ lT is injective), or A is an eigenvalue of T (if I - X  *F is 
not injective). By Theorem 5.3.1, there is nGlNU{0} so that
JY(I-X~i T)n—tW(I-X~iT)n+li 
then y /(A I - T)n — (A/ - T)n+1. We have proved the conclusion 1).
To show 2), we only need to prove that for r>ct(T), if  o^(Z)=£0, then 0^(2) 
is finite, since o^T) contains only eigenvalues of T. I f  aJiT) is not a 
finite set, then there is a sequence {A^} of distinct eigenvalues of T with 
j A^  [ s  r. For each k, let be a nonzero eigenvector corresponding to A .^ Then
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the set jc^ } is linearly independent for each k?z 1. This is obviously
true for Jt= l. Assuming that this is true for some it& 1 and not true for £+1, 
implies that
it k
xk + r ^ a i x i with E l ai l >0*
i « l  11  / - l
Then we have
k it it
0=7*it+i ~ AJl+i*Jt+i“  ^ *1^1" AJt+i f i a i xr  *
* “ l  i “ 1 i « l
Thus o ^ -0  for all i= l ,  ...,J t, since { . r ^ x^} is linearly independent and
it
for i& k-i-l. This contradicts £  |or,| > 0 . Hence { * j, must be
i= 1
linearly independent. Y/e have proved x^} is linearly independent for
each itfe l by induction. For each ita l,  let M^—s,p&n{x^ , . . . ,  , and let 0 < y < 1.
For each its:2, since is a closed, proper subspace of , we see that
it
there is z ^ M ^ ,  such that dist(z^, ^Sry. For every x — J] cc^x.EM^,
i~ l
we have
k k -1
<V “7^ c== ~ °7 AI .E a/ Ait“A^ f€Mit-l’
i « l  i * l
*
and 7x~ J] a. A, x.QM^ . Hence if and dist(x, ^fey, then A^  Tx EM^ ,
z=i 1
and dist(A^ *Z3c, ^Sry, as for any y£M^  we have
| A ^ T x -y l =  |x -(A jt"1(AJt/ ’-7)x+y)|| £:dist(x, M ^ ^ y .
Now we see that and dist(A  ^ ^fey for each Ast2 and
all p€ElR. In particular, if 2 < j < k ,  since T^z^M.S^M^ ^ we have
IC r 'V z jr O - 'V z ^ l fe \\ik PTpzk-X kPT pz.l asy.
Hence a ({ (r  'n ^ z ,} ,”  p s y  f°r »U /J But
« ({ (r ',D PZi }J.” :!)£ ( r " 1« (I))P«({zi }i " 2)£ 2 (r" lQi(I))P -^ 0  ( p - >  oo),
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since r> a (T ). This contradiction shows that cr (^T) must be finite and the proof 
is complete.
Remark. The theorem is also true if  or is replaced with /?. This result extends 
Proposition 5,8 on page 85 in [M ar] where r>2a(7) was needed, and gives a 
positive answer to the question asked by Martin after that proposition.
Let r (7 )-  lim  [a (r ”)]1/7l=  lim  IjS (r")]l/n. Obviously r(T)^a(T ) and
«>co n-*oo
r(T)^fi(T). We can use r(T)<  1 to replace a (T )< l  (or fl(T)<V) in Theorem 5.3,1 
and Corollary 5.3.2, use | A | > r(T) to replace j A | > a(T) in Theorem 5.3.3. 1), 
and use r> r(T )  to replace r> a (T )  in Theorem 5.3.3. 2). The proofs are similar. 
Nussbaum [Nu-1] proved that r(T )~ r  (7), where r ( I )  denotes the radius of the 
essential spectrum (for precise definition, see [Nn-1]). Note that our results 
imply that r
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